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Abstract
In 1984, Carl Weick discussed how the scale at which we perceive social problems
matters, especially regarding innovative action. He denoted that small wins lead to big
wins and that this has long been established in various fields (e.g., business, athletic
training, weight loss, addiction recovery, etc.). More recently, the Progress Principle
(Amabile & Kramer, 2011) empirically established that indeed small wins increase
productivity, joy, and creativity. Educational research and reform (i.e., policy, teacher
training, evaluation, etc.) could benefit from the additional knowledge that a ‘small wins’
perspective can provide.
Indeed, teachers regularly see, use, and are motivated by small wins: small wins can gain
momentum and spread. Small wins are emotional moments often marked by struggle
and/or frustration, thus making success rewarding. This exploratory study is the first to
establish small wins within education. Importantly, it does so from the perspective of
classroom teachers. Collectively, teachers define small wins as ephemeral moments of
meaningful success. As experts of their classrooms, teachers have the unique ability to
identify, create, and celebrate small wins. Given the increased tensions among educators
and politicians (e.g., RedforEd, gun laws), it is important that research, policy, and
training learn once again from teachers and recognize that small wins are mighty.
Keywords: small wins, creativity, teacher, federal policy, millennials, systems thinking
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Progress is being made every day in American schools, despite the negative claims often
made by the media (Coe & Kuttner, 2018; Goldstein, 2014; West, Whitehurst, & Dionne, 2011).
Teachers and students regularly work hard and succeed at important tasks in the classroom.
Unfortunately, this daily progress is rarely reported to or acknowledged by outsiders. More often,
annual achievement scores take the spotlight because recent federal policies (e.g., No Child Left
Behind, 2001; Race To The Top, 2010), despite their best intentions to focus on accountability,
have narrowed the definition of student achievement to a dangerous point (Good, 2014; Jones,
2007; Lavigne & Good, 2015) … to the point where teachers no longer want to teach (Ingersoll,
Merrill, & May, 2016; Cullen, Koedel, & Parsons, 2016; Loeb, Miller, & Wyckoff, 2015). And
even worse, to the point where current students may not want to become future teachers1 (ACT,
2016; Walker, 2009).
The use of standardized tests to evaluate student achievement is not necessarily a bad
thing, neither is a rigorous evaluation system for teachers; coupled with high-pay, a challenging
job is something that is desired by some highly-qualified candidates (Hanushek, 2009;) and often
millennials (more on this below) (Ng, Schweiters, & Lyons, 2010; Kowske & Wiley, 2010).
Kraft, Brunner, Dougherty, and Schwegman (2018) analyzed the effects of recent evaluation
reforms on the supply of new teacher candidates and found it has decreased by 17% mostly due
to a lack of autonomy, job security, and overall satisfaction. They also found that current
undergraduates are coming from less competitive institutions. The problem lies more in the fact

1

According to data analyzed from the National Center for Education Statistics (Yau, 2017), since 1995, the largest
decrease in popularity for a bachelor’s degree has been education. The biggest shift in popularity has been the
dramatic increase of parks, recreation, leisure, and fitness studies (for a visual graph of the flowing data see:
https://flowingdata.com/2019/07/10/bachelors-degree-movers/).
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that student achievement --as measured by standardized test-- have become the only measure of
student achievement (Good, 2014) and it is seemingly becoming more high-stakes overtime.
The Problem: The Heat Has Been Turned Up in the Classroom
Classrooms have always been complex spaces (Jackson, 1986; Good & Lavigne, 2017)
but recently they have become more complicated, both for students and teachers. To name but a
few factors: negative media portrayals (Goldstein, 2015), high-stakes testing procedures (Jones;
2007; Lavigne, 2014), cell phone/ internet addictions (Walker, 2016), online bullying (Shariff,
2009), increased physical violence (Lunenburg, 2010), extreme politicization (Hess & McAvocy,
2014), the increasing economic divide and disappearing middle class (Lipman, 2013), the
availability and use of opioids (Christie, 2017; Rafa, 2018), which all make disciplinary actions
more difficult (Adams, 2018), and which put teachers in positions to commonly be bullied,
harassed, and threated while at work 2(American Federation of Teachers, 2017).
Additionally, the school shooting epidemic currently stretching across the nation has
drastically impacted school safety and thus teachers’ jobs. Specifically, the February 14th, 2018
shooting in Parkland, Florida at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High (Laughland, 2018) shook
American citizens and politicians to the point of suggesting that teachers should carry guns in
order to protect their students and themselves while in school (Green & Fernandez, 2018;
Kamenetz, 2018; Lander, 2018). Possibly in partially reaction to the suggestion of arming
teachers, and definitely due to the increasing trend of poor pay, teachers began using online
platforms (e.g., Facebook, local news and talk shows) to expose the ignored school

2

According to the 2017, American Federation of Teachers- Educators Work Life satisfaction survey, 43% of
respondents stated within the last year they had been bullied, threatened, and/or harassed. Those identified as
bullies were principals, administrators, and/or supervisors (35%), co-workers (23%), students (50%), and student’s
parents (31%).
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infrastructures (e.g., unsanitary and outdated bathrooms, leaking roofs) and their outdated,
damaged, and minimalistic classroom resources (e.g.., broken desks, inaccurate old textbooks)
(Beard Rau, 2018; Gomez, & Zdanowicz, 2018). With time and given some momentum from the
earlier historical Women’s March (https://www.womensmarch.com/) and continuing #MeToo
Movement (https://metoomvmt.org/), teachers began to organize, speak out, and to take action.
Across the US, from West Virginia to Arizona, teachers (as well as citizens, parents, and
students) began striking to show how frustrated and disappointed they are with the current
education system (Karp & Sanchez, 2018).
Red For Ed. On April 26th, 2018 an estimated 75,000 people showed their solidarity with
teachers by gathering at the Arizona State Capital in Phoenix and chanting “Red For Ed!”
(Gardiner, 2018). It should be noted that this massive formal strike was not spontaneous, but
rather it followed a long build-up of increasingly drastic protest measures. First, other states,
such as West Virginia, Kentucky, and Oklahoma had already gone on strike (and were, for the
most part successful). Second, the teachers in Arizona began their protesting by hosting ‘walkins’ that included wearing red t-shirts on Wednesdays for several weeks, until they eventually
voted to formally walk-out. School districts around the state were forced to shut down more than
1,000 schools for several days (most of them until May 3rd, 2018), displacing more than 850,000
students (Bach, 2018) while Governor Doug Ducey contemplated the demands3 made by the
Arizona Educators United (AEU). Results from the strike were somewhat victorious in the fact
that Gov. Ducey agreed to 1) a 20% raise by 2020 for teachers and 2) allocated approximately

3

Some of the demands made by the AEU included 1) a 2018-2019 school year pay increase of 20% for all teachers
and certified staff, 2) wages returned to 2008 ‘pre-recession’ school funding levels which included a statement on
classroom size: a student to teacher ratio of 23:1, no new tax cuts until Arizona per pupil spending and teacher
salaries reach the national average (http://arizonaeducatorsunited.com/demands).
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$371 million over five-years to education funding. Yet, these concessions did not address all the
demands, such as, support staff needs (i.e., librarians or counselors), student-teacher ratios. Nor
did it come close to restoring previous levels of funding, as requested by the AEU (Bach, 2018).
(A more in-depth analysis of the 2018 teacher strikes and the events leading up it are discussed
in Chapter 5).
Millennials
Teachers, in some states, have been successful at negotiating their work conditions and
salary. But, why haven’t teachers succeeded at this before? Why now? Although there are
numerous possibilities, and no clear answer, I contend it is partially because the pay gap has
become so large (and working conditions have become so poor) that teachers have reached their
boiling point and are rising to action. Another reason, and I hypothesize a major reason, is
because the Millennial generation has come-of-age: They are entering the workforce in large
quantities --and whether conscious of it or not—their collective preferences matter, especially for
some professions like teaching.
Millennials have grown up, lived, and witnessed first-hand the effects of declining
education funds. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, as of July 1st, 2016, there are 71 million
Millennials--those born between 1981-19964 (Fry, 2018)—which closely compares to the large
and popularly known 74 million Baby Boomers (born 1946-1964). And it is predicted, that in
2019, Millennials will officially become the largest currently living adult generation. Popular
generational theorists Howe and Strauss (2009) have studied the cyclical tendencies (i.e., the

4

Some discrepancies on defining the exact date of generational/ social cohorts exists because indeed they can be
formed/ defined by historical events (Fry, 2018), therefore Millennials can be described as being born anywhere
around 1980-1985(Howe & Strauss, 2000).
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‘turnings’) of generational cohorts and have found that all generations fall within four
reoccurring archetypes: 1) Hero’s are best known for their collective triumphs during their
coming-of-age (e.g., G.I. and Millennials), 2) Artist’s are typically quiet, flexible, and seen as
consensus-building (e.g., Silent Generation), 3) Prophet’s, at their coming-of-age, are known for
their passion (e.g., Baby Boomers), and 4) Nomad’s often known for ‘raising hell’ but yet getting
things done (e.g., the Lost Generation). (For more discussion see Howe & Strauss, 2009, 96-97).
And although generational research and theory need much more empirical literature- especially
studies that control for time periods and age (Lyons & Kuron, 2014; Twenge, 2012), it is still
worth considering the average values, beliefs, and attitudes that are self-reported by generational
cohorts as they can have real impact on economic trends (Strauss & Howe, 2009).
Much like individual childhood experiences can shape adulthood expectations (Eccles et
al., 1983), shared experiences (e.g., wars, inventions/ technology, etc.) throughout development
can often contribute to unique social cohort characteristics- such as popular trends in values and
beliefs- (Noble & Schewe, 2003). Consider, when the class of 2000 was surveyed about what
‘events that made the biggest impression’ on their high school experience, Millennials top
response was the 1999 Columbine High School Massascre (Howe & Strauss, 2000. p. 19)…
closely followed by the Oklahoma City Bombing, Princess Di’s death, the Clinton impeachment
trial, the O.J. Simpson trial, and the Rodney King riots. Overall, understanding the
commonalities that unite individuals during a unique time in history is important (Corporate
Leadership Council, 2004; Strauss & Howe, 2009) because 1) context matters (Lyons & Kuron,
2014) and 2) can be a drive for societal change (Kowske, Rasch, & Wiley, 2010; Mannheim,
1952;).
Strength in Numbers: Daring the Millennials
14

Although Millennials are often depicted as weak individuals with hoovering ‘helicopter
parents’ and participation trophies (Twenge & Campbell, 2012), the reality is collectively there
is strength. Consider that environmental and/ or health conscious individuals make different
consumer choices and, thus, on a collective level generational preference(s) (i.e., beliefs, values,
etc.) can have real buying and voting power. For example, the recent headlines discussing that
Millennials are no longer using/ purchasing dryer sheets (Cox, 2016) and that they are ‘killing’
processed cheese (Mulvany & Patton, 2018). In fact, the fast-food typhoon McDonald’s has
even had to reconsider their marketing in order to appeal to the Millennial generation (Jargon,
2016)5. And, like previous Hero generations, as Millennials vote, take office, protest, and
develop new trends in grassroots funding (e.g., GoFundMe), it is expected that past products,
policies, and so forth will change.
Simply put, the Millennial generation is massive in size and is therefore—when united—
a powerful force. And, much to credit of the 1995 Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.)
program, Millennials are beginning to recognize this strength. According to the D.A.R. E.
website (as archived on June, 22, 2017 by https://dare.procon.org/), approximately 114 million
students6 (75% of U.S. school districts) have completed the program since its conception in
1983. For the earliest grades, D.A.R.E. curriculum teaches students how to handle bullies, how
to resist drugs, how to recognize violent behavior and potential lures into membership gains, as
well as, students are encouraged to report (a.k.a. The Three R’s). In the middle school ages,

5

Popular online media outlets (e.g., Buzzfeed, Mashable, etc) have run articles that list a multitude of items that
millennials have ‘killed.’ For example see: https://mashable.com/2017/07/31/things-millennials-have-killed/).
Additionally, since Millennials represent such a large consumer demographic, there is much discussion about how
to uniquely market they and their collective preferences (e.g., brand authenticity). For more examples, see:
https://www.inc.com/john-white/there-are-83-million-millennials-in-the-us-heres-h.html
6
Note project census data estimates in 2019 there are currently 73 million Millennials in the U.S., which is
surpassing the previously largest generation: the Baby Boomers projected to decline to 72 million (Fry, 2018).
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students are taught to ‘Keep it R.E.A.L.’ whereby they learned to refuse, explain, avoid and
leave when faced with abusive situations. Overall critics fail to agree if overall the program is
successful or not, especially when comparing short versus long term effects. For instance,
Ahmed et al (2002) found, that although some-what short-term, that those who complete the
D.A.R.E. program are five time less likely to smoke tobacco than those not in the program,
whereas, a 2011 meta-analysis by Singh et al found that, especially in terms of long-term use, the
program was ineffective at decreasing the use of illicit drugs among youth. Yet, separate from
measuring drug use, the D.A.R. E. program has undeniably taught Millennials that it is
responsible to 1) avoid dangerous situations, 2) walk away, 3) say no while giving an excuse 4)
change the subject, and 5) that, indeed, there is strength in numbers (D.A.R.E, 2018).
Millennial Teachers. As Millennials transition from students to educators, they are
struggling to find meaning in the teaching profession. They are questioning, ‘In today’s society,
what does it mean to be a teacher?’ Johnson (2006), a Millennial, writes “On my first day of
teaching, I turned to metaphor to help me with the anything but straightforward task of defining
this new identity” (10). She continues, “After a year of digging… I think that these metaphors
could not fit perfectly because of the generational context in which I teach. I teach members of
my own generation- a rising generation complete with its own strengths and challenges”
(Johnson, 2006, p. 11).
In terms of Millennials collectively entering the teaching workforce, it is valid to consider
that - among other qualities (e.g. see narcissism discussion by Twenge & Campbell, 2012)Millennials have repeatedly been depicted as being civic-minded, achieving, and team players –
(Greening & Turban, 2000; Howe & Strauss, 2009). Millennials often express having a strong
desire to ‘change the world’ (Ng, Schweitzer, & Lyons, 2010), are looking for meaningful and
16

fulfilling experiences (Lancaster & Stillman, 2002; Yang & Guy, 2006). And importantly, they
are known for holding corporations more responsible (Greening & Turban, 2000; Buckley,
Viechnicki, & Barua, 2015). For at least the next decade, incoming teachers and teaching
candidates will be Millennials therefore it is reasonable to expect that Millennial teachers will do
their best to hold America responsible for its education system. Policy, training, and evaluation
procedures need to recognize that students and teachers are regularly making progress, but often
in small wins. And although not every teacher can be given a trophy, every good teacher should
be able to expect a safe classroom, adequate resources, and decent wages.
What is Good Teaching?
Does a good teacher make their students laugh? Or does a good teacher have strict
standards? Can a good teacher do both? Does it matter what a teacher does or thinks? Rosenthal
(1966) demonstrated in several laboratory studies that experimenters’ expectations for subjects
could be communicated in ways that actually influenced subjects’ performance. Later he
conducted a study with Jacobson, Pygmalion in the Classroom (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968), in
which false expectations were given to teachers (i.e., the belief that some students would bloom
intellectually in the coming year). This study was flawed in many ways (see Snow, 1969;
Thorndike,1968), however, even the critics of the study thought that the notion merited careful
testing in order to assess its veracity. Fifty years after Pygmalion in the Classroom, Good,
Sterzinger, and Lavigne (2019) have criticized the original study but have also noted that it has
stimulated a plethora of classroom studies that show that indeed some teachers do treat students
believed to be more capable differently than they treat students they believe to be less capable.
And these beliefs of teachers can have real effects on students, Rubie-Davies (2014) conducted
an experiment to illustrate that teachers could be given information about inappropriate
17

communication of expectations in ways that improved their interaction patterns with students,
and improved teacher actions actually enhance student performance. Overall, many recent
studies have empirically shown that teachers can have significant impact on students’ effort in
class and overall determination (Kraft & Grace, 2016), grit, (Duckworth & Yeager, 2015),
attendance (Gershenson, 2016), happiness and self-confidence while in class (Blazar & Kraft,
2017) to name but a few. Given that teachers can influence students in so many ways, does this
mean they are to blame when a school is deemed failing?
Teachers Make a Difference: But That Does NOT Mean They are to Blame
Recognizing and supporting progress is an important part of being a teacher. Sometimes
teachers need to acknowledge individual student progress while at other times they notice whole
class gains. In either case, teachers are experts at knowing when a task has been completed in an
acceptable manner (and when a task has not been completed appropriately). The appropriateness
is often determined by teachers’ unique knowledge of multiple systems (i.e., intercultural
proficiency). For example, the federally mandated curriculum(s) and assessment(s), district-level
standards, school-level goals and even classroom-levels understandings that simultaneous
influence their class-as-a-whole and individually each student. Balancing the many working
pieces of a classroom is not an easy task. Teachers have a demanding job that entails
coordinating and making many daily decisions, quickly, and often with incomplete information7
(Good & Brophy, 2008; Good & Lavigne, 2017; Jackson, 1968; 1986).

7

Philip Jackson (1968) estimated that elementary teachers have approximately 200-300 exchanges per hour with
their students. This is an estimated 1200-1500 interactions that are deemed unplanned and/or unpredictable.
(Good and Brophy, 2008).
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But the complexity of the classroom is not their fault --there is always some level of
improvisation involved in teaching (Sawyer, 2004; Thornton, 2011). Unfortunately, many of the
daily intricacies that go into teaching are unrecorded and therefore go unknown to those outside
the classroom. Teacher evaluation procedures in America have come to commonly include using
students’ annual achievement scores to evaluate teachers (i.e. value-added modeling), which has
unintendedly raised the pressure for both students and teachers (Good & Lavigne, 2015;
Hanushek & Rivkin, 2010; Jones, 2007).
As noted, the profession of teaching has reached its boiling point. New teachers that enter
the field are quickly leaving (Ingersoll, 2012), long-time professionals are retired from the field
(Guarino, Santibañez, & Daley, 2006; Ingersoll, Merrill, & Stuckey, 2014), and in general
teachers are burnt-out (Skaalvik, & Skaalvik, 2010). In addition, federal policies impact teachers
in powerful ways yet federal budgets are a small part of state and local budgets for schools (and
we know that these vary greatly). Before the strikes, teachers’ salaries were- at best- staying
stagnate while many have been decreasing8. Teachers often make less than others in occupations
with comparable degrees (Allegretto & Mishel, 2018) thus, it is easy to understand why teachers
repeatedly report being highly unsatisfied with their profession (Goldring, Gray, & Bitterman,
2013; Cox, Parmer, Strizek, & Thomas, 2017). The September cover of the Time Magazine
(Reilly, 2018) shows the somber face of middle-aged woman sitting in classroom. It reads, “My
child and I share a bed in a small apartment, I spend $1,000 on supplies and I’ve been laid off
three times due to budget cuts. I’m a teacher in America.” Parallel to this publication was the
New York Times Magazine (September 9th, 2018), in which the cover reads in thick black all-

8

For instance, the pay of Arizona’s elementary school teachers dropped 11% (10% for high school teachers) from
2001 to 2017 (Hunting et al., 2017).
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caps print, “TEACHERS JUST WANT TO TEACH BUT THE CLASSROOM HAS BECOME
A BATTLEGROUND.” What these magazine covers highlight is that America is beginning to
discuss what many teachers already know: that something is not working (and it surely is not
them).
As a democracy, teachers are valued professionals that play a crucial role in the checksand-balance of this country. Stated bluntly, teachers inspire us. Recall this is why we sent the
American high-school teacher (and mother) Christa McAuliffe 9into space in 1986 Challenger
Space Shuttle. She said, “Space is for everybody. It's not just for a few people in science or math,
or for a select group of astronauts. That's our new frontier out there, and it's everybody's business
to know about space.” Making each student dream and think of future possibilities is important.
Indeed, the 2016 Pew Research survey (Kennedy) depicted that 65% of Americans polled entrust
principals and superintendents to act in the public’s interest—which ranked just under military
and medical scientists. Ultimately, isn’t this is why the American education system is public? So
that all students can have an opportunity to learn and be inspired.
As a society we may have finally come to accept the fact that teachers make a difference,
but it is a bit more complex to understand how and why. Deciding what to teach, how to teach it,
when to teach it, who to teach it, and so forth, are important questions that can have multiple
correct answers. Each student has a unique set of abilities and interests and are influenced by
their personal history and goals for the future. Developing genuine relationships and safe spaces
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During the final Teacher In Space selection televised interview, school teacher Christa McAuliffe spoke at length
about how, if selected, it was her goal as a historian to provide the view of the ‘common man’ to all people on
earth. For more on this, see a transcription of the interview in Appendix K.
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for learning is an important skill that cannot be automated. In fact, researchers are still working
to quantify all the events and factors that simultaneously occur in classrooms.
The Process of Learning is Complex. Learning is a process that is not always linear.
Often mistakes, errors, misunderstandings, and misfortunate events interrupt comprehension,
and/or cause setbacks. New information can cause pause for adapting or rearranging previous
information. Consider, for the most part, learning is a cognitive process in which information is
1) attended to, 2) perceived, 3) rehearsed, 4) encoded, and 5) retrieved (Atkinson & Shiffrin,
1968). Through several different techniques and strategies (e.g., scaffolding or foreshadowing)
teachers organize and present information in ways that ease cognitive load and make concepts
comprehensible.
Past theories of learning used to encourage educators to present material in a rather
decontextualized fashion (Bruner, 1964) based on the belief that abstract understanding forms
later general comprehension (Lave, 1988; Perkins 1992). Yet, this belief has long been
challenged (Dewey, 1903), especially since empirical evidence has begun to show that
decontextualization, or the lack of a connection to real world application and practicality, often
undermines students’ intrinsic motivation (i.e. their desire to learn) (Anderman & Maehr, 1994;
Lepper, Sethi, Dialdin, & Drake 1997). Overall, it is important for the process of learning that
material is presented, even abstract concepts, within meaningful contexts (Cordova & Lepper,
1996).
Broadening Student Achievement. In addition to understanding students’ cognitive
needs, teachers are also aware of their students’ many other needs such as social and emotional
(McCaslin, 2009). Often they see these ‘other’ needs as central to their teaching role (Piañta &
Hamre, 2009; Blazar, 2018). Teachers need to and want to see students as a whole child (Garcia,
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2014), that is a person developing in multiple ways simultaneous (Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki,
Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011). All-in-all, teacher’s unique intercultural proficiency allows them to
recognize moments of stagnation and/ or defeat versus breakthroughs, as well as, the
development of new thresholds. Regularly teachers adapt their expectations, and often they use
the information and recognition of small wins to calibrate such expectations and to overall help
make meaning.
Because progress in non-cognitive outcomes (e.g. behavioral, social, emotional,
attendance, etc.) are seldom deemed important, teachers rarely have the time or place to discuss
the small wins that students regularly achieve in their classrooms, and therefore they also do not
discuss or acknowledge the work (i.e., their role) in setting up those small wins. Unfortunately,
teachers’ ability to recalibrate- to regularly update their expectations-- for many students and
their various needs has been overlooked by politicians, administration, evaluation procedures,
and in general, society.
Let’s Respect Teachers and Turn Down the Heat
Teachers are knowledgeable professionals. It is important to recognize that teachers make
meaning between many complex systems (i.e. the American education system, their local school
district and classroom systems, and the learning process of both whole-class and individual
student). Additionally, we know – and have known for some time —that teachers are
intrinsically motivated to teach (Hanushek & Pace, 1995; Lee, 1928). They desire to make the
future better and are passionate about working with youth. For the most part, teachers are honest
and hardworking professionals that deserve livable wages, decent working conditions (that
include necessary resources and fair evaluation procedures), and, in general, respect.
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Research plays an important role in informing not only the public eye, but also policy,
training programs, evaluation procedures, and so forth. Now, especially given the many tensions
surrounding the profession of teaching in America, it is vital that research provides a useful
understanding of what teachers actually do in their classrooms, how they do it, and why they do
it (Good & McCaslin, 2008; Loewenberg-Ball & Forzani, 2009). Research needs to take into
consideration, on a daily basis, what teachers perceive as student achievement in their
classrooms. All in all, understanding the small wins that teachers regularly recognize is merely
the first step in understanding how teachers help their students succeed.
Too often the media, politicians, burn-out teachers, and even parents forget how
important the daily small wins are to the overall process of learning. Big wins rarely occur
without first the accumulation of many smalls wins. Teachers are uniquely skilled at recognizing
meaningful student progress that incrementally occurs on a daily level. As education continues to
reform and look for answers, I suggest that the application of a small wins perspective may be a
solution. And further, we already have some professionals working in the field that are experts at
recognizing small wins in the classroom… teachers.
Theoretical Framework: Small Wins
Small wins are important for success in a variety of contexts (Amabile & Kramer, 2011
Rhatigan, & Schuh, 2003; Weick, 1984). Whether in the realm of sports, business, recovery, or
learning, small wins preserve gains. They do not unravel when mistakes or errors inevitably
occur, and they allow our brains a safe place to refocus and restart. Simply put, small wins make
mistakes and mishaps less detrimental by giving a starting point for recovery. Recall how often
you have heard winning athletes and their coaches state that that their secret strategy is to focus
‘one game at a time’… Or consider how often the mantra ‘one day at a time’ is used in recovery
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situations. Even the classic tale of the tortoise and the hare reminds us that slow but steady
progress is what wins the race. More impressive, in accordance with the Progress Principle, a
small wins focus can increase a person’s overall productivity, creativity, and joy (more on this
below).
Small wins make sense from the psychology perspective (Weick, 1984; Giorgi, 1985,
2012). Consider what is known about cognitive load, stress, affective limitations, and the
interaction of environments. A small wins focus makes feedback more immediate and easier to
be used, applied, and reevaluated. It frames a problem into a manageable size, helping avoid
cognitive shortcuts and biases while allowing for a more rational understanding of cause and
effect. It allows for recognition of a single event happening in time, which is not always true in
reality as many events often co-occur. “Much of the artfulness of small wins lies in identifying,
gathering and labeling several small changes that are present but unnoticed… changes that in
actuality could be gathered under a variety of labels (Weick, 1984, p. 43-44).”
As noted, the classroom is a complex environment that has multiple events and people
doing multiple things at the same time (Jackson, 1968; Good & Lavigne, 2018). There are many
different labels that could be used to describe what is happening (Weick, 1984) and many
different people’s perspectives that could be considered (e.g. teacher, student, principal, parents,
etc.) … yet, it is the teacher who has the most expansive knowledge and experience within the
given context (i.e. their classroom). Simply put, quantifying classroom progress is difficult but
teachers have the unique ability to understand and make meaning of their classroom’s
complexity.
The Progress Principle and Meaningful Work
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Every day meaningful work occurs in classrooms, but too often it is systemically
disregarded because it is not a big win. In general, small wins have not been applied to the
education system. Although it has been examined in terms of business: In 2011, the Progress
Principle (Amabile & Kramer, 2011) was deemed the number one ‘breakthrough idea’ for
effective business management from Harvard Business Review. In short, the Progress Principle
states that any progress in meaningful work (i.e, a small win) is also contributing to an upward
spiral of creativity, engagement, and performance. Accomplishing one small win has lasting
effects. The initiation of one small win often sets the stage for another one (Amabile & Kramer,
2011; Rhatigan & Schuh, 2003; Weick, 1984). Habitually perceiving the world in terms of
mostly concrete and controllable opportunities increases the likelihood that one will engage and
try, be creative, and ultimately find joy in future tasks.
Amabile and Kramer (2011) studied seven different companies across the United States,
including some large and very well-known household names. Their data collection procedures
included a mixed-methods design in which multiple samples were surveyed in multiple forms:
First, there were a total of 11, 637 diary entries. These consisted of daily rating scales pertaining
to perceptions, emotions, and motivations, as well as, as an open response space for participants
to write about one ‘significant daily event.’ To begin with, at the start of the study, the Kirton
Adaptation- Innovation Inventory, the NEO Five-Factor Inventory (Form S), and a Work
Preference Inventory were administered. In between, monthly, participants also completed an
‘Individual /Assessment Form’ where each person rated each team member, including
themselves, on creative contribution, commitment, contribution to team cohesiveness, and
contribution to project quality. Also, at three different times (start, middle, and end) during the
study the KEYS: Assessing the Climate for Creativity assessment was administered. Lastly, a
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‘final project assessment’ was completed at the end of the study by each participant on how they
felt the team performed on several scale-rated dimensions of productivity.
Separate from that data, Amabile and Kramer (2011) also surveyed nearly 700 leaders and
CEO to project managers around the world to rank the following five factors, about ‘what they
thought motivates employees’: incentives, recognition, clear goals, interpersonal support, and
support for making progress in the work. This massive amount of data coming from mixedmethodology shows a strong and compelling relationship between what is deemed inner work
life and one’s overall creativity and productivity. Inner work life refers to the continuous
perceptions, emotions, and motivations that people experience throughout their workday. Given
that emotions, perceptions, and motivations are seemingly private, often non-tangible constructs,
team leaders and managers may forget how important they are and the role they play in a
company’s success or failure. Yet the emotions and perceptions linked to these daily experiences
can have powerful influences on motivation and therefore productivity and creativity.
The Progress Principle (Amabile & Kramer, 2011) supports the notion that, at a basic
human level, people react and try to make sense of their daily experiences. Thus, the
environment (i.e., social climate) can play significant role in either supporting or impeding one’s
creativity and productivity. From a general perspective, progress refers to events that signify
growth, advancement, and/or headway such as small wins, breakthroughs, forward movement,
and goal completion (more on small wins later). Opposite of progress are setbacks (e.g., events
that signify delay, decrease, and/ or stagnation such as steps backwards, impediments, upsets,
and failure). More specifically, nourishers or the ‘nourishment factor’ is referring to events that
support the person or individual such that they provide respect, encouragement, emotional
support, and/or affiliation. The opposite of this, whereas events that impede the person, are
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referred to as toxins. Catalysts or the ‘catalyst factor’ are events that support the work such as
providing resources, sufficient time, setting clear goals, allowing autonomy, helping with the
work, learning from problems and successes, and allowing ideas to flow. Those events that
impede the work are considered inhibitors. These three factors, progress (setbacks), nourishers
(toxins), and catalysts (inhibitors) are the main three factors that contribute to a quality inner
work life.
Catalysts. From the analysis of diary entries, both ‘good’ and ‘bad’ days were examined for
commonalities (Amabile & Kramer, 2011). Overall seven significant catalysts were consistently
found to promote work. First, is the notion of setting clear goals: either short and/or long-term,
yet, meaningful goals. Second, is allowing for autonomy, which allows employees to tap into
their intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy and be creative. Third, all workers must have access
to resources, at least the basics, if not more. Fourth, is the notion of time[2] and the pressure it can
create. Fifth, is the availability of genuine help, for instance when needing to brainstorm and/ or
collaborate. The sixth catalyst was the ability to learn from both success and failures, as both
situations encourage reflection about past behaviors, especially those deemed as risk-taking. The
seventh and final significant catalyst was a climate conducive to flow, in which honest ideas are
heard, considered, and discussed. Contrasting each of these in a negative manner would render
these catalysts into inhibitors.
Nourishers. Amabile and Kramer’s (2011) analysis also found four major interpersonal
support or nourishers: respect, encouragement, emotional support, and affiliation. When putting
forth effort, eventually employees expect some form of feedback and/or reward, which therefore
leads to either feeling respected or disrespected for their labor. Genuine listening and
appreciation, honesty, and so forth easily contribute to a climate of
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respect. Encouragement includes the notion of enthusiasm, confidence and self-efficacy
building, bringing forth meaning, and overall increasing motivation. Emotional support means
validating, or simply acknowledging, the emotions that exists, often whether related to work or
personal events. Affiliation refers the behaviors that allow for bonding and feelings of belonging,
which include camaraderie, collaboration, team building activities, and so forth.
Ultimately these nourishers can work together to develop a positive organizational work
climate in which employees understand their roles and feel comfortable to converse and work as
both individuals and/or teams. Reverse, the four toxins are readily labeled as: disrespect,
discouragement, emotional neglect, and antagonism. Toxins can be direct actions, or,
importantly the absence of nourishers can also be considered toxic. For example, when a
manager fails to give appreciation for a job well done. Unfortunately, when surveying managers
across the world about motivating employees- support for making progress came in last- only 5%
had ranked it as number one (this is less than random chance). This means that managers are
severally undervaluing the power of the Progress Principle and are failing to utilize the powerful
focus of small wins.
In general, this study aims to apply the Progress Principal (Amabile & Kramer, 2011) to
the American education system in hopes to better understand what constitutes a small win in
today’s classroom. More specifically, this study seeks to understand how classroom teachers
perceive student progress on a daily basis. Unfortunately, the vast and non-replicable knowledge
that classroom teachers possess is often-untapped and unused in formal research and is therefore
regularly missing from policy reform and evaluation procedures (Good, Biddle, & Brophy,
1975). Research and policy need to be better informed by what teachers actually do in the
classroom (Ball & Forzani, 2010) in order to develop supportive environments that encourage
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teachers to stay (Darling-Hammond, 2003; Lavigne & Good, 2013 Papay & Kraft, 2017), as well
as effectively promote student achievement. Unfortunately, in 2018, we still do not know how to
best support teachers and students in their everyday small wins (American Federation of
Teachers, 2017).
Definitions. This study uses the following terms in the specific context discussed:
Intercultural proficiency encompasses teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitudes, and beliefs in
regard to their ability to work with and respond to students in cross-cultural classrooms. Systems
thinking refers the understanding of a system and how its components, linkages, and interactions
defines its own existence (more on these in chapter 2). Small wins are defined as an increment of
forward progress, successful step towards a goal (Weick, 1984; Rhatigan & Schuh, 2003). A
small win is a concrete moment of success. In addition, this study uses the term Progress
Principle to reference the understanding that people desire to make progress at meaningful work
(Amabile & Kramer, 2011).
Study Purpose
Learning is a process that is often measured in America by big wins, such as a student’s
annual progress on standardized achievement tests. Yet, this big win focus overlooks the many
small successes that take place regularly in the classroom. Teachers’ intercultural proficiency
gives a valuable perspective and incomparable ability to recognize moments of improvement in
their classrooms. A better understanding of what teachers perceive as success (and why) could
better inform evaluation procedures and policy, as well as potentially inform, train, and prepare
novice teachers for the classroom.
Unfortunately, progress is being systematically acknowledged, measured, and supported
in American classrooms only when it is substantial or big… Notice, value-added modeling and
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end-of-years student gains do not provide in-the-moment, day-to-day feedback (which is
important for teachers’ lesson planning and daily decision-making). Although big wins are
indeed important, recognizing progress on a smaller, more everyday level is essentially what
teachers do. In order to capture this, teachers were asked to describe a small win in their
classroom and to discuss their role in the event.
Although not the main focus of this paper, many have discussed the role of creativity in
education (Craft, 2003; Craft, Jeffrey, & Leibling, 2001; Runco, 2008) and have commented that
despite creativity being a highly desired skill, the term can be seen a controversial. Thus, this
study additionally investigates how teachers relate the term creativity to their own professional
identity and to that of their colleagues. This was done using a closed yes/no response option
followed by a short-answer why/why not? (ex: Do you believe all teachers are creative? Why/
why not?). This line of inquiry was designed to unravel if/ what connection may exist between
small wins and creativity.
Most importantly, this study serves as the first to explore small wins in an educational
setting. This study importantly makes space for the voice of current classrooms teachers to be
heard. During an era of massive tension and protest, this study seeks to document the real lived
experiences, thoughts, and beliefs of classroom teachers. Ultimately this study hopes to capture
(more holistically than previous research) what teachers do and why they do it. Specifically, how
do teachers recognize and use small wins in their classrooms?
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Policy makers, researchers, administrators, parents, and even students never see the entire
scope of what a teacher does. There is still little understanding as to how and why teachers do
what they do (Good & McCaslin, 2008) despite thousands of studies on teacher effectiveness
(Korthagen, 2017; Loewenberg Ball & Forzani, 2009). Throughout the daily hustle-and-bustle
teachers are constantly responsible for a variety of things. As noted in chapter 1, they must multitask and make many decisions spontaneously with incomplete information (Jackson, 1968; Good
& Brophy, 2008; Good & Lavigne, 2017). From an outsider's perspective it is often difficult to
understand why teachers do what they do. In fact, many observers may not even notice the
variation of small details that teachers must regularly attend to in order to manage their
classroom all in attempts to provide an ‘equal opportunity’ to every student.
Public education is essential to a fruitful democracy and is a catalyst for achieving the
American Dream. The ideal of upward social mobility and equality of opportunity for all is
believed to be achieved through hard work and good education (Dewey,1913; Nasaw, 1981;
Westbrook, 2015). In discussing systematic educational reform, Hochschild and Scovronick
(2003) claim that, “good teaching matters perhaps more than anything else…” (p 98). Hence,
many educational policies such as No Child Left Behind (NCLB) and Race To The Top (RTTT),
have promised to hire highly-qualified teachers in hopes to increase the quality of teaching and
improve student achievement. In general, the expectation is- and has long been- that teachers are
expected to provide “a sound education equitably to all children (Coleman et al, 1966; Garcia &
Weiss, 2019).”
Coleman Report: Missing Relevant Teacher Data
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In 1966, one of the largest educational studies ever conducted (their sample included
more than 650,000 students) released a more than 700-page report entitled the ‘Equality of
Educational Opportunity’ (Coleman, et al., 1966). Also known as the Coleman Report, it
concluded that schools were an insignificant factor in students’ achievement. The only
statistically significant variable to consistently explain the differences in student achievement
were non-school variables (i.e., student background: parental education and social economic
status). The common assumption that followed these results was that teachers do not make a
difference to student achievement and thus funding education wasn’t productive.
Since then, many studies have investigated how schooling expenditures and educational
productivity are related, especially economists (e.g., Eide, Goldhaber, & Brewer, 2004;
Goldhaber & Brewer, 1996; Goldhaber & Hannaway, 2009). Research has determined that,
indeed, the difference within schools is much more influential than the differences between
schools (for reviews see Good, Biddle, & Brophy, 1975; Jencks, 1972; Hanushek 1986). Also,
there has been discussion about the inadequate methodologies of the study (Hanushek, 1986).
Good, Biddle, and Brophy (1975) posited that the Coleman Report failed to observe actual
classroom processes and therefore missed the relevant data on teacher actions and their impact
on student achievement.
Either way, the Coleman Report depicted the American education system as ineffective.
Since then, it has consistently—and often unfairly—been compared to other countries (for more
on this see Berliner & Biddle, 1996; Good, 2014, Lavigne & Good, 2019). And, too often
educational reform has looked for a quick fix (i.e., a silver bullet) … and has unintentionally
focused too narrowly on defining success (e.g., by standard tests of achievement) (Lavigne &
Good, 2014; 2015; 2019). Paradoxically, most of the reforms intended to improve American
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education have subsequently created an exceedingly high-stakes environment that has become
stifling to both students and teachers. Under the increased pressure there is little room to learn
from failure (Rohrkemper & Corno, 1988; McCaslin, Vriesema, & Burggraf, 2016) which is
alarming given what we know about: 1) good teaching and the educational system, 2) creativity
and the brain, and 3) making meaningful progress (i.e., small wins)—as I discuss further below.
The Impact of a Good Teacher Cannot be Erased
Reforming education is not a simple task. Too often policymakers and reformers endorse
silver bullets in desperate hopes of finding a panacea (e.g., small class sizes, whole-language/
phonic, project-based learning) (Lavigne & Good, 2018; Loughran, 2010). Yet, while discussing
the goals of education, its it critical to remember that intelligence and achievement tests are
socially constructed (Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010). Such tests and framing are referred to as an
explicit theory of intelligence, whereas, an implicit theory of intelligence considers more of the
everyday perceptions. In 1985, Robert Sternberg investigated implicit theories of intelligence in
both laypeople and experts. Through nonmetric multi-dimensional scaling Sternberg found six
main components relevant to intelligence: 1) problem-solving ability, 2) verbal ability, 3)
intellectual integration and balance, 4) goal orientation, 5) contextual intelligence (i.e., within the
everyday environment), and 6) fluid thought.
Past beliefs strongly stated that intelligence was a hereditary trait10 passed down through
families. Given the belief, that IQ is fixed and obtained at birth from one’s family, there is little
need to create equal school opportunities for all students. Early intelligence testing began with
the goal of identifying students that may be falling behind or ‘lagging’ in their studies. In 1904,
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For example, see the nephew of Darwin- Francis Galton’s writing from 1868 about the innateness of intelligence
in his piece entitled Hereditary Genius.
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Binet (and the subsequent research with Terman) systematically developed a series of diagnostic
tests that in time became the Stanford-Binet Test of Intelligence (Gould, 1996). Despite the
name, this test was never designed to differentiate “high” versus “low” intelligence.
After the war, with a booming population, scientific research was focusing on how to
best improve organizational functioning (Tyack, 1974). Kaplan (1956) cites Weyl from (1921)
saying that “Intelligence’ remained as the yet ‘untested hope’ of regulating human relations11.
(Kaplan, 1956, p 347).” Rapid growth meant there was a need for some system of organization to
identify talent, and such tests easily allowed for categorization and grouping, as well as, quick
decision-making. Oakes (1987) remind us that, in many ways, this was done with ‘the best
interest of the child in mind’… as it was believed that students could avoid frustration and failure
if they were properly tracked.
Around the same time Getzels and Jackson (1962) were inspired by the observation that
many students who did poorly on IQ tests still were able to earn good grades in school. They
conducted a study in which they compared the attainment level of different groups of students
(N=449 students). More specifically, they compared divergent thinking12 and intelligence (IQ)
tests. What they found was that those who scored high on creativity did better in academic
achievement despite being an average of 5 points lower in IQ score and surprisingly these
students were deemed less-preferred by teachers (often for their risk-taking behaviors). And,
those who scored the high in both IQ and creativity were found to overachieve for their
intelligence. Postulating that both traits should be desired by educators (and the education
system) because, indeed, there is more than one type of ‘cognitive excellence.’ (for more
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Weyl, W. E. (1921). Tired Radicals: And Other Papers. (N.Y., 1921), 9-15.
The psychometric approach to creativity swelled in the 1960’s with tests developed by Guilford (such as used in
the Jackson and Getzel’s study). For examples, see Guilford, 1968; Torrance; 1966; Wallach & Kogan, 1965.
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discussion see Westby & Dawson, 1995). Although well-established within the research
literature, the American education system has not embraced this notion.
When policy makers, researchers, and society-at-large define student achievement, or
define beliefs about human intelligence, they are essentially defining the role of a teacher.
Looking back, the profession of teaching in America has an austere past; it was never a well-paid
job… The old saga “those who can, do: those who can’t, teach” meant the job was often given to
the local drunkard or layman (Kafka, 2016). And America is not alone, for instance, this is
similar to how Australia’s first teachers were positioned more as ‘colonial-era good servants’ in
which teachers were expected to be obedient to authorities, for example the government
(Connell, 2009). Much like in America, when intelligence tests reached Australia, the definition
of a good teacher became, “an expert, who knew how to measure the capacities and
achievements of the pupils and therefore direct them into the appropriate pathways (Connell,
2009, p 215).”
Previous beliefs about intelligence and heredity easily provided the assumption that
schools, and thus teachers, can do little to change the attainment level (i.e., performance) of a
student. Studies conducted by economists often focused (and still focus) exclusively on inputs
(e.g, per pupil spending) and tangible outputs (e.g., student achievement, graduation rates, etc.)-all of which have failed to learn from actual classroom processes (Lavigne & Good, 2019).
Mixed results across the literature have reinforced the notion that teacher education, experience,
and/or teacher-student ratios do not influence student achievement nearly as much as the the
most significant predictor of academic success: family background (Hanushek, 1986). Again,
these claims generated the idea that ‘family background’ explains the variance in students test
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score (Goldhaber & Brewer, 1996). Ultimately, many people were left with the impression that
teachers do not make a difference in student achievement.
It is important to note that, for a long-time research did not directly help education (e.g.,
theory-practice-gap). Consider how empirical research takes time to grow; patterns can only
form within the literature after numerous studies have been conducted within the field. And often
methodologies and analyses can become improved or adapted by the field to accommodate
specific needs yet allowing for better and more accurate results. Hence, in the early years of
research on teacher effectiveness, there was a lot of disorganization and disagreement. In 1960
Mitzel stated that, “More than a half century of research effort has not yielded meaningful,
measurable criteria (for good teachers) around which the majority of the nation’s educators can
rally. (p 1481).” And, many of the loudest voices at that time were education critics who
commonly stated their concerns without any research. For instance, the works of Hyman
Rickover (1963), John Holt (1964), Jonathon Kozol (1967) and Ivan Illich (1970) are criticized
from merely propagating their opinions without supplying data (Good, Biddle, Brophy, 1975).
“Many writers romanticized teaching as an art: “Good teachers” are born, not made. Such people
feel no need for research on teaching and may even reject it (Brophy, 1979, p 733).” Ultimately
there were many critics that did not feel research on teacher effectiveness was even necessary.
It was Gage in 1972 that claimed many strongly held beliefs about education are often
incorrect and not supported by empirical research. It was at this time that true questions about the
effectiveness of teaching, the inheritability of intelligence, and the overall effects of teachers
were brought to light. Studying natural processes in natural settings allows the data to categorize
and expose patterns organically. And although correlational research is useful for defining
significant factors, it cannot advocate causation, thus, extant data (i.e., patterns within the
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literature) become relevant. Gage (1968) used this logic to contend that repeatedly across studies
of teacher behavior, results maintained the fact that teacher’s warmth, (in)directness, and
cognitive organization (i.e., comprehension of material) were worthy variables for future
research. Leading educational researchers, Rosenshine and Furst pleaded back in 1971 for more
time and money to be devoted to educational research focusing on ‘the study of classroom
teaching’. They too admitted that, at the time, research was just beginning to correlate classroom
behaviors and students’ achievement gains but much more research was needed to understand
the relationship. (For more on this discussion see Lavigne and Good, 2019). To be clear, such a
decree for more research (or an admission of what we do not yet understand) should not take
away from what was established.
Importantly, the knowledge that teachers do make a difference was recognized in 1975
when Good, Biddle, and Brophy used extant literature to write the book Teacher Make A
Difference. Incorporating a variety of research, from pre-school to large-scale studies and more,
Good, Biddle, and Brophy (1975) delineated the empirical evidence that teachers are capable of
influencing student achievement, and that some teachers are more successful at this than others.
They cautioned that much more research needs to observe the actual processes that are naturally
occurring in classrooms in order to gain better insight into what teachers do and why. Good,
Biddle, and Brophy, (1975) “instead of seeking the causes of pupil growth in the interactions of
teachers and pupils, investigators have been content to study the effects of variables such as
curriculum innovations, teacher background experiences, or programs of teacher education… yet
few have researched the processual effects of such variables. (13).” Concurring with other
educational psychologists, Good, Biddle, and Brophy (1975) also clearly stated that more
research needs to be done in order to understand what good teachers do.
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Research Evidence: What Do Good Teachers Do?
As suggested, educational research began looking in classrooms in an effort to better
understand classroom life and what teachers do. In the 1970’s, researchers started conducting
studies under the process-product paradigm: how teacher actions (i.e., the process) correlate to
student achievement gains (i.e., the product). Over the past few decades, a plethora of studies
have been led within this paradigm (e.g., Anderson, 2002; Brophy, 1979; Brophy & Good, 1986;
Creemers, 1994; Cohen & Grossman, 2016; Gage, 1968; Gage & Berliner, 1998; Good et al.,
1975; Hugener et al., 2009; Muijas & Reynolds, 2018; Rubie‐Davies, Hattie, & Hamilton, 2006).
Data collected within this paradigm begins with observation. And, indeed “to identify good
teachers through observation, we must know what good teachers do in the classroom (Lavigne &
Good, 2014, viii).”
Observational research (a.k.a field research) documents ongoing behavior within a given
context (i.e., at a specific location, during a given time). Coding allows researchers to deduce
information that serves as evidence of human behavior and can allow for the use of multiple
observers. For instance, the ‘Ripple Effect’ study of Kounin and Gump (1958) involved fifty-one
undergraduate observers across twenty-six kindergarten classrooms. Each observer carefully
noted three parts of the incident: 1) before the incident- the watching student’s behavior
immediately, 2) during the incident- the behaviors of the teacher and student being corrected, and
3) after the incident- the watching student’s behavior for two minutes after. In total, four-hundred
and six incidents were analyzed. They found that if watching students were in some way
involved, related, or also being mischievous, they were much more responsive to watching the
correction between the teacher and student being corrected. The ‘innocent’ children showed little
to no reaction. They contended that teachers do not need to “bear down” on students or try to
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“make an example” of any one student but rather understand that “firmness and roughness are
different qualities. Witness the different effects they have on watching children. (Kounin &
Gump, 1958, p162).” This study indeed showed that there are observable daily classroom
interactions that can have observable effects on students, and not just those involved in the
interaction but also those watching.
Even more, observational research has shown that not all classroom interactions are the
same, especially for students believed to be more- or less- capable. For instance, the Brophy
Good (1970) Dyadic System uses observation to yield the quantity (i.e., frequency), as well as
the quality of student-teacher interaction for each child in the class. This allowed several studies
to examine if and how teachers’ expectations influence student achievement (Brophy & Good
1970; Good & Brophy, 1972; Good & Grows, 1977). Throughout their investigations of teacher
expectations, they have concluded that some teachers often treated students believed to be moreor less- capable differently. Although sometimes subtle, research shows that low-achievers have
less time to answer questions before they are either given the answer or the questions is passed to
a higher-achieving student. Low achievers tend to be criticized more regularly for their failure
and given less praise for their successes. Often low-achievers are seated farther away from the
teacher and their ideas are incorporated less than higher-achieving students’ ideas. In general,
low-achievers get less attention and less interaction with the teacher (for more differences and
discussion see Good & Brophy, 2008, p 56).
Many of the process-product studies have come to a similar conclusion: that effective
teaching actions often include a sequencing of information in a manner that reduces cognitive
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load – and is formally known as explicit teaching13. In sum, this process usually entails review of
old (and possibly connecting) material, introduction of new material, monitor/guide practice,
provide feedback during independent practice and applied applications (Brophy & Good, 1986).
Since the development of the Brophy Good Dyadic System, many observational measurements
have been developed (e.g., Danielson Framework for Teaching) and are frequently used today,
especially since the enactment of RTTT (for more on this see Lavigne and Good, 201X).
Observational research, although important, only offers a limited perspective and leaves
much other and potentially useful data to be collected. “The conceptualization of teacher
expectation needs to become much more differentiated than it has been. Teachers’ views of
students include achievement, social, and developmental cues. (Good 1987, p 43).” By nature,
this design more readily answers what teachers do more than as to why they do it. More recently,
in 2014, Lavigne and Good analyzed the relevant literature and content that observational
measures and checklists are sufficient for assessing the basic skills associated with teaching (e.g.,
good management, communication, warmth), but ultimately, “they cannot be equated with good
teaching (p140).” In sum, the actions of any given teacher are not predictable: A mixture of a
complex cognitive, motivational, and affective sources contribute to both their behavior () and
their students’ behavior (Bullough & Hall-Kenyon, 2011; McCaslin, Vriesema, & Burggraf,
2016).
What is important to recognize is that the process-product paradigm has produced enough
findings for researchers to begin discussing what are significant classroom variables that
influence student achievement (Creemer & Kyriakides, 2012). Such growth has allowed for

13

For more discussion on explicit teaching and the various designations (e.g., direct instruction and cognitive
strategy instruction) see Mathews and Cohen (2019).
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multilevel models to acknowledge how system factors also influence student achievement and
effective practices. For example, in 1997, Scheerens and Bosker conducted a meta-analysis and
reported the eight teaching components with significant effect sizes14: reinforcement (0.58),
feedback (0.48), cooperative learning (0.27), differentiation/ adaptive instruction (0.22), time on
task (0.19), structured teaching (0.11), Opportunity to learn (0.09), Homework (0.06). Although
effect sizes help the research community determine significant factors, it is important to
remember that these effect sizes are aggregated and consist of data from various populations,
measures, and interventions.
This information is useful for organizing the literature. Cruickshank (1990) offered the
field of effective teaching the following categories for grouping information: a) characteristics/
traits, b) what a teacher knows, c) what they teach, d) how they teach, e) what they expect, f)
how they react to students, and g) classroom management. More recently, Strong (2011) states
that most literature on teacher quality usually fall within four categories: 1) personal attributes
(e.g., gender, race, and dispositions such as compassion), 2) qualifications (e.g., degree/
certification, test scores), 3) pedagogical skills and practices (e.g., classroom management and
instruction), and 4) teacher effectiveness (based on student’s academic performance). The work
of John Hattie, from 1996 through today, emphasizes that indeed many teaching strategies are
good, but some are indeed better (E.g., Hattie & Marsh, 1996). He uses meta-analysis to denote
effect sizes for factors significant to teaching and continually releases his results online at
https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/. As of
2018, over 1,200 meta-analyzes determine that the most significant factor is ‘teacher estimates of

14

Scheerens and Bosker (1997, p 305) use Fisher’s Z (log-transformed correlations) and suggest interpretation
using Cohen’s d)
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student achievement (d=1.62), collective teacher efficacy (d=1.57), self-reported grades
(d=1.33), Piagetian levels (d=1.28), conceptual change programs (d=1.16), and response to
intervention (d=1.07). What we can conclude is that indeed teachers matter. What teachers do
and why they do it also matters.
Research has importantly delineated the difference between ‘good’ teaching and
‘successful’ teaching. Fenstermacher & Richardson (2005) give the stark example that, “teaching
a child to kill another with a single blow may be successful teaching, but it is not good teaching.
(p 7).” They explain that good teaching is when judgments are made with ‘moral consideration’
and that are in accordance with subject matter content, teaching practices, and so forth.
Successful teaching is when the intended results (i.e., learning) are achieved. They summarize by
stating that, “good teaching is grounded in the task sense of teaching, while successful teaching
is grounded in the achievement sense of the term (p 7).” They contend that true quality teaching
is both good and successful.
On a personal level we already know this: the impact of a good teacher cannot be erased.
Some teacher, at some point of our lives, has helped us. Teachers are who taught us to read and
write, and the best teachers have taught us how to read and write about what we love. Even years
after fame and fortune has come and gone, we are still able to remember that one teacher that
made a difference in our lives. Yet, too often we have failed to acknowledge this. Although we
may know in our hearts and minds that teachers indeed matter, systematically we have never
made space to hear their voice or inquire about their needs. How could this be? …
The Problem Understanding the Problem: Hindsight Bias Precludes Our Appreciation of
What Teachers Do
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Our brains have limitations and systematic tendencies (e.g., heuristics) that are most often
developed for effectively and safely solving a problem. Yet, sometimes such heuristics can lead
to inaccurate thinking (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman, 2011). Biased thinking is a
common human error that often occurs because our brains automatically use heuristics for
understanding and processing the world. Yet, inaccurately applied, heuristics can produce real
biases that have tangible consequences. Since 1975, hindsight bias (Fischhoff) or the “knew-itall-along” effect has formally been researched. It occurs when someone overestimates their past
knowledge of an unpredicted event. Kahneman (2011) best sums it up by saying, “A general
limitation of the human mind is its imperfect ability to reconstruct past states of knowledge, or
beliefs that have changed. Once you adopt a new view of the world (or any part of it), you
immediately lose much or your ability to recall what you used to believe before your mind was
changed” (p.202) This ensues because on a cognitive level, the events that actually do unfold in
life are more readily perceived and remembered than the many outcomes that did not happen.
When an unpredictable event occurs, often our brains try to minimize the confusion, or in some
way makes sense of the unexpected as to avoid future possible failure.
Political pundits often exploit the notion that ‘everything makes sense in hindsight’
(Kahneman, 2011, p 218). For example, the cartoonist Peter Nicholson (Oct 15 2002) depicts the
following dinner conversation: While chatting, a man says to his friend, “It was so obvious that
this Bali Bombing was going to happen… Can’t believe the government didn’t forsee it… Just
can’t believe…” His friend from across the table asks, “Where do you think the next one might
be?”. The man responds, “The next one won’t be so predictable… that’s obvious… Anyone can
see that…”. This humorous, but-all-too-common, conversation exemplifies how individuals
often overestimate their past state of knowledge and beliefs.
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In addition to understanding how these errors in thinking occur, it is even more important
to consider what consequences can stem from such thinking. Hindsight bias can lead to problems
of overconfidence, beliefs of simplification (underestimating complexity), and avoidance of
responsibility for mistakes (Roese & Vohs, 2012). Hindsight bias can lead, “observers to assess
the quality of a decision not by whether the process was sound but by whether its outcome was
good or bad (Kahneman, 2011, p 203)”. Unfortunately, this is much the case currently in the
American education system as teachers are being assessed by their student’s standardized tests
scores rather than by the process in which they teach.
Understanding that teachers do make a difference is important, and, it has had a
significant impact on research, society, and reform efforts. But not all these effects are good. For
instance, recent trends in education have narrowed in on eradicating the ‘bad apples’ that
currently exist within the system (see for example Time Magazine, 2014) which supports the
assumption discussed in chapter 1, that teachers are often blamed for the failing of students and
thus schools (for more discussion Lavinge & Good, 2019). Reform efforts have attempted to
increase accountability in a variety of ways (e.g., increased teacher evaluations including
observational measures, linking student achievement scores to teacher evaluation such as valueadded modeling, demanding highly-qualified teachers, etc.). (For example and further discussion
see, Lavigne & Good, 2019).
The notion that schools are broken and in crisis directly includes the belief that American
student performance is concerningly low, and this too often the assumption follows that teachers
are to blame. “Today’s imperatives for standardized achievement take us further and further from
a complex and nuanced notion of what it means to teach. Teaching and learning have come to be
described in simple terms: good teaching causes good learning, which is equated with high test
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results. Bad teaching causes bad learning, which is evident in low test results. As less time,
money, space, and value are given to more complex notion of teaching, the voices of both
teachers and students are being squeezed out and we are losing sight of what it means to teach.
Rogers & Raider-Roth, 2006, 261).”
Applied broadly within education, hindsight bias often means that students (and societyat-large) fail to remember their past confusion and frustration when they were first introduced to
new material. And, considering that much work that teachers do to prepare lessons and scaffold
student independence is behind the scene to begin with, it can be presumed that students--as well
as administrators, policy makers, and researchers-- fail to recognize much of what teachers do to
prepare for and aid students in their everyday learning. Too often, hindsight bias precludes our
appreciation of what teachers do and this drastically impacts what we as a society fund, research,
and evaluate. How can we begin to more thoroughly investigate the nuances of teaching? Can we
align research with practice and with policy in more effective ways to support both teachers and
students? How can we avoid hindsight bias and think more logically about approaching
educational reform?
Systems Thinking: Can it Help Provide Needed Context?
In general, systems thinking can be defined as “a framework for seeing patterns and
interrelationships (Senge, 2006, p 1).” It can be applied—and has been successful-- in multiple
areas (e.g., business, healthcare, sports, etc.). Importantly, systems thinking employs gestalt15
(e.g., both the profession-as-a-whole and teachers-as-individuals must be considered), which

15

Gestalt perspective exposes how often individual parts can be combined to form a greater
single entity. Gestalt offers a unique and distinct reminder to look at the whole picture, as
well as the parts.
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attempts to circumvent the human inclination to isolate (or narrowly concentrate) on an
individual part (Dervitsiotis, 1998). For reference, a spider web is often used to metaphorically
describe how a unique system can have many individual parts (i.e., strands) that cohesively work
as a larger system (i.e., a web). Tugging, snapping, or the breaking of one strands changes the
shape (and functioning) of the entire spider web. Just as, “Improvement of each strand is
interlinked with improvement of the whole web (Minark, Thornton, & Perreault, 2003, p 2).”
More recently, systems thinking is successfully being applied in schools and has been
made readily available to the public (e.g., Benson & Marlin, 2014; 2017). Benson & Marlin
(2017) suggest in their new guidebook –The Habit-Forming Guide to Becoming a Systems
Thinker--that any practioner looking to inform their own thinking can develop 14 habits (i.e.,
ways of thinking):
• Makes meaningful connections within and between systems • Seeks to understand the
big picture • Changes perspectives to increase understanding • Considers how mental
models affect current reality and the future • Observes how elements within a system
change over time, generating patterns and trends • Surfaces and tests assumptions •
Considers short-term, long-term and unintended consequences of actions • Recognizes
that a system’s structure generates its behavior • Uses understanding of system structure
to identify possible leverage actions • Considers an issue fully and resists the urge to
come to a quick conclusion • Identifies the circular nature of complex cause and effect
relationships • Recognizes the impact of time delays when exploring cause and effect
relationships • Pays attention to accumulations and their rates of change • Checks results
and changes actions if needed: “successive approximation” (Benson & Marlin, 2017, pg
3).
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Ideally, systems thinking could also help benefit researchers, policymakers, and society
as they attempt to discuss America’s education system. Instead of pointing blame at any one
person, policy, or study, the discussion needs to consider how and why the pieces interact the
way that they do. By listening to teachers, we are directly listening to the professionals that are
working within and between many systems involved in education. Its time that researchers,
administrators, and policy makers seek to understand the bigger picture: Instead of narrowly
focusing on only standardized achievement, we need to acknowledge that students and teachers
are humans with a variety of daily needs and goals. In terms of research, it is time that we change
perspectives to increase our understanding. We need to develop a system with more
understanding as to how we learn and create. The long-term consequences of many reforms often
fail to be discussed because we have already moved on to some other new shiny silver bullet.
Leverage practices focus on “where might a small change have a long-lasting, desired
effect” as well as, “are there other small changes that we have not yet considered that could bring
us desirable results? (Benson & Marlin, 2014, leverage card). When we consider how the
educational system operates, we must resist the urge to simply apply silver bullets. Importantly
we must better understand actually how the system works by better investigating the complex
circular nature of what occurs in a classroom, and we must be willing to recognize the delayed
effects of policy. The system needs to more accurately measure important accumulations (e.g.,
teacher attrition rates) and to learn how to slowly and successively adjust when needed.
Small wins are evidence of success. Educational systems include multiple systems and
layers (e.g., policy, research, state/ federal laws, districts, schools, classrooms, etc.) that can
easily get convoluted when discussing important topics. For ease of conversation, a classical
theory on systems will be used (and adapted) in the discussion below.
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Teachers’ Role(s): A Discussion Using Bronfrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory
Bronfenbrenner (1979) describes the role that the environment, both direct and indirect,
that influences a child’s development in his classic Ecological Systems Theory. This theory, also
known as the Bioecological Systems Theory, depicts how a child exists within five
environmental systems: micro-systems (e.g., immediate within family, classroom, or
neighborhood), meso-system (e.g., relationships/ interaction between micro-systems interaction),
and the more indirect the exo-system (i.e., government, mass media), macro-systems (e.g., bodies
of knowledge, historical influences) and the chrono-system (i.e., patterns, events, and transitions
across lifespan, sociohistorical events).
If the Ecological Model of Systems was adapted to represent teachers and their many
roles, it may look something like this: In the chrono- and macro- systems, teachers have come to
represent an integral part of the American democracy (Dewey, 1923). They serve as important
intellectuals (Giroux, 1988) and dreamkeepers (Ladson-Billings, 2009). Within the exo-system,
teachers are often seen as gatekeepers (Blanchard & Muller, 2015; Oliver & Kettley. 2010)…
Within the micro- and meso- systems, teachers develop important student-teacher (and often
family) relationships with students (Piañta, Hamre, & Shulman, 2003) and tend to the everchanging climates of the daily classroom life (Jackson, 1968; Rogers & Raider-Roth, 2006).
By conceptualizing the role that teachers play within the various ecological systems, we
can begin to discuss how research and policy tug at daily classroom life. Understanding the
seminal research on teaching and how it is used (or not used) is imperative for future reform to
be effective and sustainable as opposed to its previous self-defeating tendencies (McCaslin &
Good, 1992). Many misconceptions about schooling, teaching, and learning have weakened the
relationship between educational research and policy in America (e.g., ignoring the effects of
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poverty), and ultimately has hindered the system-as-a-whole. This is not to say that one person,
group, or system is to blame, rather the discussion about education needs to consider how
research, policy, and practice interact.
Unfortunately, today’s current discussion on education may not be much better… Highstakes testing and standardization in education has created a desire among the public for
predictability and the sense of comfort and security that it brings. Gene V. Glass (2008), a
pioneer of early meta-analysis research methodology, discusses how the current debates in
education (e.g., charter schools, vouchers, high-stakes testing, etc.) can essentially be surmised to
two questions: 1) How can we cut the cost of public education? 2) How can the public pay for
‘quasi-privatization’ of education for the White middle class? These questions seemingly tend to
focus on money and readily align with the argument that current inequalities in the American
educational system often stem from substantial monetary inequalities across the country (i.e.,
serious issues of wealth disparity).
Recently, teachers have repeatedly- in various ways- shared their dissatisfaction with the
profession (e.g., schools and staffing surveys, attrition rates, strikes, etc.). In fact, the current
teacher shortage is a real concern for the American education system-as-a-whole (Garcia &
Weiss, 2019). In general, excessive turnover wastes valuable economic resources (CarverThomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017). But more specifically, the lack of qualified teachers has
real impacts on student’s performance and is a growing concern. Even more, such a shortage has
led to inequalities between schools, especially for those in high-poverty (Sutcher, Darling,
Hammond, & Carver-Thomas, 2016). Note how this seems to be a direct expression of what
Gene V. Glass (2008) stated were the current focus of educational inquiry: the cost of public
education and who should pay for it.
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Some teachers can have all the correct characteristics and training, the correct beliefs and
a strong inspirational self (i.e., mission), and yet, the environment places grave limits on
teachers’ behaviors (Zeichner & Gore, 1990). Previous beliefs that ‘family background’ is the
most significant factor in predicting a student’s achievement level (i.e., test score) is not
completely wrong given that teachers can’t overcome all the vast and pervasive effects of
poverty. But despite the intrusive effects of poverty, we know, and have known for some time,
that teachers can have significant effects on student achievement (Brophy & Good, 1986; Cohen,
Ruzek, & Sandilos, 2018; Good & Grouws, 1979; Good, Grouws & Ebmeier, 1981). Research
today suggests that student achievement, in ideal conditions, can attribute approximately 15% (at
most up to 21%) of the variance to teachers (Konstantopoulos, 2014; Nye, Konstantopoulos, &
Hedges, 2004). Although poverty may be the most pervasive factor overall, it is a non-school
variable. When researching school variables, teachers are the most significant factor in student
achievement (RAND, 2019).
On a grandiose level, poor student achievement brings forth the fear that America- as a
country- is vulnerable (Lavigne & Good, 2019). And unfortunately, despite the deep-seated need
that our democracy has a fundamental need for good educators, teachers-- and what they do-- are
consistently undervalued. Such lack of regard has eroded public funding for education; leaving
education researchers, administration, teachers, students, and families to unnecessarily struggle.
To reiterate, it is vital to understand that classrooms are complex environments (Jackson,
1968; Eraut, 2004). Trying to accurately capture or efficiently record all that is simultaneously
occurring in a classroom is impossible. Even when recording devices can capture the different
interactions, researchers must still code and analyze the data to make sense of the results. This is
exponentially difficult when multiple systems of ecology within the classroom are interacting.
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Using a standardized test score to measure student achievement gains does not always show the
entire picture and can be dangerous for evaluating teachers. (for more on this see Lavigne &
Good, 2014). Although many evaluation measures are well-researched and validated, they still
miss important information.
Classroom Research is Arduous. Students are minors and are therefore deemed a protected
population. Access to research in schools is limited and labor intensive (e.g., obtain study
approval, participant consent, etc). Trying to document, code, and analyze classroom life has
proven difficult, even with recording devices. For instance, in 1970 Kounin used video-recorders
in 49 classrooms of first and second grade students to see how classrooms were managed. His
research identified proactive teacher behaviors that were capable of distinguishing effective and
ineffective classroom management that are still relevant today. Teachers are capable of creating
large achievement gains in their students’ performance when they show 1) ‘with-it-ness’
(continual awareness of the whole class); 2) overlapping (the ability to multi-task or split focus);
3) momentum and smoothness (the ability to keep good pace, signal continuity, and focus); 4)
variation and challenge in assignments (provide tasks as the right level of difficulty). Kounin
(1970) did discuss more items but not all discussions have equally withheld the test of time (for
more see Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979; Good & Grouws, 1979) or a deemed truly
necessary for effective classroom managers.
The Education Policy Analysis and Archives (EPAA) published a paper entitled,
“Accountability for College and Career Readiness: Developing a New Paradigm” (DarlingHammond, Wilhoit, & Pittenger, 2014) that discusses how the education system is attempting to
take on the lofty goal of preparing all students for life (i.e., college, career, etc). To do this, states
must develop more alignment between systems of assessment and accountability (Darling51

Hammond & Synder, 2015). Darling-Hammond, Wilhoit, and Pittenger, (2014) recommend that,
“an accountability approach that focuses on meaningful learning, enabled by professionally
skilled and committed educators, and supported by adequate and appropriate resources (p 1).”
Cruickshank (1990) lists several questions that may be useful when discussing further questions
worth investigating for better understanding what makes teachers good? He suggests:
a. What do various stake holders believe make teachers good? b. Which descriptors seem
to be related to what desirable outcomes? c. How do descriptors differ according to
subjects’ age, gender, cultural background, educational level, geographic location and so
forth? d. How do descriptors differ according to the subject area and grade level of the
target good teacher? e. To what extent do various subjects agree on the attributes and
abilities of good teachers? f. Which of the descriptors discriminate good from poor
teachers? g. How are the low inference descriptors related to each other? Are their
discernible families or factors of the descriptors? How many and what are the families of
good teachers? h. How can teachers document what kind of good teacher they are? How
can the documentation be validated when necessary? (1990, p 6)

Despite the earlier critics who rebuked the need for research on teaching, the field has
proven itself to be productive and alive. Indeed, the questions raised by Cruiskank (1990) shows
that the literature base is growing; from trying to understand if teachers make a difference… to
what good teachers do. And, now, more recently to how and why they do it. In order to collect
data on such phenomenon, researchers need to expand their data collections procedures,
reconsider who they investigate, and what constructs they actively investigate.
Teachers’ Creativity: A Worthwhile Construct
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The wheel is not an organically occurring tool, meaning that it is not found within nature
(Gambino, 2009). Rather it is a human invention (indeed a somewhat ‘latecomer’ invention16),
and a prime example of human creativity. Once, the wheel was a ‘novel’ idea that had something
‘appropriate’ to offer the community. Over the years, the wheel has been reproduced and adapted
for use in a multitude of devices, to the point where wheels (and the basic knowledge of how
they work) have become seemingly common. It is hard to imagine a time when the wheel was
new, because so much has changed since its inception.
Past conceptions of creativity have also drastically changed over time. Research,
technology, massive globalization and population increase has challenged previous norms,
including stereotypes about creativity (Plucker, Beghetto, & Dow, 2004): the belief that
inspiration came from an ‘external muse’ or ‘genius’, to the notion that artists are ‘mad’ or
drunken rebels, to the current hesitation by some that creativity cannot be defined and therefore
used in certain domains (see mystical and pragmatic approaches to creativity by Sternberg &
Lubart, 1999). In contrast, creativity can be said to have existed since the dawn of humans, given
that humans are by nature creators. But that doesn’t mean we naturally understand creativity. The
formal investigation and conceptualization of creativity is partially dependent upon today’s
collective knowledge. The world as we know it is constantly shifting, each system has its own
trajectory—and what was once new can quickly become old or outdated, especially in today’s
fast pace society. Knowing what to focus on and where to invest time, money, and energy (e.g.,
research efforts, curriculum, professional development) is not an easily agreed upon task because

16

the wheel was developed thousands of years into human existence, well after sewing needles and cloth were
invented (Gambino, 2009)
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by nature ‘originality and/or novelty’ are difficult to predict (Plucker, Beghetto, & Dow, 2004).
And again, remember that different systems—and students—have different needs and desires.
Modern research did not formally recognize creativity as a worthwhile construct until
1950 when J. P. Guilford addressed the topic at the annual American Psychological Association
(APA) conference (Guilford, 1950). He was not alone in recognizing that creativity was
significant, but rather he was a rare voice in formally introducing the construct to empirical
research. For example, Whyte (1956) was one voice that also spoke about the need for creative
population that could combat the ‘age of conformity’ that he describes as emerging in the 1950s
and 60s. The motivation behind his argument was like the contentions made earlier on the role of
teachers— a democracy needs ‘it’ to ensure a fair system of checks and balance—in this case the
‘it’ is creativity. Burns and Stalker (1961) also perplexed the nation by noting that often rigid
hierarchies (i.e., mechanistic structures) failed to promote creativity, but rather flat and diversely
spread forms of organization (i.e., more organic) tended to support creativity. This intrigued the
community and indeed spurred an onset of research on creativity in organizations.
Secondly, a humanistic motivation is also argued: that the truest, most fulfilling peak
experience for healthy humans (Maslow, 1959) is the ‘act of actualizing oneself’—which is the
primary drive for creativity (Rogers, 1954, p 58). Positive psychologists have demonstrated that
creative activities (which are intrinsically motivated) contribute to overall well-being and
happiness (Amabile & Kramer, 2011; Csikzentmihalyi, 1990; Haidt, 2006). But more recently
the discussion has surrounded the economic motivations (Sawyer, 2015) that stem from a)
increasing globalization that has made markets more competitive, b) technology that is
constantly changing the communication and pace of production, and c) the increased automation
of many job sectors. Consider how d) a competitive global market has delineated low-skilled
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(non-creative) jobs into low-wage positions (and to poorer countries). In general, these changes
have contributed to a growing wealth and leisure sector in industrialized societies, such as
America. The increased demand for creativity (e.g., creative products, entertainment, inventions,
etc.) has developed a creative class (for more on this see Beghetto, 2010; Florida, 2002;
Lancaster & Stillman, 2002).
This means that traditional occupations created during America’s industrial, labor, and
service market eras may not exist, or must dramatically adapt, in order to survive the new
knowledge/ creativity-based market. (Recall Millennials and the blame they receive for ‘killing’
processed cheese, McDonalds, and more in the previous chapter). As these markets transform,
demand changes… thus the supply (i.e., the workers for today/ tomorrow’s market) must also
change. The World Economic Forum (Jezard, 2018) warns on their website that “The age of
automation will bring about a fundamental shift in the skills required for people to enter the
workforce.” The McKinsey Global Institute predict that, “Demand for higher cognitive skills
such as creativity, critical thinking and decision making, and complex information processing,
will grow through 2030 at cumulative double-digit rates. (Bughin, et al., 2018).” As Shils
described in 1981, teachers are uniquely subjected to this: “As the situation of professions
change, their ethical obligations need reformulation in the face of new tasks. It is not that the
fundamental principles change but rather their application to new situations (p 6).” As society’s
needs change, policy makers, researchers, and teachers are tasked with adapting.
Packaging Creativity for Educational Policy, Research, and Practice
For too long educational policy has solely defined achievement by intelligence-based
measures and has failed to consider the value of creativity. Guilford (1950) directly discussed the
matter in 1950 when he addressed the Annual APA Convention: “It should be remembered that
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from the time of Binet to the present, the chief practical criterion used in the validation of tests of
intellect has been achievement in school.” (p 447). Despite the work on organizational supports
for creative and productive workers, there is growing literature to suggest that in education
teachers are not viewed this way (Marx, 2014; Lavigne, Good, & Marx, 2014).
Regardless of gaining solid traction in the research community, the education sectors are
still coming to terms with… the term (Craft, 2003; Craft, Jeffrey, & Leibling, 2001; Runco,
2008).. Literally --the word creativity can trigger many different thoughts, like renowned artists
such as Picasso or Van Gogh often come to mind. Or possibly some profound piece of work like
the Mona Lisa or the Sistine Chapel. These eminent figures are indeed examples of creativity but
are not necessarily average representations of what defines creativity, or what creativity can
encompass. Too often within the education literature, the discussion about defining creativity and
intelligence have been pitted the two constructs against one-another… or referenced them as a
separate entity. This has become especially true when discussing standardized testing and
unfortunately does not align with what we know.
Research has long shown that there is overlap in the constructs. Recall Sternberg’s 1985
investigation of implicit theories, there were eight components relevant to creativity: 1) seeing
things in a novel manner (non-entrenchment), 2) intellectuality and integration, 3) imagination
and aesthetic taste, 4) flexibility and decisional skills, 5) acuteness of perception, understanding
(perspicacity), 6) drive for recognition and accomplishment, 7) intuition, and 8) inquisitiveness.
Although different from intelligence, they share the notion that setting and attaining goals is
important, as well as they both consider flexible/ fluid thinking to be significant. Overall, they
are not separate cognitive processes, but they are different.
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Discussing the role that creativity plays in education is often difficult when many still do
not feel comfortable defining the term (Craft, 2003; Craft, Jeffrey, & Leibling, 2001; Runco,
2008; Simonton, 2018). More recently, research has defined creativity as that which is “novel
and appropriate” (Amabile, 2012; Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010; Lin, 2011; Sternberg &
Kaufman, 2018). Domain specific definitions can adapt or transform this definition to fit in given
contexts but overall the notion that something is new but yet somehow proper is universally
fitting. Even more important is the understanding that not all creatives are classified in the same
way.
Models of creativity have repeatedly been presented as various “magnitudes” and/ or
“timescales.” For instance, there is both eminent creativity (Big-C) and everyday creativity
(little—c). Overall, creativity is thought of today as a continuum including ranges from objective
Larger-C levels to subjective small-c levels. (Beghetto, 2010; Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer,
1995a; Stein, 1953) The Four C Model of Creativity proposed by Kaufman and Beghetto (2009),
and accepted by the research community, suggest four categories of “magnitudes” within such a
continuum: Big-C (as described above), Pro-C (non-eminent but professional creativity), Little-c
(everyday creativity), and, Mini-c (interpretative creativity often through playing and exploring).
Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer (1995b) characterize creativity as a range of “timescales.” Mini-c
is interpreted as having a shorter incubation period and a lesser smaller creative output than the
much longer incubated and grander creative outputs that are characterized as Big-C. Such
differentiation allows for a more complete picture and discussion of the more subjective versus
objective nature of creativity. And, it allows for a distinction between creative experience and
creative products.
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In addition to magnitudes of societal impact, creativity research is also categorized by
what aspects of creativity are being “emphasized.” Originally there were four various
‘emphasizes’ discussed: process, product, person (or personality), and place (or press) (Rhodes,
1961). But more recently two more added have been added: potential (Runco, 2007; 2003) and
persuasion (Simonton, 1990). Each of these “emphasizes” provides different comparative
elements and theories. Take for instance, much of the quantitative research tends to come from
product focused emphases. Yet, this line of inquiry often fails to produce much information
about the process or personality of the creator. Overall, it is important to recognize that different
theories of creativity have various primary assertions, key components, emphasizes (e.g., “The
Six P’s”), levels of magnitude (“The 4C Model”), and thus different seminal studies (for more
specific discussion on this see Kozbelt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010). These “Six P’s” are often
seen as the “building blocks” for organizational creativity (Sternberg & Kaufman, 2018).
Conceptualizing c-reativity As An Everyday Cognitive Process
The idea that creativity occurs in the everyday and that anyone can be creative stems
from the understanding that creativity is also a cognitive process. And, essentially this is why
Guilford (1950) proposed the construct of creativity, because he believed it was an observable
process that is relevant to everyone. Stage/ computational theories of creativity, much like the
process of learning, there are ‘stages’ to how creativity occurs within our brains. Early
researchers of the field advocated that creativity is a process, for example Wallas (1926)
recommended stages: preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification. Preparation is
comprised of conscious thought and encompasses the problem/ task identification stage.
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Secondly, is the incubation phase represents an unconscious period of thought processing17,
whereas, the switch back to consciousness represents the third stage: illumination. This is often
recognized as enlightenment or an ‘aha moment.’ In the final stage of verification involves the
conscious choice to develop and refine an idea or thought. Stage and computational process
theories focus primarily on the component mechanisms and stages. It naturally emphasizes the
‘process’ and links Mini-c to Big-C. More recently models have specified varied numbers of
stages (Sternberg & Kaufman, 2018). Even more, theorists are moving away from the notion of a
linear or step-by-step process and proposing cyclical or overlapping successions.
Importantly, these stage/ computational theories of creativity initiated the cognitive
theories of creativity that assert “ideation thought processes are foundational to creative persons
and accomplishments (Kozbalt, Beghetto, & Runco, 2010). These theories still use and refer to
the stages as cognitive processes, but they recognize that meaningful processes may be more
relevant than concrete stages (Mednick 1962, Guilford, 1968; Finke, Ward & Smith, 1992).
Cognitive theorists see creative individuals as people who can make meaningful connections and
thus they focus more on the cognitive-oriented components of the creative process (for more
discussion see Lubart, 2001). Hence, Mednick (1962) developed his classic creativity test (i.e.,
The Remote Associates Test) around this notion. In general, cognitive theorists have established
vast amounts of literature on problem solving, brainstorming, and what is deemed ‘everyday
creativity’ (Sternberg, 1999). Within education, studies have often focused on developing
creative curriculums, classrooms/ environments (de Souza Fleith, 2000) and producing creative
students (Esquivel, 1995).

17

Psychodynamic theories of creativity suggest that creativity may arise from the tension between conscious and
unconscious drives (See Sternberg & Lubart, 1999).
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Yet, what is most important about cognitive theories of creativity is that they define
creativity as a human process, that can occur in anyone. And, this has large implications on
society and especially education18. Such views of creativity have given way to understanding
how the brain works and its limitations, which has brought stark attention to the importance of
cognitive load19. Importantly, research has shown that when conceptualizing creativity as a
cognitive process, it can be perceived as a skill that can be improved through techniques,
interventions, and in given environments (Beghetto, 2010; Kaufman & Sternberg, 2010; Scott,
Leritz, & Mumford, 2004). In a review of over 70 studies, Scott, Lertiz, & Mumford (2004)
found that the most effect creativity training programs (i.e., those that showed gains in
performance) are those that focus on cognitive skills and the heuristics needed for application of
such skills.
Implicit theories of ‘everyday creativity’ have long been proposed (Runco & Bahleda,
1986; Sternberg, 1985) by cognitive theorists and have been useful to psychology, education, and
the general understanding of learning. Ripple (1989) used the oxymoron ‘ordinary creativity’ to
discuss how creativity is in some ways an ‘ordinary’ process that has the potential to exist in
everyone. It is so ordinary to human processes that it can even be seen as a uniform theme across
cultures (Root-Bernstein, 1984). Social scientists have been able to use this perspective widely
for promoting intervention programs and have combated the stereotype that creativity is a ‘rare
gift bestowed upon the few geniuses.’ Importantly, such understanding, much like with
intelligence, led to the development of more creativity tests. Such tests of creativity often
18

Cognitive theories of creativity suggest that creativity is a process that occurs in the brain
It is important to note that idea ‘attention is a limited resource’ is importantly noted and has been for some time
(Hasher & Zakcks, 1979; Kahneman, 1973; Simon 1969). Csikszentmihalyi (1996) states that this “is one of the most
fundamental constraints on human behavior, which explains a great variety of phenomena ranging from why we
strive so hard to acquire labor-saving devices to why we become resentful if we feel our friends don’t pay enough
attention to us. Pg 403).”
19
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focused on structural components of divergent thinking, such as fluency, flexibility, originality,
and thought elaboration (e.g., Torrance, 1972; Guilford; 1959) and many of these test are still
used and popular today.
Within the cognitive theories of creativity, the main focus is on remote associations,
divergent/ convergent thinking, metaphorical thinking and imagery, conceptual combinations
and expansion, and metacognitive processes. There is a direct effort to link little-c to Big-C, as
can be seen with many of tests that attempt to measure creativity (Mednick, 1962; Torrance,
1972; Guilford; 1959). Notably, cognitive theorists have formally established that creative
cognition is a human process that is worth researching, measuring, and discussing.
Creative Cognition. More recently research has delineated what is known as the study of
‘creative cognition’. Studies are conducted from a cognitive perspective and agree that creativity
is a process. Process research studies have overlapped with cognitive theories of how human
brain’s function (i.e., The Information Processing Model by Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968).
Creative cognition today takes the perspective that “the capacity for creative thought is the rule
rather than the exception in human cognitive functioning” (Sternberg, 1999, p. 189). That is, it is
now normative for the human brain to be generative in nature. In addition, the study of creative
cognition also stipulates that these underlying processes are available for experimental
investigation and that ultimately through these processes, creativity is observable (Fink, Ward, &
Smith, 1992).
Neuroscience: Brain Blink. Additionally, neuroscience has confirmed that some
theories about cognitive processes are correct. For example, one significant stage in the process
of creativity is the onset of insight-- the ‘ah-ha’ or lightbulb moment. Recent studies monitoring
the brain have been able to find and isolate the neurological phenomenon, they refer to as a
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‘brain blink.’ John Kounios (2018), a brain-science professor at Drexel University, discusses
how neuroscientists can now map the ‘burst of enthusiasm’ that ‘pops into consciousness’ when
a solution occurs in the brain (Kruger, 2018, p 12). He also confirmed how the brain gives itself
a ‘reward’ (e.g., surprise, satisfaction) for finding a solution. He writes that, “For an instant
before you have an insight, you’re less aware of your environment (Kruger, 2018, p 14).” This is
often why moments of insight can often be associated with sensory restriction (e.g., white noise)
and answers the age-old question as to why people often have their best ideas in the shower.
Creative Education: Teachers as Creative Professionals
Roughly 25 years ago, Elliot Eisner stated that creativity in education was not to be
exclusive to the arts (Eisner, 1993). He referred to the ‘syntactical structure’ of subjects and
denoted that in some instances of learning, there is little or no ambiguity. That is, there is only
one ‘reasonably effective’ way to solve a problem and/or there is only one correct answer, such
as within the subject of mathematics. This differs from the syntactical structure of other learning
domains in which there is no right answer or way to prove correctness (for instance, the
composition of a piece of literature or a song, the invention of a new product, the exploration of
other cultures, and so forth).
Creative education does not mean that creativity per se is taught but rather it is used to teach
each subject. For example, teachers define and solve problems on a daily basis using their
creative, thereby exemplifying creativity’s use and value. He states that allowing for creativity
within education means giving attention to 1) the atmosphere/ context, 2) the curriculum, 3) the
skill and quality of teachers, and 4) the evaluation procedures. Meaning that creativity can be
introduced within the system in many different ways. For example, more recently it seems to be
in high-demand as an output (i.e., demand for creative students and products). Indeed, there are
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currently many creative teachers in the system but unfortunately there is little systematic
training, support, or evaluation that focuses on or denotes teachers’ creativity.
In general, we know that fifty years’ worth of theory and research within personality
psychology and creativity literature have established significant traits consistent with creative
individuals (Feist, 1998). A meta-analysis on personality and creative achievement shows that
creative individuals are less conscientious and less conventional. Yet they are more selfconfident, dominant, driven, impulsive, self-accepting, hostile, ambitious, and open to new
experiences. The notion of being open to new experiences has been positively associated with
risk taking (McCrae, 1987). Trial and error, an inherent part of the creative process, often means
being open to some failure (Mumford et. al., 2002; Shalley & Gilson, 2004). This is important to
note because we also know that the organizational culture (Nyström, 1993) and work
environment (Amabile, 1989; Amabile & Kramer, 2011) can influence creativity.
Early works of Amabile (1989) investigated how creativity must be nourished not only by
individual factors but also by environmental factors. One of the earliest assessments that had
been developed with creativity and relation to work environments is the Work Environment
Inventory (WEI); which seeks to measure creativity within an organization (Amabile &
Gryskiewicz, 1989). More recently, the WEI has become known as KEYS: Assessing the climate
for creativity (KEYS) (Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996). Unique to KEYS is the
notion that individuals’ perceptions are important to the overall creative environment. More
specifically, the underlying theoretical model of KEYS focuses on these factors: encouragement
of creativity, autonomy/freedom, resources, pressures, and organizational impediments. To date,
very few studies have either developed or adapted assessments for aspects of creativity within
the domain of education. More specifically, even less research has focused on the environment
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and what role teachers can play within the construction of a climate conducive to creativity
(James, 2015).
As noted, with the changing economy, America is no longer relying on the industrial and
agricultural productions but rather consumerism and innovation are in high demand (Florida,
2002). This shift in demand has meant that ideal workers were once individuals whom could be
described as obedient (Bowles & Gintis, 2011), whereas today, creativity (undefined) is more
readily in demand than any other skill (Adobe Software, 2014; National Education Association,
2010). Florida (2002) states that skills deemed necessary for success prepare individuals for
careers in either creative professional positions (i.e., healthcare, finance, business, legal,
education, etc.) or super creative core positions (i.e., scientists, engineers, university professors,
designers, etc.). Importantly, decisions about career options are beginning to include the notion
of creative autonomy.
According to Tampoe (1993), creative autonomy is the “freedom to pursue the job as seen fit
by the employee without detailed supervision or constraint in the way the job is handled (p. 54)”
and is necessary for managing those deemed knowledge workers. Take for instance teachers,
each day teachers must act in a way that motivates, enlightens, and effectively evaluates multiple
dynamic interactions. Teachers must improvise and problem solve at a fast-pace and yet
knowledgeable manner (Jackson 1968; Sawyer, 2004). Expert teachers understand there is an art
to using structure and routine while simultaneously interweaving and ad-libbing current,
personally engaging, and relevant threads. Sawyer (2004) refers to this performance as
disciplined improvisation and it represents one way in which teachers can creatively express
themselves when they are treated as a “knowledgeable and expert professional, and are granted
creative autonomy in their classrooms (p. 12).”
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Today, teacher progress is evaluated through value-added modeling (VAM)-- the scores
earned by their students on high-stakes standardized tests (Konstantopoulos, 2014). The
introduction of such high-stakes testing as the primary source of evaluation has drastically
changed teachers’ working environment(s) (Lavigne & Good, 2013). For instance, the
clarification and development of goals has become convoluted as teachers attempt to balance
individual needs, whole-class goals, and school-wide interests while simultaneously competing
on a national level. The pressure of time has become overwhelming as many weeks of the school
year are now dedicated to studying for and administering standardized exams, hence the slang
‘teaching to the test’ has become popular. Most obviously, the evaluation procedures and
surveillance of teachers continues to ignore the important small everyday wins of teachers and
has instead begun to restrict choice and autonomy. In general, creative professionals have unique
abilities that need suitably motivating atmospheres. “Motivating the creative class requires a
stimulating workplace environment. In this environment, the worker is challenged to express
talents and develop abilities, has the freedom and flexibility to weave personal and work lives
together, and is compensated both financially and by a supportive organizational culture and an
external environment (city, region, etc.) that is culturally stimulating. (Leuenberg & Kluver,
2005, p. 18).”
Research needs to better inquire about how to develop environments that stimulate teachers’
creativity. The information that teachers perceive to be relevant is useful not only for themselves
and their students (Good, Biddle, & Brophy, 1975) but it can also be useful for policy makers,
administration, and so forth. Developing a systematic way to better understand the needs of
teachers, especially the needs relevant to their creativity, would allow the education system to
better align itself.
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Incorporating Teachers Voices in Research. The work of Henricksen and Mishra (2015) is an
example of research that fruitfully incorporated teachers’ voice, as well as, investigated the role
of creativity in education. Their work describes creative teaching as teachers teaching who they
are. Henriksen and Mishra (2015) conducted in-depth interviews with teachers who have won
the National Teacher of the Year award and explored how accomplished teachers express
creativity within their teaching. These interviews were semi-structured around two themes 1)
creativity and teaching in general, for instance “How do you define creativity? Or what does it
mean to be creative?” with optional probes such as, “What does creativity mean in the general
sense of the word? How do you define or judge creativity in teaching practice?” And 2) transdisciplinary creativity and thinking skills, including perceiving/ observing, patterning,
abstracting, embodied thinking, modeling, and play. For example, “Do you see any value in the
idea of play in your teaching (not just as a playground activity, but in giving students the chance
to play around with ideas and concepts)? Can you tell me about some examples?” In addition, a
few ‘warm-up’ questions were used to build rapport and set the conversation (e.g., “What
inspired your motivation to teach? Tell me what it’s like to be a teacher today”).
What Henriksen and Mishra (2015) found is that award-winning teachers 20 view creativity
as a ‘mindset.’ Repeatedly these teachers’ responses acknowledged how the process of creativity
can be continuous and ongoing. Ultimately, it was stated that creativity is an integral part of their

20

Henriksen and Mishra (2015) purposefully interviewed eight who have either been finalists of have receive the
National Teacher of the Year (NTOTY) award. The process of selection to become a finalist for the NTOTY award
first begins at the state level with each state nominating a teacher of the year (TOTY) for a total of fifty winners.
From that, only four become finalists and only one is chosen as the annual winner.
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thinking. It is a “habit of mind that revolved around cultivating enthusiasm in their own selves,
and trying new things” (Henriksen & Mishra, 2015, p. 9).
Another theme found by Henriksen and Mishra (2015) is the notion that creative teachers are
more willing to take intellectual risks, or the disposition to try new approaches and ideas. In
addition, creative teachers often focus on ‘real world’ learning. This includes designing lessons
and scenarios that are directly relatable and applicable to authentic problems in the ‘real world.’
The last theme was the concept of pursuing cross-disciplinary curricular connections. All in all,
Henriksen and Mishra (2015) conclude that award-winning creative teachers teach who they
are21--- that in a general sense, teachers are authentic to themselves as a person—their
professional work is influenced by their avocations and interests. For example, teachers can use
their hobbies and personal experiences as a teaching subject or example.
The data that comes from creative teachers’ voices denotes that there is value in teacher’s
self-identity. This is especially relevant and important for research and policy to embrace. Too
often within the field of education, it seems that creativity is deemed good and desired on a
macro-level (e.g., demand for creative outputs such as students, inventions, etc.), but it is often
missing on the micro-level (e.g., personal growth and development, etc.). At this time it is worth
understanding if teachers view themselves as creative beings. And, more specifically, how do
teachers conceptualize creativity?
The Creative Self
Many previous theoretical traditions discussion the notion of self as self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1986), the self-concept (Harter, 1985), and/ or even the self-competence (White,
1959). In regard to teachers and creativity, creative self-efficacy is the belief in one’s ability to

21

The dissertational work of Henrikson (2011) found that teachers interests most often fell into two categories:
either ‘music and the arts’ and/or ‘physical or kinesthetic hobbies.
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foster their own creativity (Karwowski, 2015), to yield creative products (Tierney & Farmer,
2002; 2011), and to deal with problems that need creative thinking (Bandura, 1997; Kaufman &
Beghetto, 2009). The process in which self-beliefs are developed is complex and multi-phasic
(Flammer, 1995). From the literature on business management and studies conducted among
successful business firms, Tierney and Farmer (2002) have specifically studied employee’s
creative self-efficacy by a) investigating what factors influence employee’s beliefs pertaining to
‘if they can be creative in their work role’ (p 1137), b) developing construct validity, and c)
examining if/ how job self-efficacy impacts creative self-efficacy (and its effects on creative
performances). Results signified that job security, job tenure, the behavior of the supervisor, and
the complexity of the job can contribute to beliefs about creative efficacy. Although differences
were found between blue-collar and white-collar samples, all in all, creative self-efficacy
predicted (creative) performance better than job self-efficacy22. Thus, investigating how teachers
perceive creativity and their own creative self-efficacy is a worthwhile consideration.
In light of the positive psychological movement23, Tan and Majid (2011) assessed onehundred teacher’s perceptions of happiness and their conceptualization of creativity. They used
multiple quantitative scales to measure teacher’s creative self-efficacy, creative personality,
satisfaction with life, subjective happiness, emotions and overall wellness. Significant
correlations showed that creative self-efficacy is positively correlated with happiness. Factors
that predict creative self-efficacy in persistence were the importance of a creative lifestyle,
satisfaction with life, and a creative personality (which accounted for 36% of the variance).

22

Job self-efficacy is defined as, “an employee’s view of his or her capacity to conduct the overall job. (Tierney &
Farmer, 2002, 1139).”
23
Wallis (2005) discusses how the Positive Psychology field is attributed mostly to Marty Seligman and
Csiksentmihalyi.
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Specifically, creative self-efficacy in idea generation was significantly and positively correlated
with all measures used in the study expect negative and neutral emotions. Predictors to creative
self-efficacy (which accounted for 66% of the variance) included both unhappy emotions and
subjective happiness, creative personality, and the importance of a creative lifestyle. Importantly
they also noted that teachers who had more than ten years of experience scored higher in the
creative self-efficacy and happiness than those with lesser experience, which aligns with much of
the long-standing previous literature on experts versus novices (De Groot, 1978; De Groot,
Gobet, & Jongman, 1996; Simonton, 1977). Overall their work concludes that teachers who stay
in the field longer are more likely to be those who feel successful, happy, and have higher
creative self-efficacy. Although this particular study was conducted Singapore, these results
concur that future research needs to investigate creativity in regard to both individual factors and
contextual factors.
Lapėnienė & Dumciene, (2014) surveyed two-hundred and sixty-one teachers using
twelve different scales, including both individual factors (e.g., work motivation and emotions,
creative self-efficacy) and school environment characteristics (e.g., group work support,
organizational encouragement, sufficiency of resources, accessibility of and encouragement by
supervisors, and the perception of co-worker’s creative expectations. Cluster analysis delineated
three general types of education teachers and compared the factors affecting creativity. First were
those working in environments that inhibited creativity (such that teachers are not encouraged by
supervisors and often do not have the resources to do creative work) and yet are still highly
creative and preferred to be creative. These teachers demonstrated high levels of creative selfefficacy and have internalized their goals as motivation—therefore they are deemed the
‘proactively creative’ teachers. The second type of teacher is referred to as an ‘expected
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creative’… they are also highly creative but mostly because they worked in an environment that
supports and encourages creative work. These teachers have also internalized their goals and
demonstrated positive emotionality. The final type of teacher was deemed ‘contributory
creativity’ due to their personal reporting of low levels of work motivation and personal
creativity yet high levels of group work support and accessibility to and encouragement from
supervisors. This is interpreted to mean that despite doubt in their personal creativity, they do
believe in the ability of collaboration. These results show that although some teachers’ creativity
may be able to survive a lack of supervisory support and resources, other teachers’ creativity
may not. In addition, these results show that some teachers’ creativity may be rooted within more
social and environmental contexts than others.
In terms of more qualitative approaches, Odena and Welch (2012) conducted case studies
for four-years on six secondary school teachers within the domain of music education. They
investigated what these school teachers’ perceptions of creativity were and specifically how
these teachers’ previous experiences have influenced such perceptions. Data were examined
across the four factors: the pupil, environment, process, and product. Overall, Odena and Welch
(2012) propose a generative model of teacher’s conceptualization of creativity within music
education, in which these factors are all considered to be in constant interaction. Teachers used
their previous experiences (both personal and professional) simultaneously with their
conceptualizations of creativity. Note that different teachers had varying degrees of
consciousness to this phenomenon. Lastly, these results also indicate that conceptualizations can
and do change over time (Odena & Welch, 2012). As teachers and students learn new knowledge
from one another and their experiences, their perceptions and beliefs adapt and accommodate.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the longer a teacher has been teaching, or the more real-
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world practice that a student-teacher has had, the more capable of a teacher they perceive
themselves to be.
This study theorizes that the term ‘creativity’ is somewhat still avoided within the field of
education, but this is being eradicated on many levels of many systems. As policy makers and
researchers continue to express their desire for creative teachers, creative teaching also need to
be examined at a personal level. Do teachers believe they are creative? Do they believe that their
colleagues are creative?

A Note on the Term ‘Effective’ Teaching. At this point it is important to note that much of the
literature on ‘creative teaching’ overlaps and/ or is related to that of ‘effective teaching’
(Esquivel, 1995). Many researchers have specifically discussed the link between effective and
creative teaching and have determined that these constructs are tightly linked (Anderson, 2002;
Cropley, 1966, 2006; Esquivel, 1995; Henriksen & Mishra, 2015). Esquivel (1995) goes so far as
to suggest that creative teaching is a construct that can be subsumed under the broader heading of
effective teaching, “One of the most important characteristics of effective teachers is their
attitude toward creativity and their ability to be accepting, open, and flexible in relating to
students (Dacey, 1989)” (Esquivel, 1995, p 189). All in all, many have agreed that teachers
whom are effective are often described as creative. In addition, it can be theoretically argued that
when a teacher effectively applies a novel and appropriate strategy in their classroom they are
both being effective and creative simultaneously. For instance, researchers have confidently used
the logic that nationally recognized award-wining teachers can be classified as creative teachers
and therefore discussed as such (Henriksen & Mishra, 2015).
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In sum, what we know is that good teachers make a difference: They help students learn
by making meaning and they do this every day in various and ofen creative ways. What we do
not know is if teachers see themselves as creative professionals and if so, how to incorporate
their creative needs into the education system. Additionally, the stereotypes and elusive language
surrounding creativity has often kept education and creativity interacting in disjointed ways.
Current increasing societal demands for creativity means that more recently creativity is being
weaved into each branch of the educational web. Consideration should be given as to how to best
incorporate what we already know about increasing creativity and developing creative work
environments.
Research on creativity is not new, but research that considers the personal level of
teacher’s beliefs about creativity is missing from the education literature. This means that it is
also missing from teacher evaluation, policy, and/or teacher education. Moving forward,
teacher’s creativity and education reform can no longer afford being separate entities. Research
and policy need to be more informed by teachers’ voice (i.e., reflections, observations, etc.), as
well as, it needs to acknowledge what we already know (and don’t know) about good teaching
and creativity. That is, we need to better understand how and why teachers make the difference
that they do.
The literature on effective teaching and creativity both suggest that understanding
cognitive processes is important. And, that understanding how the environment influences these
processes is also relevant. Overall, there are many systems (with various layers) in education that
are interacting and constantly shifting. Knowing what questions to ask and where to implement
what policies is a complex discussion that often has no right answer. I suggest one direction, that
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has proven to be successful throughout history, is to apply what we know about small wins.
Where Meaning Is Made: Measuring Everyday Small Wins
Much like Confucious (500 A.D.) said, “The man who moves a mountain begins by
carrying away small stones”. The notion, that a big task is best achieved through small steps is
not new and such wisdom has been used for conceptualizing a variety of personal and societal
problems for hundreds of years. Small wins make sense from a psychological perspective
(Weick, 1984; Giorgi, 1985, 2012). As we have discussed (earlier in chapter 1 and throughout
this chapter), small wins are important because as humans we have limitations to our brains and
our bodies. In order to achieve great things, we must break down large tasks into daily
manageable pieces. When risk doesn’t pay out… when failure or distraction inevitably arises…
we must find a way to preserve our gains so that later we have a place to return to and restart.
Small wins can be powerful, such that one can lead to another (Amabile & Kramer, 2011;
Rhatigan & Schuh, 2003; Weick, 1984). This momentum is something that successful
professionals have regularly harnessed: successful teachers adapt to the needs and progress of
their students while less successful teachers tend to continue to teach in the same way.
Small Wins Popularly Achieve Big Success
Many productive professionals across a variety of platforms currently taut the use of
small wins. For example, popular psychotherapists (e.g., Bill O’Hanlon), journalists (e.g.,
Pulitzer-Prize winning Charles Duhigg), athletes (e.g., Guinness World Record runner and threetime Iron-Man Champion, Christopher Bergland), coaches (Vince Lombardi, Super-Bowl
Winning Packers Coach), and self-improvement programs (e.g., drug and alcohol addiction
recovery, Weight Watchers,).
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Weight Watchers, a well-known international weight-loss company, is a prime example
of how a small wins perspective can help at least some people develop healthy and sustainable
habits. Their Wellness Wins program focuses directly on small daily behaviors by rewarding
members with services, products, and events/experiences (Wahba, 2018). Weight Watchers
ensures that local community ‘micro-groups’ are created to develop supportive climates. The
current company manifesto speaks about developing community, making purposeful decisions,
and the potential to inspire others (e.g., family and friends) because “… this will help us create a
ripple effect of change.” In sum their mission is: “To create a world where wellness is accessible
to all, not just the few (https://www.weightwatchers.com/us/impact-manifesto).” In essence, this
program is creating a system approach using various group/ community resources to help
individuals pursue their goals.
Another area related to bettering oneself and one’s health are drug addiction and alcohol
recovery programs (e.g., Alcoholics Anonymous24) and mental health interventions regularly
take a ‘one day at a time’ perspective. Neuroscience research readily states that the regulation
(i.e., balance) of dopamine is related to disorders of affect and motivation. Thus, establishing and
“re-establishing this balance might be the most effective treatment strategy in alleviating these
disturbances (Grace, Floresco, Goto, & Lodge, 2007, p. 226)” From a neurochemistry
standpoint, this supports the ideation that a small wins perspective is a healthy and sustainable
perspective for the brain.
In addition to the brain, a small wins perspective has been repeatedly recommended as a
successful model for the body. Athletes, physical therapists, trainers, weight loss consultants,

24

More information on Alcoholics Anonymous at available at http://www.aa.org/.
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nutritionists, public health advocates, and the like regularly write blogs/ articles, and develop
programs that essentially take a small wins perspective toward improving the body. For example,
Christopher Bergland (Guinness World Record runner, three-time Iron-Man Champion, and
public health advocate) writes in his book, “The Athlete’s Way: Sweat and the Biology of Bliss”
how setting ‘mini goals’ and then achieving them creates a reward circuit in our brains that
“guarantees a constant supply of dopamine (2007, p149).” Dopamine is as a neurotransmitter
that, in the most simplistic of terms, is known for its relation to happiness and motivation (Neve,
2009).
Bergland (2007) describes how macro-goals (i.e., long-term, large goals) can be used as
a motivating force to create effective micro-goals (i.e., short-term, day-to-day work). He lists
seven core tenets that he comprises as “The Athlete’s Way” Prescriptive. The first, and most
relevant of such is number one: Set goals and achieve them… including micro-goals. Consider
how world-class athletes consistently have the macro-goal of ‘being the best’ but to realistically
‘become the best’ takes more than just hope. It takes daily dedication and regular discipline. In
order to know what to do each day, athletes must break down their “workout into doable doses—
or mini molehills—chunks of time or distance that represent the present-term micro goal and
micro wins. Each goal will release a hit of dopamine. (2007, pp 149-150).” Daily tasks (i.e.,
‘mini-goals’) are given meaning because they connect to the larger picture (i.e., ‘macro-goals’).
In addition to individually improving the body, a small wins perspective is useful for
teams, and often necessary in many sports. Consider the popular quote by Vince Lombardi,
Super-bowl winning coach of the Green Bay Packers, “Football is a game of inches and inches
make the champion” (Lombardi Jr., 2002, pg 77). In the 1999 hit movie Any Given Sunday. Al
Pacino played –Tony D’Amato… While down and out in the locker room he rallies the team by
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expanding Lombardi’s motif, “Life’s a game of inches, so is football… …When we add up all
those inches, that’s going to make the difference between winning and losing… Because that’s
what living is: The six inches in front of your face.” (https://www.quotes.net/mquote/4197).
And indeed, the current sensations and interactions that we are experiencing is life. Our
moods and motivations are deeply affected by what is happening to us… But often our reactions
to what is happening, what motivates our behaviors, is not limited to the current context. Our
brains have a subconscious that often influences our decisions, whether we are aware of it or not.
This is especially true for teachers because 1) they too were once a student thus have opinions
and experiences that influences their actions, and 2) because they must make so many
decisions—often with incomplete information—so quickly that many times they rely on
automation (more on this later) and, 3) because on a global level their role as a teacher represents
more than just an educator (recall how society has various subjective definitions which often
include some moral obligations/ standards to uphold).
Experiences Can Form Subconscious Beliefs. Epstein (1990) suggests that the ‘experiential
system’ is what allows for rapid processing of information, mostly based off images and
emotions. The important take-away is that unconscious routines (i.e., automatic processes) and
physical responses are linked. Perceptions developed through sensory information are translated,
often unconsciously, into meaningful ‘wholes’ units— (described as gestalts –the German word
for ‘shape’ or ‘form’; by Korthagen, Kessels, Koster, Lagerwaerf, & Wubbels, 200125) -- which
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in turn, can unconsciously trigger a pattern of behavior (Lazarus, 1991). This means that past
experiences matter and can be relevant in current daily interactions.
Korthagen (2017) discusses what he refers to as the ‘inconvenient truths about teacher
learning’… that despite what is convenient for policy makers, the truth is, teacher learning--much like that of students--- occurs on various levels and through a variety of dimensions (e.g.,
cognitive, emotional, motivational). And, that much of it can occur unconsciously. He suggests
that in order to encourage meaningful learning in teacher education and to fix the theory-topractice gap, we must begin to acknowledge the person. Learning is both multi-dimensional and
multi-level as it occurs overtime and across contexts. Knowing what a teacher thinks, feels, and
wants are important for building genuine affective and motivational aspects. Changing teacher
actions and often encouraging teachers to live up to their fullest potential means first
understanding their beliefs and values (Biesta, 2015).
Beliefs about Good Teachers: Depicting the Experts
For the last 200 or so years of schooling, a ‘good’ teacher is often ‘depicted’ as one that
is standing in front of the class lecturing with all eyes of attentive students on her (Cuban, 1993).
Students are often depicted as sitting in neat rows eagerly attempting to memorize the presented
content. This ideal is an outdated depiction of what we currently understand about good teaching
and how learning occurs. As teachers (and classrooms) adapt to incorporate new knowledge
(e.g., technologies) and fulfil new societal and economic demands (i.e., creativity), the previous
system of public education becomes more and more obsolete. Rather than shaming and blaming
teachers for the education system for being broken, it may be more beneficial to adequately note
that the system is out-of-date. In order to update it, we do not need to toss all previous depictions
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aside, but rather we need to adapt them and give space for new, more diversified depictions to
exist.
Consider how the current educational system developed and why. Nearly 200 years ago
the British Empire was clinging to keep its massive global control, so they developed a system of
hierarchical authority—in which they stationed selected persons to serve across the globe and
subdue any possible threats, and ideally serve to fulfil any job position interchangeably. Thus,
compliant people were the desired outcome (and overall motivation) for public schooling. This
authoritative, top-down structure was brought across seas and served the United States well.
Bowles & Ginits, (2011) discuss more specifically how within America, the demand for obedient
soldiers and industrial laborers (e.g., production belt workers) merely reinforced the need for
identical workers (i.e., identical students). These rationales help explain where our basic subjects
have come from… the basic needs of the times were workers who could interchangeably do
arithmetic, reading, and writing automatically and repetitiously. And this explain why so often
classroom management strategies demand ‘compliant cognition’ (McCaslin & Good, 1992).
Unfortunately, this depiction of the classroom is outdated and is no longer conducive to
what we know about learning, the needs of our changing economy, and the readily available
capabilities of current technologies. Too often teachers are being blamed for what is the result of
an out-of-date education system. Much like Jencks (1966) asked, many scholars today are
debating if schools and classrooms are becoming obsolete (Kedrayate, 2012; Selwyn, 2016). In a
digital era, much information is readily available therefore education is not as much about
distributing knowledge but rather teaching students how to become life-long learners that can
handle the vast amount of available information (Gannaway, 1994). Its interesting to consider,
will teaching ever become a fully automated industry? Why is teaching so hard to automate?
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Will teachers ever become obsolete? Overall, with advancements in technology do teachers still
matter?
Hole-in-the wall. Have we reached a point in our technological advancement where
possibly we just no longer need teachers? With responsive technology and adaptive programs,
can we just teach ourselves? Sugata Mitra (2005)26 set up English designated computers in
remote Indian villages (i.e., non-English speaking, no prior computer experience) and observed,
what children can teach themselves with a simple computer. Throughout series of replication,
Mitra repeatedly found that students, without aid, were able to teach themselves how to use the
computer (as it was new in their village) and were able to learn from the content, even though it
was not in their currently known spoken language. In subsequent studies, in a village called
Kallikuppam, he inserted some advance content (i.e., English medical curriculum that discussed
the bio-technology of disease mutation and DNA replication in the human body) and compared
the learning progression of students being taught the same material in a formal private institution
in New Delhi. After two months, students in the remote village of Kallikuppam were able to
raise their comprehension of disease mutation and DNA replication from 0 to 30%, where formal
school students (in their primary language with a full-time certified teacher) were testing at 50%.
In an effort to encourage more progress, Mitra (2013) included what he referred to as ‘the
method of the grandmother’. Instead of hiring a tutor he simply offered them a ‘friend’ (i.e., a
local woman that knew the children) whom asked things like, “Well, wow, how did you do
that?...What’s on the next page?...Gosh, when I was your age I couldn’t have done that!”. But
she herself never knew how to use the computer, about the content, or the new language (Mitra,
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2013). With two more months of such encouragement, Kallikupum children had caught up to the
privately educated students. This is a remarkable achievement given that Kallikuppam students
were teaching themselves about advanced content knowledge (i.e., DNA and disease generation),
on a new device (i.e., a computer), and in a new language (i.e., English). Most interesting, was
the only thing missing from the ‘teaching device’ was an in-the-moment ability to provide the
necessary encouragement.
What the hole-in-the wall studies show us is that technology still cannot completely
replace teachers. It aids in confirming that there is something about how teachers do what they
do that makes a difference. That a personal touch of encouragement at the right time, in the right
way can make a difference. As social beings, we do not need to reinvent the wheel, but rather we
need to learn from each other better. Instead of simply trying to replace teachers, research and
reform could learn a lot from listening to those with first-hand experience making a difference in
the classroom (i.e., teachers). Labor-saving devices can be beneficial for teachers, as for many
industries, but it does not mean that teachers are to be replaced. Rather we must learn from
teachers to develop better devices to aid their many various daily tasks. Labor-saving devices
free up cognitive space which is important given that attention is limited. 27
Expertise: Novices Think Differently
Everyday teachers are encouraging progress and witnessing success in their classrooms,
despite current research, evaluation measures, and popular culture (i.e., the media) often
depicting otherwise (e.g. failing schools, inadequate teachers, incompetent students). Instead of
strictly narrowing in on standardized achievement scores and blaming teachers… we instead
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need to learn from them (which begs the question… when did we stop learning from our
teachers?). In order to increase teachers’ (and students’) joy, productivity, and creativity at work,
we must recognize the daily small wins regularly occurring in classrooms. To do this we must
first acknowledge teachers’ classroom expertise and learn from what they already do-- aid with
the daily small wins that eventually become big wins.
The literature on expert/ novice is spread among many domains, for example chess
(Chase & Simon, 1973) and physics (Larkin, McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980). It has become
well established that professionals deemed ‘experts’ in their field has developed unique
heuristics within their cognition (de Groot, 1978). Chi, Glaser, and Rees (1981) show that
expertise can be determined mostly by domain-specific knowledge. Their results support the
notion that novices attend to ‘superficial features’ and are therefore often unsuccessful problem
solvers. In contrast, experts often attend to ‘deeper’ or ‘more structural’ cues and are therefore
more successful. This reasoning is supported by the studies of Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser (1981)
where novices were faster at categorizing initial presentations of physics problems. Yet,
consecutive trials showed repeatedly that experts were faster in later trials. These studies directly
expose the significance of how problems are being represented and categorized is related to what
cues are being attended to which may be moderated by experience. Sternberg and Kaufman
(2018) note that in terms of the creative process, there needs to be more research done to
understand individual differences such as personality, expertise, and motivation specifically the
‘idea selection and evaluation’ stages.
In order for teacher training programs to effectively develop the pedagogical skills
necessary for teaching (Clark, 1988), research should be able to suggest what cues are significant
to effective teaching for various situations, (e.g., group work; Blumenfeld, Marx, Soloway, &
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Krajcik, 1996). Thus, the literature on effective teaching has begun to delineate novice versus
expert teachers. For instance, Swanson, O’Connor, and Cooney (1990) found that indeed more
experienced teachers stressed appropriately representing the disciplinarian problem in the
classroom versus novice teachers who did not focus on problem identification or representation
but rather just solutions. Hansen and Feldhusen (1994) compared trained versus untrained
teachers in a gifted student setting. Reports indicated that expert teachers put greater emphasis on
higher-level thinking and discussion as compared to novices that focused more on lecture and
grades. Overall, well-designed research in specified contexts can provide evidence for better
teaching methods used by those deemed experts.
All in all, there is not an absolute measure or moment when one becomes and expert
teacher, thus it is not a simple task to piece apart what constitutes an expert versus novice.
Although so far what is known about expertise does align with the previously mentioned
cognitive processing model. For instance, the cognitive view of psychology, as well as, early
foundational studies in expert/ novice research indicates a processing of ‘chunking’ to refer to
the reorganization of bits of information into larger more quickly managed ‘chunks’ (Chase &
Simon, 1973). Studies indicate that around 50,000 hours of practice, or about 10 years’ worth of
experience is needed to reach what is seen as an expert level of ‘chunking’ (Bruer, 1993).
Given that teachers are tasked with making many decisions on-the-spot, and often with
incomplete information, it is interesting to think how experts and novices may respond to
different cues in the classroom. Despite uniform teacher training, lingering often subconscious
beliefs from pasted experiences, can influence behavior. Additionally, employees learn on the
job as they adapt to their context, meaning teachers continue learning important information for
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teaching after their formal training is complete/ once they have a job in a school (Postholm,
2012).
In fact, research has long admitted that there is a factor relevant to good teaching that
cannot be standardized and it pertains to simply being present in the moment. Described and
labeled slightly differently over the years, we see a pattern that suggests teachers’ abilities to
react to in-the-moment context is important. From Kounin’s (1970) ‘with-it-ness’ to more recent
discussions of teacher’s need to improvise (Sawyer, 2004) or what Rogers and Raider-Roth
(2006) referred to as presence. This knowledge is undervalued by current policies and evaluation
procedures (e.g., value-added modeling). And, is even ignored by teacher educators.
Literature on expert teachers readily contend that teachers have ‘extensive and accessible
knowledge’ about the subject matter, their classrooms, and classroom context (Bond, Smith,
Baker, & Hattie, 2000; Berliner, 2001). Teachers are experts of a particular domain: their class.
They know they their students and can tell when their students are comprehending their lesson.
Whether conscious or not, some of what expert teachers have learned to do is to ‘automate’
certain tasks – allowing their students consistency but also freeing vital cognitive resources for
higher level cognitive activities. (Note, such automation can also be another reason for implicit
biases).
Glaser (1987) and others (Berliner 1996, 2001; Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000)
claim that about two-dozen or so defensible propositions about expert teachers. Some include the
notion that expertise takes many, many hours to develop and that such development is not always
linear (e.g., plateaus can occur). The structure of an expert’s knowledge is better prepared for
performance (i.e., practice) than a novice and is consider more flexible (as opposed to a novice’s
rigidity). Expert’s problem representation is much deeper and richer than novices and
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importantly they can recognize meaningful patterns quicker (and potentially small wins). When
stimuli is ambiguous, experts are better at imposing it. Indeed, experts may take longer to begin
(solving a problem) but overall they can solve problems faster. Unfortunately, they can be much
more ‘constrained’ (by social and task requirements) than novices (For more discussion see
Berliner, 2001). And, again it is argued that much of what teachers do is often misunderstood
(Loughran, 2010). Some have argued that smart teachers will impact students learning- but
subject matter knowledge has not been a panacea. Good teachers understand students.
Intercultural Proficiency. One label that may encompass what many have tried to describe is
the term intercultural proficiency. Teachers have a unique awareness of their student’s lives that
often includes areas such as academic, social, motivational, emotional, and so forth. This is
coupled with their knowledge of both state and federal demands and is additional to their own
school and classroom goals. This inimitable awareness could be defined as (inter)cultural
proficiency. According to the American Academy of Family Physicians (2014), “Cultural
proficiency is broadly recognized as the knowledge, skills, attitudes and beliefs that enable
people to work well with, respond effectively to, and be supportive of people in cross-cultural
settings.” As teachers work within and between many systems, research, policy makers and
current evaluation procedures miss much of the important work that teachers currently do.
Despite classroom research being arduous, today represents a time when methodologies,
measuring devices/ technologies, and the appropriate research questions could potentially inform
better educational reform efforts. Despite decades of research on teacher effectiveness and the
like, research has failed to measure how and why teachers do what they do. Ultimately, teachers
are the experts of their classrooms (Ball & Forzani, 2010). There is no one else that has the range
and depth of information about their class as they do (e.g., they often can see future big picture
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and small daily leverage practices). Thus, their thinking (i.e., observations, reflections, beliefs,
etc.) can provide valuable information about what works and how to move forward.
Investigating what small wins in the classroom look like from a teachers perspective may
indeed parallel the information that empirical research has already established; that non-school
variables can be invasive (e,g., poverty) … and that in order to promote learning, good teachers
attend to more than just academic learning (e.g. social, emotional, etc.). But it cold also inform
us about new areas. For example, according to Leonardi (2007), Future Time Perspective (FTP)
acknowledges the fact that motivational theory should more directly give notice the notion that
the ‘future’ is a mentally represented construct that indeed influences individuals decisionmaking, such as career choice. Although much of motivation research emphasizes goalorientation, whereby assuming the presence of the future, FTP directly exposes that motivation
levels are more directly linked to future time perspectives. In terms of educational research it has
been discussed in relation to prospective teachers motivations for teaching, beliefs about the
profession, career choice satisfaction, and professional plans (Eren & Tezel, 2010). FTP also
showed moderate correlations to intrinsic career value, ability, and making social contributions.
Hypothetically if past beliefs can be of interest, it is very possible that beliefs about the future are
worthwhile. So how do we go about capturing this? How do we measure teachers’ beliefs about
the past and future in terms of how they influence their present actions? Research can begin by
investigating the experience of small wins in the classroom more thoroughly to gain further
insight into how and why teachers do what they do.
Incorporating Small Win Experiences. As humans, our brains and our bodies have
limitations and predispositions (e.g., developmental patterns, heuristics) and, although we may
have many of the same functioning pieces as each other, it is often our experiences that shape us
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and gives meaning to our daily lives. Experiences, especially those that denote students’ forward
progress matter. In order to collect data on such a phenomenon, researchers need to show an
interest in teachers experiences. Much like within the Progress Principle (outlined in chapter 1),
Csiksentmihaliy and Larson (2014) discuss the Experience Sampling Method. This method
collects in-the-moment data about relevant subjective states (e.g., cognitive, emotional,
motivational, etc) and allows for participants to share their perspectives. In essence, this collects
data on both persons and the ‘interaction of situations’ (Csikzentmihalyi, 1982).
The progression of exploratory studies within a field of literature often begins with
studying the single (Lamiell, 1981) but indeed this does cause issues for generalizability,
(Campbell, 1975). Once an individual pattern is more readily understood (e.g., How small wins
are perceived by a good teacher?), it can then be aggregated and evaluated on a sample of people
(e.g., How good teachers perceive small wins?). Lamiell (1981) refers to this as ‘idiothetic’
research and Cszikzentmehiyli (2014) suggests that during this time “the Experience Sampling
Method is most powerful.” (p 27).
Currently, the domains of effective teaching, creativity, and small wins could be explored
through gathering experiences about small wins in specific contexts, such as within a classroom.
Although this paper focuses on teachers, a comparison of multiple people’s views on small wins
within education could prove to be massively rewarding for educational research, policy makers,
teachers, and society-at-large.
Research could begin with teachers and compare how various groups (e.g., novice/
experts) recognize small wins in their classroom. Given that teachers chunk information
differently after many years worth of experience, it would be interesting to see if there are
differences in how experienced teachers (per se those wit 10 years or more) recognize and
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manage small wins in their classroom. Again this is not an obsolete, as experience does not
necessarily mean a good teacher. As discussed there are many factors relevant to good teaching
and an investigation into daily small wins could further such understanding and too often, and for
too long, evaluation procedures have created a trade-off between cognitive and affective
outcomes (Brophy, 1979; Brophy & Evertson, 1978; Good & Grouws,1979).
A small wins investigation could help researchers measure the important daily classroom
wins and tap into teacher’s beliefs/ inner work life that influence those daily small wins. Better
understanding how they recognize important moments and why they chose the action they did is
useful information not only for themselves as practioners but also for research, policy, and in
general, society. Literature from the outside looking in has found that social and emotional
connections are vital to making meaning and ultimately learning.
Korthagen (2017) highlights that more attention must be given to teachers’ professional
identity and their mission. He discusses the use of reflection and how to do it in guided manner
that produces useful thinking. Specifically, his ‘onion model’ discusses how to reflect in a
manner that produces meaning and reaches the deepest layer of self: core qualities. He contends
that such information—about teachers’ core qualities – are driving forces to behavior. He
extends that good teaching comes from those who have strongly aligned the ‘layers of their
onion’… meaning that there is “a certain coherence between her core qualities, ideals, sense of
identity, beliefs, competencies, behavior and the characteristics of the environment, e.g. a
classroom or school (Korthagen, 2017, pg 397)”. Core qualities include personal qualities such
as trust, care, courage, sensitivity, spontaneity, decisiveness, flexibility, commitment, and
creativity (Korthagen, 2017). Tickle (1999) goes so far as to state that these are essential to
consider when discussing good teaching. In order to better understand who teachers are,
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research needs to more thoroughly investigate the nuances of teaching. Their experiences of
daily small wins give a vital window into how research, policy, evaluation, and such procedures
actually trickle-down into the everyday classroom, as well as helps illuminate how and why
teachers do what they do.
Small Wins: Redefining The Scale For Education
Throughout history, small wins have repeatedly paved the way to bigger wins. Wars are
won battle-by-battle, corporations are built franchise-by-franchise, weight is lost pound-bypound. In some ways, its just a fact of life: Big tasks need to be broken down into smaller more
manageable tasks. Our brains and our bodies can only do some much at once. As humans, we are
limited in the energy and focus that we can expend thus—short but steady often wins the race.
We will explore several perspectives that can be drawn from, note that none of these perspectives
represent the answer (i.e., a panacea).
In 1984 Carl Weick, an American organizational theorist, published a paper entitled,
“Small Wins: Redefining the Scale of Social Problems.” He articulates that how we
conceptualize a problem—especially regarding its size/magnitude— can affect our ability to
think rationally about how to solve it. He states, “The massive scale on which social problems
are conceived often precludes innovative action because the limits of bounded rationality are
exceeded and arousal is raised to dysfunctionally high levels (1984, pg 40).” To discuss social
problems on an enormous scale often overwhelms our cognitive resources and can emotionally
paralyze us (Amabile & Kramer, 2011). Consider, it’s difficult to take action when there is no
clear place to begin (or to end). In order to encourage optimal thinking about a problem, it is best
to focus on the small wins. Hence, future educational reform should consider taking a ‘small
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wins’ approach to capitalize on what is everyday practice in the classroom (McCaslin & Good,
2008; Elawar & Corno, 1985).
What is a small win?
What is a small win? Theoretically a small win represents a step in the right direction
towards achieving a goal. It is an increment of forward progress, a breakthrough, or a concrete
moment of success (Weick, 1984; Rhatigan &Schuh, 2003; Amabile & Kramer, 2011). Carl
Weicke defined small wins as, “controllable opportunities that produce visible results (1984, pg.
43).” On its own a small win may seem irrelevant or unimportant but when discussed within
context, it is some sort of advance. “Small wins often originate as solutions that single out and
define as problems those specific, limited conditions for which they can serve as the complete
remedy (Weick, 1984, p 43).” Small wins are satisfying in the fact that, even if only for a
moment, something went right. And when something does go wrong, we have a place to go back
to and restart. They also, help us recognize the important moments… for instance Carl Weick
(1984) also mentions that the Pittsburgh Steelers- at that time- meticulously beat their opponents
with winning records more often than they beat teams with losing records. Small wins can
“attract attention, recruit allies, and give opponents second thoughts. (Weick, 1984, 42).” Note,
as humans we have limited energy and focus thus knowing when to use (and not to use) our
energy is important.
How small wins increase Productivity, Creativity, and Joy. Cognitively, small wins are the
moment our brains perceive progress toward something meaningful. Achieving a goal feels good
to the brain and cognitively we reward ourselves with happiness and joy. Making headway
towards something we care about is satisfying. Small goals are easier to manage and thus faster
to achieve; meaning a more consistent pattern of satisfaction (something we know our brains
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crave). And, consequently, like the tortoise from Aesop’s fable taught us as children, often we
are more productive and reach the finish line faster when we have focused on slowly but surely
progressing. Neuroscience is beginning to confirm these observations with their ability to map
‘brain blinks’ and understand neurotransmitter feedback loops (e.g., dopamine, serotonin28).
Small wins make us more productive because they allow us ‘to get back on the horse’ faster
when we have fallen off… or even keep us on the horse. Consider, there is possibly less ‘falling
of the horse’ because problems are conceptualized from their construction thus we can size them
accordingly to the needs of our arousal.
Yet, what do small wins have to do with creativity? Creativity involves risk-taking and
being open to experience. Reaching a novel point means stepping out of the comfort zone.
Failure is inevitable when we push the boundaries of what we currently know (e.g., research,
invention). A ‘small wins’ perspective means that failure may not be so bad. We have a recent
win to go back to, a solid place to restart and try again. It is much easier to be open to new
things… like trying to fly on a trapeze… when you know there is a net below. Small wins act as
such a safety net for our cognitive understanding and our emotions (e.g., confidence and selfworth), just as much as they aid our bodies in growth and recovery.
Additionally, as discussed above, appropriately sized goals allow our brains to think in
optimal ways thus we are more productive and joyous. Regarding creativity, this allows us to
more effectively brainstorm, imagine, and possibly handle ambiguity. In many ways, focusing on
small wins may help us find our flow. Flow is defined as “a state in which people are so involved
in an activity that nothing else seems to matter; the experience is so enjoyable that people will
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continue to do it even at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing it. (Cskikszentmihalyi, 1990, 4)”
Emotionally flow is found between boredom and anxiety (Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi, 2014).
There are many important elements relevant to achieving flow, such as: a) there needs to be clear
goals, b) immediate feedback, and c) balance between challenges and skill. In flow, d)
distractions are often omitted from consciousness, e) there is no worry of fear of failure, because
often f) self-conciousness disappears, g) the ‘sense of time’ can become distorted, as h)
awareness and actions become emerged, and ultimately i) the activity becomes an end in itself.
Eminent C-reatives multi-task slowly. The lives and habits of many eminent scientist,
artists, inventors, and in general –distinguished creatives—(e.g., Edison, Einstein, Picasso, and
etc.) have been studied for many years (Roe, 1951; Eiduson, 1962; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).
What we have learned about the lives of creative individuals is that often pieces of their work
build and are inspired from various experiences. Multiple domains of knowledge, various
cultural experiences and so forth have often bring forth creative insights, ideas, and
breakthroughs. For example, Eiduson (1962) studied the lives and daily habits of 40 leading
scientists for decades and found one consistent pattern: early in the careers of all these scientists,
they published multiple papers on various topics. On average, the first 100 papers of their careers
discussed 43 different topics.
Even more, multiple projects in which one can switch back and forth between (tasks) as
the mood suits, has shown to produce highly creative works – this is known as slow-motion
multi-tasking (Harford, 2015). Many historical products (i.e., works of art, inventions, theories,
etc.) have been developed by individuals that have developed a life conducive to’ slow motion
multi-tasking’… meaning they have had the autonomy to work on multiple projects. Grubers and
Davies (1988), in an article entitled, “Inching our way up Mount Olympus: the evolving-systems
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approach to creative thinking,” discuss how and why Darwin developed the theories and
publications that he did. In many ways his work took years to build and drew upon a variety of
interests. Ironically, Darwin’s notions on gradualism thought-form denoted the importance of
gradual but small changes and he reminds us all that, “this way of thinking inevitably calls into
play the idea of scale, because a large step on one time scale may be small on another Gruber &
Davies, 1988, 252).
The reason slow-motion multi-tasking is so powerful is because it harnesses the power of
small wins. Tim Harford (2015)29 discusses how slow motioning multi-tasking allows for repeat
trial and error. It gives the opportunity for generalizability of skills from one context to another,
as well as possible new skills could be gained. Giving time in between frustrating tasks and/ or
failure allows for incubation and inspiration (recall important stages in the process of creativity).
Moving freely between tasks ensures the autonomy necessary for finding personal flow.
Ultimately, this allows for the power of small wins to be harnessed.
Small Wins are Powerful
Small wins (and losses) can have a large impact on people’s daily life. The emotions,
perceptions, and motivations that we feel throughout day (i.e., inner work life) are linked to the
events that happen, whether big or small. Ultimately, a small win represents a concrete moment
where progress is made towards something meaningful. The satisfaction derived from progress
can is important momentum that can encourage more small wins. Through series of appropriately
matched tasks, creative can develop a lifestyle of slow-multitasking that gives space for risk-
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There is a Ted Talk entitled, “Tim Harford: How can “slow-motion multitasking” boost our creativity?” available
at Gruber, H. E., & Davies, S. N. (1988). Inching our way up Mount Olympus: The evolving-systems approach to
creative thinking. In R. J. Sternberg (Ed.), The nature of creativity (pp. 243–270). New York, NY: Cambridge
University Press.
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taking, trial-and-error, and so forth. Failing and getting stuck in one topic simply means it is time
to move on to another topic rather than feeling stuck and narrowing in on the failure. Slowmotion multi-tasking allows us to rotate out of moments of failure and seek moments of progress
(i.e., small wins). Returning to a previous task with ‘fresh eyes’ often means having some
conscious cognitive space from the topic. Unconsciously new ideas and skills are still being
considered thus upon returning generalizability allows for integration of new solutions. Small
wins mark the moment were gains have been solidified thus we can easily return to those easily
marked moments. Having a place to restart is important for motivation and ultimately
productivity. Hence, so often a series of smaller tasks can lead to faster growth simply because
they are easier to master and can contribute to more readily achieved states of flow. Overall,
small wins preserve our gains during our unavoidable mistakes. They represent small but
meaningful victories.
Teachers Uniquely Recognize Small Wins in Their Classrooms. Teachers are
uniquely able to recognize when small wins occur in their classrooms. Teachers work hard to
increase the productivity, creativity, and joy of their students and they do this regularly by
acknowledging the small wins. They build relationships with their students and develop
classroom climates that focus on progress, big and small. The uninformed observer does not
know what tasks have meaning to individual students and/or to the class as a whole. They are not
knowledgeable enough in the various day-to-day needs to notice the small wins (and losses) that
often contribute to the inner work lives of teachers and students.
And indeed, as we have learned from past research, there may be some teachers that are
better for us to learn from than others. An examination of daily classroom small wins means
readily incorporating what we have already learned about good teaching in the various
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established areas (e.g., personal attributes, qualifications, pedagogical skills and practices, and
teacher effectiveness). Consider how a specified line of investigation could use small wins to
better understand how and why highly-qualified teachers (or those deemed good classroom
managers, highly effective, creative, and etc.) do what they do. Overall, a small wins perspective
could help redefine the scale at which we conceptualize educational progress and could help
better align educational research, policy, and practice.
Researching Small Wins: How to Achieve Big in Educational Reform
What the Coleman Report did was enlarge the scale at which we view educational
problems. “When the magnitude of a problem is scaled upward in the interest of mobilizing
action, the quality of thought and action declines, because processes such as frustration, arousal,
and helplessness are activated (Weick, 1984, pg 43).” The perception that our educational system
is failing and in crisis is depleting the cognitive resources and emotionally paralyzing our
teachers, students, policymakers, researchers, and so forth. Our research, policies, and evaluation
procedures need to incorporate more understanding as to how and why teachers do what they do
because their presence matters. They have an intercultural proficiency that enables them to
understand their students and their class in valuable ways. They are exclusively able to recognize
meaning moments in their classrooms, (whether they are a win or a loss). This makes their
observations (and reflections, beliefs, etc.) worth investigating30.
Policy and practice could become better aligned if the most prominent research questions
in education were driven by systems thinking. Such thinking today would readily acknowledge
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Although past research does not specifically isolate small wins, several authors have reviewed
the literature on creativity and have come to agree that teacher’s beliefs—especially in regard to
creativity-- are important and relevant for further study (see Berecki & Kárpáti, 2018 or Davie,
Jindal-Snape, Digby, Collier, & Hay, 2014 for more discussion).
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that 1) teachers are not to blame for the perception that our schools- and thus students- are
failing, 2) the goals of education are often strongly driven by economic needs and currently the
need is for creativity. Indeed, 3) we have formally defined creativity and have found useful ways
to research (and improve) it by acknowledging that it is a cognitive process. This literature base
has failed to be integrated with education because for too long stereotypes and misconceptions
have kept creativity separate from education. Current economic demands have begun to promote
the need for incorporating what we understand about good teaching with our knowledge of
creativity. And, there is a readily available link that allows us to merge these academic silos:
focusing on small wins can increase productivity, joy, and creativity. In fact, we may find that
such an inquiry can also link current understandings from cognitive scientists and
neuroscientists.
The advancement of technology, especially labor-saving devices does not mean that
teachers are becoming obsolete. Indeed, teachers still make a difference. As social and emotional
beings, we learn and create not only on individual levels but also collectively. Teachers have
readily navigated these murky waters for years successful in their classroom, yet policy and
evaluation often miss the many small moments where such meaning is being made because
research has not found a way to capture and analyze such moments. Future research has the
potential to do so by asking what about the daily small wins that occur regularly in classrooms.
We already know the impact of a good teacher cannot be erased, but a small wins investigation
may help us better understand why. And more importantly, armed with such knowledge we may
be able to understand more precisely what good teachers can (and cannot) impact in their
classrooms through the everyday small wins.
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Teachers recognize meaningful moments. Some of these moments occur organically and
some of these are designed (or planned) by teachers. Often the reason teachers are able to
recognize these small but meaningful moments if because of their in-the-moment intercultural
proficiency (which includes knowledge of past actions), as well as their ability to see the big
picture (i.e., future potential). Teachers, whether conscious of not, already use leverage practices
to keep their students progressing. Research and policy need to recognize these daily small wins
that accumulate to produce the big wins in order to better understand and support effective
teacher actions. In order for the profession of teaching to be relevant in today’s economy, the
American educational system needs incorporate what we know about creativity more holistically.
More directly, a small wins perspective has already shown itself to be useful across a variety of
domains. It is now time for educational research and policy to investigate and learn from the
daily successes that regularly are occurring in classrooms.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY (QUALITATIVE SURVEY)
This study was an exploratory analysis that used qualitative surveying techniques to
collect data from a closed (i.e., only those hired within the district) subject pool. In all, this study
was designed with teachers (and their schedules/ workloads) in mind, therefore it was made
available online and thus accessible from any location, during any time of day, and anonymous.
These provisions were made to ensure a better participation rates and more authentic responses.
Each teacher was only allowed to take the survey one time. There was no time limit on how long
they had to complete survey, anytime during the survey week.
Research Design and Data Collection
This study was distributed as an online qualitative survey (as defined by Jansen, 2010)
that was emailed to potential participants through official district email servers. All participation
was voluntary and anonymous. Confidentiality and comfort were provided in order to give
teachers the time and space to freely share. There were no repercussions for choosing to
participate (or not) in the survey.
To ensure complete anonymity, the survey (in Qualtrics links form) was distributed to
each district through official school email addresses with a description (see Appendices A and
B). Although two separate links were used (one per district) they were both to the same exact
survey. This was done to keep anonymity, but still also analysis and discussion by district. In
general, there was no ‘school-level’ information collected thus true anonymity was ensured. All
data were aggregated so no teacher is identifiable. (Note, during descriptive responses,
participants are asked to use pseudonyms for any persons/ students named). Lastly, during
analysis all name were once again swapped (i.e., another pseudonym was assigned) to ensure all
material being quoted is complete de-identified.
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Participants and Recruitment
All participants were currently employed classroom teachers that voluntarily chose to
participate. Recruitment began at the district level and then proceeded to K-12 schools (i.e., at
the principal level) and finally to individual participant level (i.e., teachers). District 1 was
surveyed by the Assistant Superintendent, meaning the request/ email was sent from that address.
District 2 received the survey request email from the researcher. District 1 was sent the
recruitment email with one follow-up request. District 2 was sent two follow-up emails. This was
done because District 2 needed more encouragement and an extra week of survey time to reach
similar response rates as District 1. There are a few reasons why District 2 may have been less
eager to participate, some considerations include: the request came from an unknown person’s
(i.e., the researcher’s) email. Although, in both districts, teachers needed to voluntarily click on a
survey link and enter a separate webpage to participate. Meaning, in either case, there was no
record or reporting of who chose to complete the survey and who did not. Given that participants
were recruited through official district emails, only current employees received the request, thus
this voluntary study had a selective participant pool. Note, different districts have different
workloads/ amounts of free time/ emphasis on community or research involvement, and various
academic calendars. In the case of District 2, the first week of surveying coincided with a
‘festivity’ week. Thus, it was an irregular school week with many extra demands. Lastly, the
district had just sent a ‘warning email’ reminding teachers not to open ‘unknown sender’ emails
for internet security purposes. Given the initial low response rate, the extra recruiting emails
were sent and an additional week was offered.
Participant Consent. Participants gave consent in a two-step process: 1) The study
description was emailed (through secure district email addresses) with directions to click on the
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survey link-- only if they volunteer to participate (see attached Teacher Recruitment Email). 2)
The first question of the online survey asks them to verify that they once again give their consent
to participate. Within the description of the study, they are reminded that this study is approved
both by the University of Arizona and their local school district, that their answers are
anonymous and confidential, as well as, contact information for any questions, comments, or
concerns.
Section A: Descriptive Statistics:
District 1. Participants identities were never collected as the survey was anonymous. Yet
relevant demographic information was obtained. District 1 services a pre-k through 12th grade
span and is classified by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) as a ‘large suburb’
district with approximately 10% of families with an income considered below poverty level and
an average student teacher ratio rating of approximately 18. District 1 had 48 individuals begin
taking the online survey but only 27 respondents completed the survey. Interestingly, 47
respondents gave information up through question number 9 which asked them to discuss their
teaching degrees and/or certifications in short-answer open-response31. But only 27 respondents
completed the following long answer open-response question, “Describe the classroom
environment before the small win (e.g., “Was it loud or quiet?” What period/ scheduled time was
it?”). Overall, District 1, had 22 females and 5 males self-identify; (n=23) white/ Caucasian,
(n=2) black/African American, (n=1) Hispanic, (n=1) Asian. Their ages ranged from 25 years
old to 64 years old with the average being m=43. There average years of experience that they
have teaching their current grades is m=9.25 years, whereas their average years teaching is

31

Note, the not all respondents provided information in its entirety through question number 9, as some did
complete the survey but did not provide their age and/or ethnicity.
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m=14.14 years. There were 12 respondents with 15 or more years of teaching experiences and 6
respondents with 5 or less years of experience. The grades currently taught by these teachers
ranged from Kindergarten to 12th grade.
District 2. District 2 services a pre-k through 12th grade span as well, but the NCES
classifies it as a ‘large city’ district with almost 30% of families earning an income below
poverty level. Similar to District 1, the average student teacher ratio rating is approximately 18.
District 2 has 27 individuals begin taking the online survey but only 18 respondents completed
the entire survey. Again, the drop-out point in respondents was after question number 9. Overall,
District 2, had 15 females and 3 males; (n=11) white/ Caucasian, (n=0) black/African American,
(n=4) Hispanic/Latino, and (n=2) Asian. Uniquely, this district also had one individual that chose
not to answer the question about ethnicity/ race32. Their ages ranged from 24 years old to 61
years old with the average being m=41.5. Their average years of experience that they have
teaching their current grades is m=8.72 years, whereas their average years teaching in total is m=
16.16 years. There were 11 respondents with 15 or more years of teaching experiences and 4
respondents with 5 or less years of experience. The grades currently taught by these teachers
ranged from Kindergarten to 8th grade (more detailed information about grades taught is
available in Appendix C).
Participant Benefits. Acknowledging and defining small increments of success (i.e.,
small wins) has repeatedly been shown to increase the productivity, creativity, and joy of
managers and employees, coaches and athletes, and so forth. Participating teachers did express
gratitude for the opportunity to share and for the good feelings associated with recollecting the

32

Note, the survey did not offer a neutral choice but it did allow respondents to skip the question (although this
was not openly stated).
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small win. Therefore, it is possible that some teachers may have had feelings of increased joy,
creativity, and/or productivity (although this was not measured).
Instrumentation and Resources. After obtaining all necessary approvals, a qualitative
survey was distributed through current district email address. Overall the recruitment email
contained an online and anonymous Qualtrics link. The survey had three short sections: (a)
demographics and school affiliation (b) small win description and (c) teacher beliefs about
creativity (see Appendices C-J). Note, this study used minimal time and resources, as it was
designed to be convenient for teachers and administration.
Data Analysis
The goal of this qualitative data analysis was to keep the integrity of participants’
realities by using their own language to describe their lived experiences (Tesch, 1990; Creswell,
2014). Each section was analyzed to the necessary depth, as is common in qualitative data
analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018). More specifically, responses to the preliminary section (i.e.,
section a: demographic information) of the survey were analyzed at face-value, open-code, in
which they were be labeled, categorized, and organized in natural forming groups (Miles,
Hubberman, & Saldaña, 2013). Short-answer responses from the third section (section c:
teachers’ creativity beliefs) were coded with multiple rounds of coding, whereas, the most
iterative rounds of coding pertained to the section second section (section b: small wins).

Small Wins: Description (Open-Coding). After descriptive statistics were organized, the first
six rounds of narrative coding pertained to the descriptions of small wins. Coding entailed a
‘shallow’ analysis used to understand the kinds of environments (i.e., location, class/ group
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formation) and words used to describe small wins (Tesch, 1990). For example, this round of
coding flagged the popular terms big, light, finally, and struggle. As is common in qualitative
analysis (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2013), these became themes used for collecting quotes
that discussed significant values, attitudes, and beliefs (see chapter 4- results).
The small wins descriptions were consecutively analyzed for 1) action (i.e., verbs) and
processes (i.e., conceptual actions) and more specifically, that of students actions 3) cognitively
and 4) socially. Additionally, these descriptions were analyzed for teacher actions and their
report as to ‘who won.’ Each of these rounds were open-coded meaning there were no
predetermined categories or specific expectations. As is common with qualitative analysis and
reliability procedures (Creswell 2018; Miles, Hubberman, & Saldaña, 2013), a second coder
reviewed the selected terms and agreed to their relevancy and categorization. Results are
displayed in chapter 4 to show what both districts discussed, as well as be each individual
district.
Small Wins: Why (Closed- Coding). The second round of coding specifically pertained to the
rationales as to why such events were described as being a small win. This section was coded
using the pre-determined catalysts and nourishers provided by Amabile and Kramer’s (2011)
Progress Principal. The discussion of catalysts and nourishers has not been directly applied
within the educational setting thus the following is a list of examples to clarify how these
prescriptive categories were apadted:
Catalysts
• Setting clear Goals: (effective teaching) (Completed or achieved a clear task/ goal)
• Allowing for autonomy: (Work independently, unstructured time, choice)
• Access to resources: (packets, worksheets, review materials, manipulatives, tools,
etc.)
• Time: appropriate time and pressure
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•
•
•

Availability of Genuine Help: (in-the-moment assistance/ awareness of needs)
Learn from both success and failure: space for failure, celebrate and congratulate,
review material, reteach, try again, share momentum and strategies,
Conducive to Flow: safe climate…honestly heard, safe discussion, concentration,
thought, able to take risk, explore, try, novelty

Nourishers:
• Respect: climate of respect – feedback and reward on labor
• Encouragement: enthusiasm, self-efficacy, meaning and motivation
• Emotional Support: validation of emotions/ feelings
• Affiliation: feelings of belonging, bonding, building trust (relationship bonding)

Small Wins: Definition (Open-Coding). Natural themes were derived from coding the
definitions. Such themes were determined by a shallow/ literal frequency of popular terms (e.g.,
a moment and lightbulb were popular). In addition, a more in-depth organization of common
ideals was manually arranged. For example, the theme celebrate included smiling and
mentioning fun (for all responses and themes see Appendices F and G). These themes mutually
agreed upon by a second coder for reliability and then listed in ranking order per each district.
Small Wins: Teacher’s Role (Open-Coding). Teachers provided self-descriptions of their roles
during the small win. These descriptions were coded from 1) descriptive nouns (e.g., facilitator),
2) if prescribed catalysts and nourishers, and 3) any items that do not fit into the prescribed were
organized into their own natural occurring themes (e.g., selflessness). A full list of coded items is
available in Appendix D. These results are also presented side-by-side for each district in chapter
4.
Anything Else Relevant (Open-coding). Responses to the question, “Is there anything else
relevant?” were organized by natural occurring themes. Overall, the few reoccurring items were
denoted as significant a significant theme that is discussed in the results (chapter 4).
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Emotions and Sentiments (In-depth coding). The most in-depth analysis pertained to
emotions and sentiments, of both teachers and students. Each previous section discussed, a)
description, b) why, c) definition, d), role, e), anything else relevant, and the upcoming section:
creative teacher beliefs were individually analyzed for relevant emotions and sentiments. For
example, the emotions and sentiments specifically mentioned during the small wins description
were compared to the emotions and sentiments discussed during the rationale/ why, definition,
role, and anything else they thought was relevant to mention. These results are displayed side-byside for each district in upcoming chapter.
Creativity Beliefs (Mixed-Coding). The last survey section included two parts: First, the
responses to the four simple yes/ no questions pertaining to teachers’ beliefs about creativity.
These were calculated by frequency and placed in a chart that is arranged by district. Secondly, it
included their open-responses to the question, “Why do you believe you are a creative teacher?”
These answers were coded by naturally occurring themes. Direct quotes were used, categorized,
and labeled. All themes derived were discussed and confirmed with a second rater. Results are
once again displayed for each district in chapter 4.
Values, Beliefs, and Attitudes (Quotes). As mentioned earlier for the initial coding of small
wins descriptions, word frequency was used to derive overall popular themes and patterns (e.g.,
finally). These themes were used to collect more quotes depicting teachers values, attitudes, and
beliefs. Lastly, despite not using the exact same language, a few natural patterns became obvious
(e.g., independent, try, more than academics). More on these in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Section B: Small Wins Description33
After asking about their demographic information, education, and teaching experience, the
survey prompted respondents to think about a ‘small win’ that has recently occurred in their
classroom for their students. Specifically, the survey asked them to think about the event in
detail, to describe the environment (e.g., loud/ quite), and asked respondents to choose: 1) if it
occurred during [structured/semi-structured/ or unstructured] time, and 2) if the whole class was
present [yes/no]. Next, the survey displayed a large open-dialogue response box and asked
respondents to, “Describe the small win. Take your time to thoroughly elaborate what happened.
Following this was the question, “In your opinion, why was this a small win? Please thoroughly
describe what made this event a small win.” As well as, “What role did you play in this small
win?” and “Is there anything else relevant to this small win that you would like to share? If not,
type no.” The last question of this section asked, “In general, how you would define a ‘small
win’ in your classroom?”
Narrative Coding34
The first round of coding noted if teachers specifically described the environment,
mentioned any group formations, and/ or any specific locations. Within both districts, teachers
were close to equal on describing a small win that either involved the whole-class or an
individual student. For instance, District 1 had fourteen comments about whole-class wins and
fourteen comments about an individual student. Interestingly, on two occasions there were

33
34

Note, the results from Section A: demographics have been discussed thoroughly in chapter 3 (methods).
Both original responses and a summative chart of responses are available in the appendix.
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comments made about an individual student having success and it spreading to the entire class.
District 2 had thirteen occasions where the whole-class won, eight where an individual won, and
three remarks about an individual student impacting the entire class. Note, in both districts, there
were no instances where a whole-class win was described as influencing an individual student.
(Actual responses and coding are in Appendix D).
Overlapping some of these instances of individual and whole-class wins were comments
made about group work, being in pairs, small groups, and dividing the class. These events were
categorized as ‘small group35’ comments and were made in both districts. For instance, District 1
described their small win events as containing small group work in five instances, whereas,
District 2 mentioned it four times. Comments about the environment were mostly contained
within the classroom (as suggested by the survey questions) yet in a few instances, mostly in
District 2, other locations were described (e.g., lunchroom, hallway, recess). A few comments
were made about how teachers were able to work move around the classroom, work one-on-one,
or mingle between groups. Others mentioned how class cohesiveness was a small win.
Note, the preliminary questions pertaining to the small wins description were used to help
orient respondents’ memories (e.g., was it loud or quiet; was it structured/ semi-structured/ or unstructured time). It is interesting to note that between both districts, only one respondent selected
that small win event (as described by them) occurred during unstructured time. All others
selected either semi-structured or structured time (despite some noting it was in the lunchroom or
during recess).
Process/Action Coding

35

Small groups include pairs/partners, work groups, and when the class is split-in-two.
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The second round of coding consisted of both action words (i.e., verbs) and important
‘process’ words (i.e., and/or conceptual actions). When describing the small win, both districts
agreed that students were: engage-, concentrate-, participate-, excite-, smile-, love-, proud/pride-,
aha-, create-, gain-, build-, ask-, complete-, learn-, think-, understand-, respond,- share-, say-,
explain-, describe-, quiet-, listen-, get-, use-, move-, walk-, make-, work-, take-, write-, subtract-,
yell-, shout-, struggle-, go back-, and pass-. District 1 mentioned words such as: discuss,
brainstorm, talk, and communicate whereas introduce, acquire, appeal, solve, and debate were
mentioned by District 2 (for full list of words see Appendix D). In general, the most popular
natural occurring terms used during the description of a small win by both districts were engage
and struggle.
Student actions. Rounds three and four of coding looked specifically at student actions
in terms of cognitive and social skills.
Cognitive. Responses were also analyzed for cognitive/ academic skills. District 1
mentioned skills such as: concentration, thinking, brainstorming, discussing, arranging, use
complex sentences, subordinate conjunctions, avoiding/ handling distractions, pay attention ,
participate, repeat-, Work without much direction/ little redirection for behavior, stay on task,
insightful response, estimating square roots, use manipulatives/ foldables/ resources, fractions,
complete assignment, solve an equation, set up chart correctly, answer math questions, use math
manipulatives, count, write, classroom assignment, draw, glue, complete final review/ project,
breathe, experiment, quiet, productive, use tool, draw, google, and how to add digital images
and text. District 2 mentioned skills such as: problem solving, wonder, question, reading,
writing, math, critical thinking, scientific experimentation, introduce new topics, predicting,
explain, teach, solve open-ended project, debate, read aloud, recognize, subtract, regrouping,
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review, access phonics, spell, remember, design, make sense, use- similar patterns/ combination
of, fingerspelling, concentrate, take bench mark test, focus, represent, choose/ apply problem
solving strategy, mathematical computation, transition tasks, default/ appeal for help, find the
mistake, jump-with rhythm/ more than once, hammer, write- poetry, read -individually/ in
groups, edit- a report, make/ review- a chart, complete- a science kit, build, walk- hands behind
back/ in line/ quietly, peek, build and scale a model, measure, draw, and sing -on stage. Further,
both districts mentioned skills such as adding/ subtracting, and in general engagement.
Social. In addition, responses were analyzed for social skills. District 1 mentioned skills
such as: ask for help, group discussion, small groups, working together, volunteer, make eye
contact, listening, hand signals, hold hands, smile, hug, applause, challenge each other,
celebrate and congratulate, complete portion of the work (jigsaw activity), participate, and
share. District 2 mentioned skills such as: talk, communicate, ask questions, help- each other,
check- each other, share- strategies, body language, listen, walk in hallways, avoid being a
distraction, work- collectively/ together on a task, share/ tell a story, introduce new topic,
debate, explain reasoning, work/ read as a group, create safe space for sharing, divide into
groups, pair up, discuss, high 5, quiet, cause distractions, find a compromise, joke with each
other, connect, enjoy each other’s company, volume of chatter, shy, performance anxiety, choice
to participate, and raise hand. Finally, both districts mentioned: engagement, participation, ask,
eye contact, and small groups.
Teacher actions. Although the focus of the question was to respond with a student’s
small win, round five of coding analyzed for what actions teachers describe themselves doing.
During a small win, District 1 respondents described themselves as: walk- around the room,
hear-, teach- a lesson, work- one to one/ with students/ in small groups, move- from table to
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table, give task , focus- my attention on those who tend to avoid or talk instead, repeat, speak-,
point-, use multiple expressions-, wait-, practice-, work on a language goal, assess-, celebrate,
reteach, make eye contact, use hand signals, provide a yearbook, examples, get ready/ backpack,
stare, hold hand, backpack, redirection, reminders, demonstrate, discuss, ask a student who had
not shared his thoughts, convince and, prompt. District 2 described actions such as: look, feel,
keep students under control, put on scientist coat and glasses, love, explain, introduce, high-five,
practice, review, plant, sort, describe, discuss, pull two students work with me, use a
combination of, reading, fingerspelling, writing, help them remember, building, trust to use
tools, walk, connect, relax, get to know on a personal level, trust, give them a little breather,
talk, ask, struggle, compromise, joke, laugh, enjoy, scale a class model, hung them up on the
walls, and create a safe space. Note in both districts mentioned pulling students aside (working
one-on-one/ in small groups) and being able to walk around the classroom.
Who Won. During the sixth round of coding, the descriptive responses were analyzed for
‘who won.’ Although not directly asked as part of the survey question, teacher’s descriptions
were thorough enough to analyze if the small win was attributed to either the whole class, one
student, one-to-whole, and/or small groups. One-to-whole is a label that was developed to
encompass moments where individual students have an impact that spreads and influences the
whole class. For example, one teacher describes such a moment, “During the discussion of an
interpretive question, I asked a student who had not shared his thoughts, to do so. His response
was incredibly insightful, bringing a whole new perspective to the story. Students were in awe
of his response, eyes wide, and I could see the light bulbs going off over their heads. As we
further discussed the story, students continued to build upon the student's idea.” Both districts
had a variety of scenarios... and in some instances multiple codes were relevant (e.g., students
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were described in small groups but yet the small win was attributed to one student). District 1
described equal amounts of whole class wins (n=14) and individual one student wins (n=14), a
couple one-to-whole class wins (n=2) and mentioned a few times being in small groups (n=5).
District 2 mentioned most popularly whole class scenarios (n=13), followed by one student
(n=8), some small group (n=3), and a few one-to-whole class (n=3). Note, in no scenarios was
there a description of a whole class influencing an individual student. (For full responses and
coding see Description of the Small Win responses in Appendix D). Below is a chart showing
what process/ action words were used by each district and which words were used by both.
Table 1
Process/Action Words Used By Each District
District:
Only District 1:

Only District 2:

Student Process/Action Words Used:
Discuss-, brainstorm-, talk-, finish early, had a solid
knowledge on the concept, volunteer-, , using math
manipulatives (arranging ,rearranging, figuring/ handled/ put
away/ reached in/ pulled out/ place some blocks), look- at the
problem, sat, count-, feel empower-, celebrate- (high five-,
cheer-), took the assessment again/ their time/ notes for/ the
test, communicate, about the topic, drew-, glue-, continue
talk, tell their parents, answer questions, built, distract-,
realize-, melt- down, whine-, escalate-, breathe-, never forgot,
on-the-same, confident, score-, light-bulb-going-on, click-,
repeating, saw me, ran, hug, needs many reminders, met with
excitement, productive, try, cook-, have courage, opt-,
applaud, challenge- each other, success-, step- up-,
congratulate-, in-her-own-world, partner up, thrill-, insightful,
bring, in-awe, eyes wide, hide- the fact, division, account for,
motivate-, estimate, add-,
do- it, join- in, was fun, touch-, opened-up, transform-,
undivided attention, coordinate, jump, despise-, want- to
learn, let- me teach, be- a scientist, sort-, plant-, label-,
predict-, introduce-, solve, point- out the reasoning, teach-,
acquire- knowledge, solidify- their understanding, split,
hammer, solve, debate-, reason, read- individually, comestop-, know, bet, recognize, , practice-, regroup-, review,
check-, want-, start-, spell-, access-, fingerspell-, remember-,
dove- right in, hear-, find- patterns/ the mistake/ compromise,
discover-within herself/they were off, go-back, peek-, put- up
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Both Districts 1 & 2:

a wall, connect-, joke-, laugh-, relax-, enjoy -, start-, scale-,
stand- in, round-, catch- on, pair- up, focus, measure-, hung-,
wonder-, represent-, chose-, enter-, Perform-, allow-,
transition, seek- validation, appeal-, reassess-, function- best
of ability, crush-, cry-, reveal-, grow-, beam-, disengage-,
choose- to participate, edit-, divide-,
engage, concentrate, participate, excite, smile, love,
proud/pride, aha, create, gain, build, ask, complete, learn,
think, understand, respond, share, say, explain, describe,
quiet, listen, get, use, move, walk, make, work, take, write,
subtract, yell, shout, struggle, go back, pass

Why. Why participants felt their event was a small win is important. Teachers’ have
valuable insight as to what constitutes an important moment in process of learning. Given what is
known about supporting progress and acknowledging everyday small wins, this section has been
analyzed prescriptively using the catalysts and nourishers discussed by Amabile and Kramer
(2011). As discussed in chapter 1, catalysts are events that support the work and promote
positive inner work life and thus progress. Catalysts include 1) setting clear goals so one can
clearly achieve such a goal; 2) allowing for autonomy so that students can work independently
and make choices, 3) having access to resources and materials; 4) time; 5) the availability of
genuine help meaning in-the-moment assistance that is aware of their needs; 6) space to learn
from both success and failure; and 7) a climate that is conducive to flow. Nourishers are events
that support the person, such as: 1) respect that allows for sincere feedback enjoyable rewards; 2)
encouragement of self-efficacy building, making meaning, sparking enthusiasm, and increasing
motivation; 3) emotional support meaning acknowledging or validating the emotions that occur;
and 4) affiliation which allows for the fulfilment of our social needs of belonginess and bonding.
After describing a small win, respondents were then asked, “In your opinion, why was
this a small win?” Given that this study views teachers as experts of their classrooms, it assumes
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that know how to ‘manage’ their students. They already know much of what Amabile and
Kramer (2011) found about encouraging productivity, joy, and creativity in their students and to
show this, the data were coded for catalysts and nourishers (as discussed in chapter 1). Indeed,
each catalyst and nourisher were mentioned by each district. Both districts, teachers used many
different words to describe igniting students’ curiosity (e.g., excitement), encouraging students
(especially during a struggle), and helping them develop affiliations (i.e., belongingness).
The most popularly mentioned catalyst and nourishers in District 1 included: access to
resources (n=11), emotional support (n=11), encouragement (n=10), affiliation (n=9). Setting
clear goals (n=8), allowing for autonomy (n = 8). In comparison, the most popularly mentioned
catalyst and nourishers in District 2 included: encouragement (n= 8), emotional support (n= 7),
affiliation (n=6), set clear goals (n= 6), conducive to flow (n= 6), and respect (n=6).
The less frequently mentioned catalyst and nourishers in District 1 included: learning
from past success and failures (n= 7), conducive to flow (n=5), respect (n=5), availability of
genuine help (n=4), and time (n=4). To compare, the less popularly mentioned catalyst and
nourishers in District 2 included: autonomy (n= 5), learning from successes and failures (n= 3),
availably of genuine help (n = 3), access to resources (n= 3), and time (n=2). (For full responses
and coding, see Appendix E.)
Definition. The eighth round of coding looked at teachers own definitions of a small
wins. These responses were coded for naturally occurring themes. (Full responses, coding, and
ranking are available in Appendix F). The most common theme that was found among District 1
participant responses to the question, “In general, how would you define a 'small win' in your
classroom?” was the idea that a small win is ephemeral. It is but a moment that is often fleeting
and doesn’t last long. Secondly, there is a meaning. For example, the concept of when the light
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goes on or the lightbulb moment was mentioned. In a similar fashion, the ‘aha moment’ was also
noted, as well as comments such as: make a connection, and finally understand. The third most
common theme suggests general accomplishment: some progress, doing something they could
not do previously, they meet or exceed expectations, complete something, and overall things that
sometimes don’t happen regularly happen. The fourth most popular theme was autonomy,
which includes terminology such as independent, with little guidance, transfer, and try/ learn
something new (for full coding list see Appendix G). The less popular themes discussed by
District 1 included: interest, resiliency, celebrate, and relationships.
District 2 has similar themes emerged, but they did not rank in the same order. First and
foremost was interest, such that students would have a sparkle in their eye and would engage.
Second and third were accomplishment and autonomy. Fourth was resiliency, in which
students believe “we got this” and build confidence… despite the overwhelming opposition.
Uniquely, District 2 had a theme of spontaneity which was expressed by statements such as
didn’t plan for/ unplanned, depends on the needs of the class, and embracing it. Next followed
ephemeral and meaning. Lastly, like District 1, emerged celebrate (e.g., to have fun, feel
positive) and relationships (e.g., make connections to others, encourage cohesiveness).
Role. The complete lists of all responses for the question, “What role did you play in this
small win?” are located in Appendix H. In general, both districts described their role as a:
facilitator and role model. Both districts also described observing (although only district 2
references observer as a noun), as well as both discussed guiding (although only district 2 used it
as a noun). District 1 used the terms encourager, cheerleader, and coach, which was like the
term supporter, used by a teacher in District 2. District 1 also mentioned directly being a tutor
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and instructor while District 2 mentioned being a co-collaborator. Uniquely, District 1 had a
teacher describe their role in the small win as the receiver.
Participants described their physical actions/ behaviors most often as observing, listening,
reading, praising, and helping students work through their misconceptions and
misunderstandings and pointed them in the right direction. Teachers ignite curiosity and use
guiding questions to spark academic debate. Ultimately teachers recognize the significance of a
moment, as one teacher poignantly began with the words, “I saw a teachable moment…” Most
responses were limited in their scope to the singular event/ moment-in-time but one teacher
noted how their semester-long efforts were important… “Setting up an engaging lab, detailed
procedure, and a semester's worth of expectation-setting.” And, significantly, many discussed a
previous struggle or failure that was now being overcome; often a sort of newfound
independence.
Table 2
Teachers’ Self-Description of Their Roles During the Small Win
District 1:

District 2:

facilitator, encourager, instructor,
receiver, tutor, cheerleader,
coach, role model

Guide, co-collaborator, facilitator
Observer, role model, supporter

Not much the students did this on
their own, he owned it,

Observing which help me plan for
the future lessons
Saw a young student despondent,
roaming the room to help,
walking around monitoring their
work
Appreciated his work (as he
engaged with his group), praised

Actions/ Concepts:
‘I didn’t play much of a role’

Descriptive
Nouns

Teaching (when they wanted the
information), Saw teachable moment

*Selflessness
learn from both
success and
failure
*future factor
set clear goal
Conducive to
flow

Praise the students, publicly
acknowledge his contribution with

Respect,
encouragement

Make an observation,
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him, I believed in my students out
loud
Invited into the discussion, try to
get them to verbalize and explain,
Setting up an engaging lab, get
eye contact
creating an environment where it
is okay to try and okay to fail,
work though misunderstanding
and misconceptions, listening to
students needs
delivered the instructions and
procedures, , created the project,
detailed procedure, expectation
setting, gave specific instructions,
I did what I thought was
necessary
Guide him to the tool, to reminder
her how, pointed them in the right
directions, Provide curricular
support
Demonstrate skill, use visual
cues,

Waiting until he succeeded, I led
the dissection time
assess
Modify and level all his adapted
work, step in, had them do
research, differentiated
instruction,
Creating a collaborative
environment, Partnering with
right group of students

positive praise, thank him for his
contribution,
Ask students, had a discussion,
allowing them to ask questions, let
them work out the why
Gain interest, Added a scientist lab coat
and glasses, smile,
create a safe place to learn, Discussed
safety,

Allowing for
autonomy
Encouragement,
emotional
support
Affiliation,
conducive to
flow

provided the roles and procedures,
establish the expectation, select the
words, design and run unit,

Set clear goals

Took a chance, trusted in them, created
the opportunity, bend the rules a tiny,
Let my guard down
Guide them, Learning answers at their
side (not at the helm),

Availability of
genuine help

Demonstrate, prompt the practice in
Read, different modalities, show them
how, Turn the rope, Show where to
stand,
Let them work, Let it roll (instead of
worrying about the rest of the daily
plan),
Quiz students, Learned what they did
and did not know
Gave them the problem, Use guiding
questions, Differentiate the problem,
translate,
Take turns, teach it to others

Learn from
both success
and failure,
encouragement
Access to
resources

Time

Set clear goals
Availability of
genuine help,
access to
resources,
affiliation

Teacher responses were coded in terms of the Progress Principle (Amabile & Kramer,
2011), including all of the catalysts and nourishers were mentioned in both districts. In fact, in
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most instances, the action being described fit within the prescriptive nourisher and catalyst
categories. Teachers described small wins thoroughly including some description of their own
involvement. In these instances, teachers were described a more physical and skill intensive set
of actions (e.g., walk around, read, cheer, ask, differentiate instruction, etc.) than compared to
when they self-reported their own actions. For example, one teacher stated, “I didn’t play much
of a role.” Given that both districts made similar types of comments, a possible factor of
selflessness was denoted as relevant to their role in students’ small wins (as mentioned above).
Lastly, both districts also made mention of the future (more on both of these later).
Table 3
Teachers Role as Self-Reported by District

Their words

District 1
Facilitate, discuss, introduce,
active listening to students
needs, provide curricular
support, observe, plan for
future lessons, role model,
waiting, familiarity with
student and his cues,
differentiated instruction,
meet student needs, walk
around, monitor work, cheer,
coach, give specific
instruction (whole class and
one-on

District 2
Make observation, show, a read with them,
kept teaching, turned the rope, praise, take
turns, discussed safety, gained interest, saw
a teachable moment, took the chance,
differentiated the problem, demonstrate,
allow them to ask question, teaching them
when they wanted the information, gave
them the problem, used guiding questions,
select the words, prompt the practice in
different modalities, quiz, establish
expectations, design & ‘ran’ the unit, trust
them, create the opportunity, provided roles
and procures, develop a safe space to learn,
ask students to provide expectations,
facilitate, observe, ‘let my guard down’,
bend the rules a tiny, worry about our
relationships, take time, guide, cocollaborate, ask question, have discussions,
support, publicly acknowledged
contribution, positive praise, thanked them,
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Anything else relevant. In addition to directly asking about a small win, the survey gave
space for participants to freely respond and discuss anything they found relevant. The complete
lists of all responses are available in Appendix I but there were a few comments worth noting.
Whether aware of it or not, teachers recognize the power of small wins and already use them in
various ways. For instance, when given space to freely respond to the question “Is there anything
else relevant to this small win that you wish to share?” … one teacher stated that, “By sharing
the first win with my other classes it gave others courage to try.” This statement directly
embodies how teachers regularly harness small wins and share the power and momentum of such
wins. They develop classroom climates that create safe and unique spaces, as one teacher says,
“Often it is not about the lessons that we create, but the environment that we create.” And they
allow students to progress at their own pace, as expressed by one teacher that said, “Everyone
can learn but not all learn at the same speed.” While another teacher noted that simply giving
time, or the space for making-up and learning from mistakes is important “… I allow for
corrections and retakes for full credit because it doesn't matter to me when they learn the
information just that they do.” Teachers already recognize important small wins, despite not
always receiving recognition or training (or support) for doing so.
Some teachers expressed gratitude for being asked to share, for instance… “Thank you
for asking, I had a smile on my face (and a tear in my eye) remembering this and writing about it.
Too often, I forget the small successes that happen day to day. That student probably never
learned multiplication facts with automaticity. He probably never scored anything but minimally
proficient on a math benchmark. But when he worked with me, he loved math, at least that day.”
While others bluntly stated that their efforts have gone unnoticed for too long, “I wish we would
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have been recognized for our efforts. I've been doing this for over 15 years and never was
recognized.” But mostly, teachers showed their love and dedication for their students and their
students’ future success, such as, “I love when students are curious, interested, and notice things
about our world that they want to learn about in order to gain motivation to learn!”
Emotions and Sentiments. The next round(s) of coding were specifically focused on
what emotions or sentiments were discussed and if any patterns emerged. Each open-ended
question has its own summary below:
A. Description. Confidence, anxiety, excitement, empowerment, and pride were
discussed by both districts when they described their small win events. Interestingly,
District 2 had several more emotions described (and more frequently) in their small
wins descriptions than did District 1. In fact, the small win descriptions given by
District 2 were the most emotional charged responses of all the open-ended questions.
Although different words, both districts mentioned that small wins can include some
type of struggle or frustration that needed to be overcome.
B. Why. The justification as to why these moments represented small wins was because
they showed what both districts mentioned: care, excite, pride, empower, and
will/want. Although not using the same exact words both districts described students
as internalizing, willing to work harder, wanting to learn, and developing intrinsic
pleasure. The only different noted between the district was that District 2 mention a
few times about opening up to one another and/or growing closer and sharing while
District 1 did not have such a theme.
C. Definition. The emotions discussed during the definition of a small win were in many
ways similar to previous questions [but uniquely] both districts included more
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comments along the lines of: tries their best, take a chance, try something new, and is
excited to learn. Teachers from both districts discussed ‘aha/ lightbulb’ moments, and
students’ general belief in themselves in important… the “we got this” mentality. And
uniquely during these responses, teachers mentioned that a small win was defined by:
student’s faces lighting up with knowledge, opening their minds and heart, a sparkle
in their eye, a knowing grin, a positive shift, getting into the meat of it, and in general,
meaningful moments that had an impact.
D. Role. In a few instances, teachers discussed their own emotions. For example, one
teacher discusses how they held-back their excitement/ thrill for the sake of their
students’ intrinsic pleasure: “I didn't get too excited or express much in the way of
approval. I let this be his win. (even though I was thrilled that it finally sunk in).”
Another teacher discussed how they believe that collectively teachers are scared:
“Being able to take a time out is something I feel like teachers are scared to do and
feel like time is too scarce to do so, but it really does make a difference.” And
uniquely, this question brought various comments, by both districts, about students
completing items on their own.
E. Anything else relevant. When given free space to discuss anything else that seems
relevant, teachers had a few things to mention. First, both districts discussed love, and
to some extent ‘emotional’ needs. District 1 mentioned that simply recollecting the
small win memory brought a tear to their eye and a smile to their face. And overall,
one three occasions teachers simply showed gratitude for being given the opportunity
to share (e.g., thanks for asking, thanks for letting me share/ vent).
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F. Creative teacher. When teachers describe themselves as creative teachers, both
districts use the words love, silly, and memorable (see Appendix J). District 1 also
described themselves/ teachers as cool, willing to take a risk, worrying and scared.
District 2 used the terms popular, meaningful, and boring when they discussed their
lesson plans/ selecting class material. For example, “I use my creativity to think of
ways to teach boring concepts in a way that will really stick in the students minds for
all the right reasons.” The terms loud, wild, wants to learn and grow were used to
describe their students as a whole class. Lastly, District 1 referenced the emotion
hate as such, “I would hate to come to school and do a worksheet.” District 2
described themselves as creative teachers using the terms goofy, funny, flexible, and
mentioned their own passion. When discussing their students and their lessons they
used the terms enjoy/ enjoyable, inspired, and meaningful. Lastly, District 2
referenced the terms dread and dry as such, “I want them to be inspired to read more,
rather than dreading yet another dry lesson.” Overall, both districts strongly state that
they are creative teachers because they invoke success, love, and sometime are “just
plain silly.”
Table 4
Comparison of Emotions Coded Throughout Open-Ended Responses

Description

District 1
Going to give-up, excitement,
empower, celebrate,
Pride, manage anxiety,
frustrated, melt down, whine,
yell, body shake, calm down,
gain control of herself,
confidence, courage, thrill, love,

District 2
Deep and genuine, opened, trust, love,
excitement, enjoy each other’s company,
connect, relax, laugh, concentrated,
Despise-, struggle, lacks confidence, seek
validation, ‘crushed’, cry, performance
anxiety, anxiety, proud, self-confidence,
empowerment, believe-in-themselves,
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Why

Definition

Role

happiness, try new strategy,
shout, realize they could pass
their classes

resilient outlook, growth mindset, defeatist
beliefs, deficit thinking, aha moment,
wanting-to-solve, interest, shy, pleasant,
happy, best-of-her-ability, smile, ‘put-up-awall’, ‘get-to-know-on-a-personal-level’,
disrespect, stress, joy, positively beaming,
to-believe-in-themselves, shifting a
student’s self defeating internal dialogue,
take a chance’

Excite, willing to work harder,
surprise, beamed with pride, try
their best, humble, care/caring,
self-manage her outbursts,
frustration, feel build up of
tension, to feel heard, celebrate
success, won his trust, enlighten,
inspire, give up quickly, keep
working, fun, unhappy, engaged/
disengaged, taking some
initiative, self-reflection,
maturity, empower
Interest, get into the meat of it,
aha moment, successful,
motivated, pleasure, pride, smile,
frown, tries their best, take a
chance, try something new,
confident, excite, show initiative,
confidence, warm and fuzzies,
burn out, struggle, unique,
meaningful, had an impact,
positive, independently, fun,

Opened up to one another, shared with one
another, enjoy, challenging, happy, proud,
fun, positive, motivation to learn, interest in
learning, willing, excited, interested, care,
desire to learn, want to share, found
intrinsic pleasure in the work,
independently, more confident, struggle,
gratify, internalize, relax, all grow a little
closer, pleasant, joy, lacks confidence, seek
validation, performance anxiety, selfconfidence, anxiety, smile, empowerment,

Frustrated, give up, excited,
thrilled, pride, satisfaction,
despondent, ‘his win’, ‘on their
own’, collaborative, safe place,
encouraging, appreciate,

Curious, took the chance, ‘on their own’,
‘on her own’, trust, safe place, let my guard
down, worry, bend the rules a tiny, scared,

Build confidence, open their minds and
hearts, seeing kids love their subject and
knowledge, positive, excited to learn,
curious, motivated to learn, fun, frustration,
embrace it, student’s faces are lighting up
with knowledge, manage their emotions, a
sparkle in their eye, a knowing grin, a
positive shift… either academic or
relational, when a class says “we got this”,
believe in themselves, thankful,
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Anything
Feel successful, energy is still
else relevant alive, willing to try, smile on my
face, tear in my eye, love,
excited, frustrations, social
emotional needs, engaged,
courage, impressed, expand their
thinking
Creative
Loud, wild, hate, successful,
Teacher
wants to learn and grow, silly,
cool, memorable, popular,
willing to take a risk, boring,
love

Engaged, love, curious, interest, want to
learn, motivation to learn, struggling, needy,
disinterest, thankful

Goofy, funny, enjoy/enjoyable, love,
flexible, meaningful, inspired. dread, dry,
silly, passion, success,

In addition, it should be noted that this analysis only coded for directly mentioned
emotions and did not infer emotions that were described. For instance, it was mentioned that a
student had “hidden the fact that he couldn’t do long division” but given that guilt or shame was
not directly discussed, it was not coded. Many teachers did not directly mention words like
gratitude, appreciation, kindness, or patience but they were described within the small wins.
Again, these emotions were described but not directly discussed thus they were not coded in this
study (and may be worth consideration for future research- more on this in chapter 5).
District 2 mentioned curious in three of the open-ended questions, whereas District 1
never mentions curiosity. District 1 mentioned success across four of the open-ended
questions36, whereas District 2 only mentioned it once. Across both districts, excitement was
mentioned the most for a total of eight times, while love was mentioned during seven of the
open-ended questions.

36

Note: this is the number of open-ended questions that had such emotions (i.e., success and love) mentioned at
least once. This number does not reflect the actual number of times that success and/or love were mentioned.
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Section C: Teacher Beliefs about Creativity
The last section of the survey asked respondents to choose either yes or no to four distinct
questions about creativity. This closed response option of yes or no was specifically done to
ensure that participants would be forced to express an opinion. Given that many stereotypes
about creativity (especially in education) encourage politically correct and/ or neutral responses,
this was seen as a necessary step for exploratory research. This method was successful, and the
responses were clear. Importantly, 100% of all participants in both districts stated that they
considered themselves to be a creative teacher. And, most participants, almost 96%, believe that
part of their desire to teach is to use their creativity. Further, almost 98% believe that –yes—they
use their creativity when teaching. Only one participant did not believe that they use their
creativity when they are teaching, and two participants did not believe that part of their desire to
teach was to use their creativity. Interestingly, when asked if they believed all teachers are
creative, more than half, 62% of all participants replied no. To reiterate, only about 38% of
teachers believe that all teachers are creative yet 100% of teachers believe that they themselves
are creative. In sum, surveyed teachers consider themselves to be creative teachers: they use their
creativity while they are teaching, and they agree it is part of their personal their motivation to
teach. But 62% of teachers were unwilling to label their colleagues as creative teachers.
Table 5
Teaching Beliefs about Creativity
#18
Do you believe you
use your creativity
when you are
teaching?

#19
Do you believe all
teachers are
creative?

#20
Do you believe that
part of your desire
to teach is to use
your creativity?

#21
Do you believe
you are a
creative
teacher?
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Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

District 1:

27

0

10

17

26

1

27

0

District 2:

17

1

7

11

17

1

18

0

Total:

44

1

17

28

43

2

45

0

44/45

1/45

17/45

28/45

43/45

2/45

45/45

0/45

97.77%

2.22%

37.77%

62.22%

95.55%

4.44%

100%

0%

%

In addition to yes or no multiple-choice questions, the survey asked, “In a few sentences,
why do you believe you are a creative teacher?” These responses were categorized by natural
occurring themes. Both districts had similar themes emerge, except for the one category of multitasking. In addition, both districts most popularly mentioned that teachers believe they are
creative because of how they engage their students and/ or incorporate their interests. This
mostly included tapping into student’s passions and getting them to participate.
In addition, teachers noted that they are creative because they make moments meaningful
and create lessons that are memorable. More specifically, they make lessons and experiences
that will last students a lifetime. Teachers state they often use novelty, variety, and humor to
pique their students’ passions and curiosity. Another common theme was the notion of the
teacher’s artistic self. District 1 made statements such as, “my undergraduate degree was the
arts…” and “I loved art and expressions of creativity in dance, drama, painting, and so much
more.” District 2 stated things like, “I am also a stained glass and mosaic artist” and “I love when
I can add my own personality to the lesson.”
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Teachers also stated that they are creative because of their ability to individualize. They
understand “that each person is very important” and that it is important to “meet the students
where they are at” by finding “various ways students can showcase their learning.” In general,
teachers use their knowledge of their students in various important ways, whether it be lesson
design, style, pace, or more. The less popular, but still prevalent themes that followed are
available below in table 6 and include: autonomy, real-world application, risk/ space for
failure, improvise, student growth mindset, challenge, technology/ digital, and a teacher
growth mindset.
Table 6
Natural Themes Derived from “Why are you a creative teacher?”
District 1:
to incorporate things that the students
are interested in into my curriculum, fun
and engaging lessons that get students
out of their seats and are hands on,
create learning experiences for my
students that is based on their interests,
create lessons that are rigorous but also
interesting, students to be engaged…
being creative is key to any lesson I
implement., think of ways to pique the
interest of my students, “strive to make
math engaging and interesting to all
students.”
that takes creativity in presentation,
lesson design, individualization, look
for open ended assignments, activities,
etc, involve students to be involved in
the process and product, I like to engage
my students, Students respond
positively to my lesson, Because you
have to creative to keep students
interested, Student like my teaching

District 2:
Theme:
I learn what is meaningful to
Interest/
each student and tap in to that,
Engagement
trying to find or create lessons
or projects that will interest
kids, projects or assignments to
relate to my students, create
interesting, engaging, inspiring
lessons to grab students'
attention, to engage students and
give the information, Turn event
in the classroom into a learning
adventure use the drama and
expressiveness… to encourage
student learning, to be
engaging, I’m just plain silly,
Make every lesson enjoyable
through student participation,
Come up with arts, books, or
discussions… to add more
interest,
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style,… include something creative
within each lesson, come up with as
many silly but cool ways, you have to
be creative to keep their attention,
design and create… individual
assignments to cover all the standards,
find out what their interests are, With
the goal to be engaging all students …
engaging students these days takes
creativity, when creating lessons and lab
experiments,
I try to “think outside the box”, trying
to integrate new ideas and blend
concepts, I look for non-traditional
ways to provide instruction, Bring
creativity into lesson plans, I realize that
there are 100's of ways that a student
can be led through the process
[learning], memorable activities and
games, I utilize new ideas and
information, to teach boring concepts in
a way that will really stick in the
students minds for all the right reasons,
I like to be innovative, like to take
ideas and incorporate them… I like to
create new workouts,
Create concepts in my student’s minds,
Use drawings, graphs, pneumatics,
drama, Creative thinking, undergraduate
degree was the arts… loved art and
expressions of creativity in dance,
drama, painting, and so much more.

Students never know what kind
of goofy, funny thing we might
be doing Use a variety of
strategies to keep students
engaged, active engagement is
essential, think outside of the
box, approach problems from a
different point of view, display
lessons in multitude of forms,
use many different ways to
make teaching more effective
and interesting, think of new
ways,

Memorable

Use my artistic drawing and
movement sense to explain
math, create visual
representations of content, I am
also a stained glass and mosaic
artist, I love when I can add my
own personality to the lesson, I
have continued my education
throughout my long career,
create…activities, resources,
visuals to help understand
abstract concepts, I do things
my way, love to create visuals

Artistic Self
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I teach students-not subjects, find
various ways students can showcase
their learning… allowing students to
demonstrate their as they like, meet the
students where they are at, use my
knowledge of students… create lessons
and resources that are adapted to my
students needs and interests,.
Other teachers think my kids are a little
too loud, wild sometimes. I would hate
to come to school and do a worksheet,
give students choice in how they show
their learning, Unit was designed to be
self paced, semi guided … students
have been working at their own pace
through the unit, in such a way that
students could complete them with
minimal assistance, to assist students to
become independent learners,
Bring in every aspect of adult life, solve
misconceptions with “real life”
scenarios, see math in the real-world, I
would hate to come to school and do a
worksheet!
willing to take a risk… I have had so
many lessons and projects not work and
just crumble

Management of the classroom as
learning is happening, When textbook
or my lessons is just not hitting the
mark, I change things based on the
needs of the students.

for the class, teaching is not
only my profession but its my
passion, use my imagination a
lot
important to evaluate each
group of students and their
needs, design sign language
materials for my students from
scratch, that each person is very
important

Individualization

Looking for ways to make my
students think for themselves,
allowing students to make
connections to the creative
outlets and resources presented.

Autonomy

bring science concepts to life,
Believe in movement, tactile,
repetition, positive feedback,
make my classroom reach my
students
If one strategy does not work, I
entertain other ideas until I find
something that does, takes many
attempts, Leave space for trying
new things and failing
best and most creative ideas for
lessons on the fly, Like the
children's book, "If you give a
moose a muffin," one thing I'm
teaching or reading may give me
an idea for another, be flexible

Real-World
application

Risk/ space for
Failure

Improvise
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Have a class that wants to learn and
grow, a vast tool kit of motivational
strategies, motivate them to learn,
inspired to read
I challenge them, help kids reach their
goals
Make digital projects, Given easy
access to the internet and youtube, ideas
for creativity require minimum effort,
Minecraft is very popular, and so I
integrate that into many lessons.,
Every year I make changes to my
teaching, I do not do the same thing
year after year, Always look for a better
way

try my best, I try everything
possible to get students to learn,

Student Growth
Mindset

About things they never would
have thought of, Create
questions,
use available technology

Challenge

I learn from others

Teacher Growth
Mindset

Manage multiple simultaneous
assignments in each… class,

Technology

Multi-task

Interestingly, teachers noted that much of what makes them a creative teacher is how they
plan their lessons and engage their students, whether it be through participation or sparking their
own interest. Teachers often noted that the internet/ the digital era has influenced this task. For
instance, a few teachers mentioned something such as “these days you have to be creative to
keep students interested.” Another elaborated, “Every year I make changes to my teaching with
the end goal to be engaging all students into successful learning. Engaging students these days
takes creativity… creativity in presentation, lesson design, individualization for those that
require support or further challenges, and of course, management of the classroom as learning is
happening.” In essence, teachers state their creativity is used at multiple stages of the teaching
process (e.g., lesson planning, presenting, etc). And, it is used for various things, but especially
for developing lesson plans that can engage students and spark their interests.
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In addition, throughout these responses there was a strong inclination by both districts to
use the word try to describe their actions (District 1 n=7; District 2 n= 5). Using the word try
suggested something they attempt to do but may not guarantee they will be able to do (for
whatever reason). In comparison, most other response categories (e.g., description, why,
definition, etc.) had only a few (approximately 2-3 each) teachers use the word try and it was not
always to describe their actions (i.e., it often described their student’s behaviors). Whether
working in private (e.g., lesson planning, grading) or in public (e.g., presenting), teachers must
be willing to take a chance and be creative. One teacher expressed the relationship as such: “I
also feel I am creative because I am willing to take a risk.”
Lastly, note that only the actions directly labeled by teachers were analyzed. As
mentioned earlier in Roles, actions described were not included in this analysis. For example,
recall the teacher who withheld their emotions in order to allow for their students’ intrinsic
pleasure to grow. Despite telling this story, the teacher did not report such actions when asked
about their role in the small win and this seemed to be true for several behaviors (e.g., multitasking, prioritizing, decision-making, etc.).
Values Beliefs and Attitude Quotes from All Open-Ended Questions
The following quotes have been selected due to their repetitiveness and/ or impact. These
quotes are organized by district and categorized by themes that naturally arose from participant’s
own words. These responses come from all open-ended questions and are not arranged by
numerical order of the survey.
Table 7
Big Win Quotes
District 1 Quotes:
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“Small win, but big experience. Many students have not had a chance to hands on science and the
this small win might lead to bigger desires to do science and experience new learning.”
“Student A responds with, f-ou-n-d- FOUND!! I got that big word! Teacher: Yes, you did.”
Actually it was a big win, but the students small win was how proud they were of their work.”
This act provided a huge win for this student.”
Small because it was a sudden understanding of a small piece of a much larger unit.”
so any time they meet my expectations without guidance from me is a large win, actually.”
District 2 Quotes:
“Again, I realized through taking this survey that a small win is all about perception. I perceived
your idea of a small win as a clear 'learning moment' that happens for one student. But in reality
those are the BIG wins. However my winningness as a teacher is based on the grade of the
students… It's a messed up BROKEN system that sucks all the joy out of teaching by making BIG
wins seem small, or not up to par, if they can't connect that moment to passing a multiple choice
test.”
“maybe that's a big win, but those little small win moments I see with a kid usually are what should
be focused on rather than the typical struggles and disinterests of adolescents.”
“…it's a huge win for my kiddos and other students' classes”
“For me, shifting a student's self defeating internal dialogue into one of pride, self-confidence, and
empowerment, helping them learn to believe in themselves and their abilities, helping them
discover the talents that lie within, those "small wins" are the big! Those are the wins that will carry
a child forward to a successful educational experience, open doors of opportunity, and lead to a
fulfilling life.”
“For me, the biggest small wins have ALWAYS been about helping the students believe they CAN
learn, that they are smart, and top believe in themselves.”
“On second look it may have been bigger than a small win.”
“This felt like a HUGE win”
“I guess it is actually a BIG win for me, however the structures that I must teach in make it feel like
a small win that doesn't get recognized (i.e. its not a standardized test question). It's BIG because
they have internalized the math and they perceive math as a process or journey that they are a part
of with others and not just something they are bad at.”
, it's a huge win for my kiddos and other students' classes”
“I suppose my win turned into a pretty large win encompassing several days”
“For me, the biggest small wins have ALWAYS been about helping the students believe they CAN
learn, that they are smart, and top believe in themselves.”
Table 8
Aha/ Lightbulb Quotes
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District 1 Quotes:
“…students who generally have no interest in a program or project until they get into the meat
of it and I see the 'aha moment' and they finally understand the real world applications of what
I am trying to teach them.”
“A small win is when the light goes on for a student.”
“A small win is any time a student has a moment that is an A-ha moment or when they feel
proud of themselves.”
“It was a small light bulb going on in the head of a girl who had been struggling”
“The "lightbulb effect” ”
“I could see the light bulbs going off over their heads.”
“It is cliche to say 'when the light bulb goes off' but that is sort of true.”
“Small win are the simple light bulb, I got it moments.”
“The students loved and aha'd!”
“When a student (or class) has an "a ha" moment”
District 2 Quotes:
“having some ‘aha’ moments”
Table 9
Independent Quotes
District 1
“does not normally produce sentences independently.”
*” This class has struggled to work during independent work time.”
“I have a vast tool kit of motivational strategies that I employ to assist students to become
independent learners.”
“At last he independently sought my assistance.”
“When a student can do something independently that he or she could not do previously.”
District 2
“now beginning to use this strategy independently.”
*” When it was time for independent practice.”
“Students are working together on a task or independently but asking questions .”
“That was the win. They did not need me anymore. They were fully independent on the task.”
“working specifically with her to increase her independent problem solving and self
confidence.”
Table 10 Finally Quotes
District 1 quotes:
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“they finally understand the real world applications”
“Finally he put them all away… I let this be his win.(even though I was thrilled that it finally
sunk in).”
“finally understand them, they feel empowered. Once they finally understood how identify and
use them.”
“when a student struggling a concept finally understands it.”
“A student finally asked for help.”
“…to see this student finally taking some initiative and responsibility”
District 2:
“Finally, they tend to compensate for something.”
“another, and finally having some 'aha' moments while watching their classmates… they were
finally understanding each step.”
Table 11
Struggle Quotes
District 1 Quotes:
“One was that the behavior problems decreased because those who would normally struggle
and give up.”
“a class of mine struggled with the concept… I differentiated instruction in order to meet the
needs of students who continued to struggle.”
“This class has struggled to work during independent work time.”
“I have a student that I have struggled to motivate.”
District 2
“My class usually struggles with walking quietly in the hallways… struggle with walking
appropriately.”
“We struggled to find a compromise.”
“however much they struggled as a middle schooler... She struggles with reading and
writing… rather than the typical struggles and disinterests of adolescents.”
Table 12
Celebration Quotes37
District 1
“Our class was working on a language goal with a lesson, practice and online assessment and
we celebrated with a high five and cheer whenever someone passed the test. If they didn’t pass
37

Two individuals from District 1 repeatedly spoke about celebrating, whereas this was never mentioned in district
one.
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the first time, they went back to the practice, I retaught individuals, and then took the
assessment again. All in all, we celebrated 25 out of 28 who took the test that day. Those who
didn’t pass that day went back later and we celebrated the next day.”
“…one by one they stepped up to the stove and tried the skill, and each time they celebrated
and congratulated each other.”
“Students that don’t often get to celebrate their successes were being cheered in front of all of
their peers, giving them the understanding that when they try their best, they really can do
well.”
“This was also a small win because of the community this built in within the group as they
celebrated success.”
“Any time a student tries their best on something, it’s a win to be celebrated. When students
demonstrate a growth mindset, it’s a win to be celebrated. When students take a chance to
answer questions whether right or wrong, it’s a win to be celebrated. We celebrate quietly
(and often noisily) when students take chances and try something new in our classroom.”
“Small things to be celebrated in your day, while doing a job that can be filled with stress and
conflict.”
Table 13
Testing/ Assessment Quotes
District 1
“… and cheer whenever someone passed the test… All in all, we celebrated 25 out of 28 who
took the test that day”
“ Today he was confident in taking the test.”
“I believe it is just a test to see how much they can trust you.”
District 2
“make it feel like a small win that doesn't get recognized (i.e. its not a standardized test
question)… However my winningness as a teacher is based on the grade of the students,
which is 70% test results… if they can't connect that moment to passing a multiple choice
test… Everyday tests my creative abilities.”
“… taking the test and everyone was so concentrated as if they are doing their bench mark
test.”
“ how she did on that test”
Table 14
More-than-Academics Quotes
District 1:
“Classroom wins don’t always have to academic.”
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District 2:
“It can involve academics or personal relationships.”
Overall, I believe it to be something that makes a positive shift in the students' or teacher's
progress, again, either academic or relational.”

District 2 spoke much more often about big wins than did District 1. Yet, when looking at
the words aha, lightbulb, and celebrate, District 1 District used them much more than did
District 2. In fact, district 2 never mentioned celebrate at all and only mentioned aha once.
District 1 also had the tendency to use the rem struggle more often than did District 1. Both
districts used the word finally to express a similar sentiment. Overall, there was a moderate
discussion about independence by both districts. For example, consider the following quotes,
“That was the win. They did not need me anymore. They were fully independent on the task.”
And, “I have a vast tool kit of motivational strategies that I employ to assist students to become
independent learners.” Additionally, both districts had teachers specify on they must work both
one-on-one with students and/ or with the whole class. For instance, one teacher stated, “I gave
specific instruction to the whole class and one on one instruction as needed during practice.”
District 2 was also quoted saying, “A small win can be between one student or the whole class.”
Lastly, teachers noted that what they uniquely recognize are teachable moments and that
others may not observe or see the same things given the same scenario. One teacher describes it
as such, “…. I know what progress my students have had and no one will ever see what I know.
Administration will never ask about this small win. My students and I know it is something fun
and positive.” Another teacher expresses: “S/He might just look up at me and smile, or be
reading the screen, cock her/his head, frown, and nod. Maybe in the middle of reading, change
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his/her body position to alert, and look up! Rarely, if ever, have I heard a student say, "Win!
Eureka!" I have to take those winning moments in much more subtle ways of communication.”
Or as one teacher puts it, “I don’t suppose I can just say, “I know it when I see it.”
Conclusion
In summary, this study found that indeed teachers do recognize and regularly use small
wins in their classrooms. Even more, this study showed that the impact of small wins can gain
momentum and spread outside individuals and classrooms. Small wins can have countless
impacts to various people and/or groups of people. These events are entangled with many
different emotions, especially confidence, anxiety, excitement, empowerment, and pride When
openly asked to describe and define small wins, most classroom teachers were in agreement.
And, surprisingly, when forced to choose if they identify as a creative teacher (or not), they all
agreed- yes!
Small wins are ephemeral moments of concrete success. These moments occur
individually, as a whole-class, and (in some instances) they can spread. Note, small wins were
never attributed to a small group, nor did teachers ever report stories of a small win spreading
from a large group (i.e., the whole-class to a small group/ individual). Rather, the justification
teachers gave for these moments being small wins consistently included catalysts (support for
the work) and nourishers (support for the person). Teachers self-identified their role in these
small wins as facilitators and/ or role models who are observing and guiding their students.
Overall, teachers describe small wins as moments of engagement that are often defined struggle
and are worth celebrating.
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Teachers believe they are creative because they are willing to try… They engage their
student and pique their interests. They help make meaning thus make lessons memorable.
Teachers are creative because they share their artistic selves and work to individualize material
so that each student can connect. Importantly, all classroom teachers surveyed identified
themselves as a creative teacher, but few of these teacher (38%) believe their colleagues are
creative teachers. And again, emotions matter. Creative teachers (self-identified) report that
teaching creatively involves being loving, silly, and memorable.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION
Focusing on small wins can lead to mighty results and some teachers already know this.
This study found that teachers reported that they harness the power of small wins to motivate
their students every day. Teachers regularly develop, recognize, and celebrate small wins in their
classrooms because they know that big achievements are often an accumulation of many smaller
successes. They plan lessons that allow students to experience small wins frequently and often
independently (or as a class). Importantly, small wins are not only rewarding for students, but
teachers also find them motivating.
Unfortunately, federal reports and policies have failed to recognize small wins and their
value. In fact, some policies and reports have made it more difficult to focus on or acknowledge
the important small wins that are necessary for learning. For instance, the NCLB included the
1994 Gun Free School Act38 which began the ‘zero tolerance’ era of the 90’s and encouraged
programs like D.A.R.E. (Cerrone, 1999). Such policies, whether intentional or not, decreased
teachers’ ability to respond to student infractions, which often meant responding to students’
social and/or emotional needs. Recently, Race to the Top has increased the pressure by
encouraging an era of high stakes testing and accountability (that in many ways inappropriately
punishes those who struggle the most- i.e., failing schools lose funding and/or shut down).
The increased focus on student achievement has become so singularly significant that
teachers are being evaluated, hired, and fired based on their students’ standardized tests scores

38

Federal Gun Free School Act: 20 U.S.C. §§ 8921-23 (1994). Note, states wanting to receive federal funding were
encouraged to adopt their own ‘zero’ tolerance policies (e.g. Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 15-841(G) (Cerrone, 1999). In
many instances of discipline, teachers and administration felt helpless and like “they had no choice, the law
required them to expel (Cerrone, 1999, 2).” Unfortunately, such a change in due process often meant that the
magnititude of the infraction did not align with the severity of the punishment. One example given is when two
graders were suspended in Muskego, WI (1998) for the possession of an orange florescent toy gun on a school bus
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(e.g., value-added modeling). Essentially these policies have created a system that has repeatedly
decreased its input (e.g., funds and resources) while increasing its output demand (e.g., higher
achievement from more students). This is unsustainable. There is no space for teachers to
accommodate students’ (and their own) interests, flow, and individual needs. This sad reality has
led many teachers to leave the profession, as we have seen the massive exodus of teachers
departing from the field for the past decade (Ingersoll, 2012; Ingersoll, Merrill, & May, 2016 ).
Yet, it wasn’t until recent events that teachers felt the need to politically take a stance,
and literally become politicians. The recent influx of women, and specifically teachers that have
become politically engaged is indeed part of the current global wave of feminism (Women’s
March, #MeToo). But in many ways, the recent strong reaction from educators is also a response
to the rise in school shootings that have become an epidemic in American schools. It’s important
to recognize that the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High Massacre (Parkland, FL; February 14th,
2018) is deemed the deadliest high-school massacre in American history (Bump, 2018). Note, for
the first time in America, the death toll of a high-school school shooting had surpassed that of the
tragic Columbine High School Massacre (Columbine, CO; April 20, 19999). (Recall in Chp 1,
where Millennials reported this event as having one of the ‘biggest impressions’ of their high
school experience… these massacres matter to Millennials.). Despite being a gun-free zero
tolerance zone, deadly shootings are increasingly occurring across American schools, especially
in American high schools (Bump, 2018) . Unfortunately, it is becoming more common that
)

teachers are having to put their own lives on the line to protect their students.
As a quick panacea, policymakers began the discussion of arming teachers with guns and
such weapons. After years of teachers begging and being denied more resources and funding,
suddenly on February 21st, 2019 while consoling the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
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(Parkland, FL) victims, the president suggested there could be funding and resources available to
arm and/ or train specialized teachers with guns (Bloomberg, 2018; Boyer, 2018). Although this
discussion and much of these policies never came to fruition39, such suggestions ignited the
flame of already smoldering teachers. The repeated lack of effective action from policymakers
sparked teachers to share their personal experiences (and photographs) of failing school
infrastructure on social media and eventually with new outlets. Stories from state-to-state include
outdated, broken, and missing resources like desks, textbooks, and bathrooms (Levenson,
Mezzofiore, & William, 2018; Moreno, 2018; Pasquantonio, 2018; Zaldivar, 2018). News outlets
and popular magazines ran stories about how teachers that used social media surprisingly
acquired supplies and funds through random donations40 (e.g., Gomez & Zdanowicz, 2018; May,
2018).
Eventually, teacher strikes began to ignite across the nation (West Virginia, February 22,
2018; Oklahoma, April 2, 2018; Arizona, April 26, 2018; Colorado, April 27, 2018; xx ). Instead
of arming teachers with the essential funds and resources to effectively teach, policymakers were
simply wanting to supply teachers with the resources necessary to clean up the aftermath of
unhealthy students. It’s rather tongue-in-cheek that 20 years after enacting schools as gun free
zones that politicians would so abruptly consider guns as a necessary tool for successful

39

Note, on March 9th, 2018 Florida Governor Rick Scott signed the Senate Bill 7026, known as the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Act, into law. This law increases the minimum purchase age of
firearms from 18 to 21. In addition, there is a portion of the bill, the Coach Aaron Feis Guardian Program, that gives
$67 million towards arming some teachers- in instances where local sheriff departments and school districts agree
(Sanchez & Yan, 2018).
40
Important to note, surveys being conducted and released around that time were also discussing how an upwards
of 90-94% of teachers report needing to use thing own money to buy basic classroom supplies (Chokshi,2018;
Cooper, 2018). Interestingly, the official National Center for Education Statistics link to the report
(https://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=2018097rev) is no longer working. But news outlets and
online blogs did discuss it and had documented the links existence. For example, see the New York Times article by
Chokshi (2018); CNN Politics Data article by Sparks (2018); or the personal blog of Mother of Two (Kiser, 2018).
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teaching. The long standing poor working conditions and lack of adequate pay already had
teachers smoldering and when coupled with these event, they collectively sparked the #RedforEd
movement414243: This is what drove teachers out of the classroom and onto the ballot.
What is missing from this discussion is how to move forward. How do we bring together
researchers, policymakers, and teachers after so many years of increasing pressure and
negativity? Can reform be proactive, positive, and effective? Where do we begin?
I propose that the education system, from research to policy, needs to incorporate a small
wins perspective. Note, this is not to eradicate or remove all current procedures and/or policies
but rather to adapt or modify those measures. A small wins perspective has the potential to
illuminate exactly what is working (and what is not) in the everyday classrooms of America. As
the experts of their classrooms, teachers have the unique ability to recognize, create, and
celebrate small wins. It is time for researchers, policymakers, and teacher educators to more
accurately understand what and why teachers do what they do.
In order to effectively support teachers, we need to recognize and acknowledge what
many teachers already know… that small wins are powerful and very important to learning and
creativity. This paper formally suggests that a small wins perspective is one place for educational

41

Survivors of the massacre founded an advocacy group that works towards legislative action on gun violence
(Never Again MSD- see http://www.neveragainmsd.us/).
42
And, as of June 13, 2019, the brother of the Parkland Shooter, has launched an awareness campaign and hotline
dedicated to ending bullying. It is entitled WIN: We Isolate No-one (see- https://www.weisolatenoone.com/).
43
Wikipedia (a free and open-source online encyclopedia that is publicly written and revised) summaries on the
Stoneman Douglas High School shooting page, starting the fourth paragraph, “Following the massacre, the anger
and frustration of Parkland student survivors intensified towards the perceived inaction of the Republicandominated legislature on the wider issue of mass shootings and gun violence. The students founded Never Again
MSD, an advocacy group that lobbies for legislative action on gun violence. On March 9, Governor Rick Scott signed
a bill that raised the minimum age for buying rifles in Florida from 18 to 21. The legislation also established waiting
periods and background checks for gun buyers. The law allowed for the arming of teachers who were properly
trained and the hiring of school police (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stoneman_Douglas_High_School_shooting)”.
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reform to start but it does not advocate that such is a cure-all. Additionally, it is important to note
that this paper is merely the beginning of a much larger call to action. We already know that
small wins work in a multitude of domains: business, sports, etc… thus it is time we develop the
language and space for such scaling in education, research, and policy.
By adopting a small wins perspective, the education system can begin to break down past
stereotypes and misconceptions surrounding creativity and innovation. As the global demand for
creativity increases (Beghetto, 2010; Florida, 2002; Lancaster & Stillman 2002) , it is especially
important that teachers become more adept at understanding their own creativity, their students’
creativity, and even their colleague’s creativity. To-date, no studies have empirically investigated
small wins within any educational setting, thus this is the first attempt to understand, define, and
establish small wins in current American classrooms.
Small Wins Definition
When teachers are asked to define a small win, they do, and for the most part they agree.
All teachers surveyed used similar language to discuss a few reoccurring themes. According to
current classroom teachers small wins are ephemeral moments in which finite meaning is
made…. Some accomplishment is worth celebrating, whether it be piqued interest, resiliency, or
gained autonomy. Importantly, the individuals who experience these ‘small wins’ together build
genuine relationships with one another.
Unanimously, while describing small wins, each teacher discussed catalyst(s) and/or
nourisher(s) (as described in the Progress Principle by Amabile & Kramer, 2011). Despite the
many negative reports describing many teachers and schools as failing, teachers are regularly
trying to provide the catalysts necessary to enhance their student’s productivity, joy, and
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creativity. Teachers regularly mention 1) setting and reaching specific goals. They discussed 2)
making space for students’ autonomy, 2) providing access to resources, and 4) being the keepers
of time. Teachers want to 5) offer genuine assistance while 6) still allowing students to learn
from their own failures and successes. Ultimately, much of what they do is develop a classroom
climate that is 7) conducive to flow.
Most importantly, teachers acknowledge the learner (i.e., the human). They nourish their
students with 1) respect and constructive feedback. Teachers provide 2) encouragement and
motivation. They recognize when students need 3) emotional support and/or 4) their need for
belongingness and affiliation. Bottom line, small wins are defined by moments of success that
occur because the necessary catalysts and nourishers were provided.
Small Wins Description
Small wins are described by classroom teachers as moments where their students have
done something independently or with little guidance. They describe how in these moments
students take ownership and thus build pride and/or confidence in themselves. Small wins are
important for a variety of reasons, including that they entice curiosity, passion, and give us cause
to celebrate. They develop motivation and build resiliency. Teachers know that the daily small
wins matter just as much, if not more, than the big final grade.
The rationales as to why these moments are small wins often includes developing
student’s ability to care and have pride, to be excited and feel empowered and in general their
will to learn. Understanding how to motivate and empower various individuals
(individualistically or as a whole) is not simple. Learning often entails the ability to continue
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showing up and trying even when we are not necessarily motivated or feel like it. There is
discomfort in learning and teachers help ease that discomfort.
As a learner, we may not always recognize the importance of a moment or a small win-especially as it is occurring-- but teachers enlighten us. For instance, one teacher said, “Rarely, if
ever, have I heard a student say, "Win! Eureka!" I have to take those winning moments in much
more subtle ways of communication.” Teachers help students recognize concrete moments of
success and thus help them become cognizant of positive accomplishments (and ensure that
students recognize a reward and/or give themselves a reward for these moments).
This is why teachers need to be able to react genuinely in-the-moment. Conditioning our
brains to learn and continue to learn after failure is tedious and emotional. It takes lots of practice
and the timing matters. In many instances, feedback and/ or corrections are ideal during the short
window of time after a mistake is made and teachers need the autonomy to manage these
moments; just as much as they need the space, time, and resources to celebrate after a win (e.g.,
pizza party when reaching class reading goals). Consider how within sports, coaches regularly
receive praise (and hefty pay) for their ability to motivate both the team and each individual to be
their best. Teachers do the same.
Whole Class and/or Individual. Throughout the discussion of small wins, teachers
repeatedly delineated the need to address both the collective class and individual students.
Specifically, when discussing who won, teachers often mentioned the class or an individual, but
they also mentioned a few times where an individual’s win became a class win. This again
exemplifies the momentum and power that small wins can provide. And interestingly, small
groups were discussed often in terms of classroom set-up and activities, but uniquely they were
never attributed the win. To reiterate, when asked to share a small win from their classroom,
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teachers unanimously avoided telling stories about a small group winning. Instead, small groups
were discussed in terms of their ability to provide flexibility to teachers (e.g., let them walk
around the room).
Given that teachers recognize small wins and their power, it is important to consider why
teachers may not have discussed small wins achieved by small groups. Notice, teachers did
discuss small groups during the small win descriptions, and several even mentioned their use and
benefit of providing teachers the flexibility to ‘roam around the room’. Despite regularly
discussing benefits to small groups, and small groups existing during small wins. Further, when
asked “who won?” no small wins were attributed to small groups. Although there are many
possibilities, the most apparent may be that small wins (or the lack thereof) also has the power to
divide (and possibly conquer). Such dynamics (i.e., small groups) may be important in learning
but the possible divisive ‘competition’ was not associated with small wins by current classroom
teachers.
Additionally, classroom teachers did not discuss moments in which the whole class
influenced an individual. Although there may be such occurrences, none of these were
voluntarily offered by teachers when asked to share a small win. This reinforces the notion that,
in our individualistic society, we do not label or interpret such types moments as small wins but
rather something else.
A Not-So-Small Comment. Teachers also felt it was relevant to discuss the terminology
‘small’ win. Despite responding to the prompt ‘describe a small win’… teachers repeatedly noted
that from one perspective these events were indeed ‘small’ wins, but from another perspective
these events were also ‘big’ wins. For example, teachers said, “small win but big experience”
and “on second look it may have been bigger than a small win.” From various perspectives
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progress may seem small but during these moments it “felt like a HUGE win.” Time was often
the major factor, acknowledging past struggles or future goals was common. For instance, one
teacher said, “Small because it was a sudden understanding of a small piece of a much larger
unit…. I suppose my win turned into a pretty large win encompassing several days.” Teachers
made it clear that ‘small’ should not signify the value of the achievement, but more the brevity
and/or size of the action that occurs in-the-moment.
Small Wins are Fleeting
Teachers know that the process of learning, and in general growing, is tough-- and not
uniform. Developing confidence and pride after mistakes and failures is not a standard process.
Being able to recognize moments where meaning or progress is made-- aha/lightbulb moments-is a skill, especially because these moments are fleeting (i.e., ephemeral) and often unpredictable.
Recall that as our brains accommodate and assimilate new learning experiences and information,
we often forget our previous states of unknowing (i.e., hindsight bias). Recognizing when and
how to appropriately celebrate the small wins reinforces the importance of good and meaningful
connections… and interestingly stimulates our brains to desire and look for more small wins.
What we do know is that teachers recognize and create important moments that often
encompass small wins. And, this may be part of why they teach or at least serves as some form
of motivation for teaching. One teacher exemplifies such a desire to teach by stating, “to me a
small win is what keeps me motivated to teach.” In order to slow-down the rapid teacher
turnover rate, policy, administration, and research need to more holistically recognize why
teachers teach—and especially why they continue to teach.
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In general, teachers are susceptible to burn-out because so often what they do requires
them to put others needs and perspectives before their own. And in some way, small wins may
mediate such erosion, as one teacher states, “I find small win’s everyday. Otherwise, I'd burn
out!” Staying attentive to each student’s past experiences and future potential is both emotionally
and cognitively demanding. Note, in the same instance teachers must also react to the present.
They observe, teach, and motivate, each individual and the collective class, often at overlapping
times. The stresses and tension that build up in classrooms are real hence it is truly important to
recognize the “moments where something goes right.”
Recognizing moments of concrete success is healthy for our brains. Learning when to
celebrate our wins is important. The assumption that learning occurs in a linear fashion has often
led to the conclusion that mistakes and misunderstandings are unnatural and unnecessary. Yet,
this is untrue. Sometimes assimilation of knowledge only goes so far. From an external view
these moments of ‘aha’ may not seem ‘important, but on the inside, there may be substantial
change(s). Novel pieces of information and/or new understandings have the potential to not only
be assimilated into already existing schema, but they are sometimes more substantial and require
accommodation--the restructuring of our schema.
Neurologically speaking, small wins are rewarding. The chemical burst that occurs when
a meaningful connection is made can be stimulating and/or enticing. As one teacher shared,
“Like the children's book, ‘If you give a moose a muffin,’ one thing I'm teaching or reading may
give me an idea for another.” Independently and collectively, small wins can gain momentum
and we can share that momentum. Teachers know this. “By sharing the first win with my other
classes it gave others courage to try.” Teachers see how a series of successive small wins can
accumulate and develop into mighty achievements.
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Small Wins: The Teachers Role
Despite often procuring the necessary environment for small wins, many teachers are
reluctant to take credit or even ‘share the spotlight.’ When discussing their role, it was common
for teachers to minimize their involvement. More readily, they focused on student’s ownership…
“Another thing that made this a win for my student is that he owned it…I do not want students to
get problems "right" for me or because of me. I want them to take pride in their own work and
express their own satisfaction in themselves and their effort and / or work.” Ultimately, during
small wins teachers describe themselves as facilitators and/ or role models who observe and
guide their students. In these moments, teachers are not worried about their own emotions and/or
egos but rather their students.
Sometimes small wins are hard to describe and even harder to define. Consider for a
moment that our brains are machines with the primary goal of protecting and keeping us alive. In
our brains, the ‘bad is stronger good’ phenomenon is real (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer,
& Vohs, 2001). Meaning that we metabolize good events faster than we do bad or dangerous
events (Glaser & Kiecolt-Glaser, 2014). Our brains dissect the negative more readily in order to
hopefully avoid future dangerous moments. Acknowledging small wins helps to combat this
phenomenon. Despite the real tendency of our brains to focus on the negative, teachers combat
this and make sure to regularly see the positive. They constantly adjust and calibrate their
expectations, lessons, language, emotions, and more in order to create environments that are
prime for small wins.
What teachers see and use as valuable in-the-moment feedback for calibrating is often a
silent exchange between teachers and themselves…. (possible somewhat between teachers and
students). Either way, teachers are not trained or taught how to put such observations into
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words, nor have they been given the space, time, or listening ear to share such thinking.
Researchers, policy makers, and society at large have often stereotypically stated that caregiving
is ‘natural’ for women, hence teaching is so often poised as a female profession. Yet, this is not
true on several levels. Teachers are not the same as caregivers, nor is caregiving natural. Yet
despite this, all teachers seemingly understood what a small win is. They described similar
events and gave similar rationales… even when defining such moments was verbally difficult.
Consider how one teacher states that a small win is “any time I feel teacher warm and fuzzies.”
In general, when a small win occurs, teachers often report that they “know it when they see it.”
Small Wins and Emotions
As humans we have limitations. Our bodies confine us to certain actions just like our
brains are bound by cognitive loads. We experience emotions, feelings, and moods that influence
our thinking and our actions. When asked to describe a small win, teachers often described
events with various emotions: confidence, anxiety, excitement, empowerment, pride and/ or
frustration. What these descriptions of small wins remind us of is that emotions are relevant, not
just for students but often teachers as well.
Teachers emotions can be linked to their student’s successes (and failures). In many
ways, their student’s success and/or failure is seen as an extension of their own success. When a
student or class win occurs, teachers also feel a part of the success, whether or not they show it!
For example, one teacher describes, “I didn't get too excited or express much in the way of
approval. I let this be his win. (even though I was thrilled that it finally sunk in).” Teachers
display their emotions in calculated ways, much like entertainers and clinicians, so as to best
support student growth, independence, and learning. Hence, simple observation is not enough to
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provide wholesome evaluation (and/or useful feedback) for administration, teachers, or parents.
Consider, sometimes teachers “are just plain silly” for serious reasons.
When given the autonomy, teachers calibrate the pace of their lessons to the pace of their
student’s learning. They give time and space for setbacks to transform into opportunities and
they inspire students to convert mistakes into understandings. Through these experiences they
develop authentic relationships that allow shared emotions. Teachers also feel successful when
their students are successful. In fact, one teacher used their own feelings of success as part of
their small win definition: “To me a small win is when I feel successful as a teacher or when I
see students feeling successful.”
Education is more than just academics. Learning is a social process and relationships
matter. By knowing and interacting with students on an authentic level, teachers can notice the
small physiological indicators and micro-expressions that signal meaning has been made, or vice
versa, when progress has been stalled. Teachers facilitate and guide experiences based on their
broad understanding of students’ past struggles, future possibilities, and current state of being.
They expend a lot of cognitive energy trying to avoid negativity and biases. Uniquely, they must
avoid hindsight bias and continuously see the differing perspectives of various stages of learning
(e.g., novice, intermediate, expert). They develop genuine relationships with their students so
they can learn to recognize what the smirk on a student’s face means or what the sparkle in their
eye is from. By bravely exemplifying how to love and take risks, teachers encourage students to
do the same (Amabile, 1997).
Thankfully A Note On Gratitude. When given space to freely discuss anything else
relevant to small wins, several teachers took the time to say thank you… “Thank you for asking,
I had a smile on my face (and a tear in my eye) remembering this and writing about it. Too often,
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I forget the small successes that happen day to day.” And, “thank you for letting me share/ vent.”
Unfortunately, one teacher noted how such gratitude is not reciprocated, “I wish we would have
been recognized for our efforts. I've been doing this for over 15 years and never was
recognized.” Despite so often teachers modeling how to be grateful, we- as a society- still have
not provided enough systematic recognition for what teachers do. Too often teachers, and what
they do, are taken for granted. “Being able to take a time out is something I feel like teachers are
scared to do and feel like time is too scarce to do so, but it really does make a difference.” Rigid
hierarchies that only allow for top-down decision making and evaluation systematically fail to
capitalize on much creative potential.
Teachers Beliefs About Creativity
Remarkably, every single teacher surveyed selected yes when asked if they are a creative
teacher. To reiterate, every single teacher voluntarily identified as a creative teacher. For the
most part they also agreed that they use their creativity to teach and that this is part of their desire
to teach. Interestingly, only 38% teachers surveyed believe that their colleagues are creative
teachers. This is alarming—100% of teachers surveyed identified as creative teachers, yet only
38% of these teachers recognize their colleagues as creative. This is a vast discrepancy that
deserves much further investigation.
Considering that many teachers just stood in solidarity protesting, next to each other (and
each other’s protest signs), it is surprising to that teachers do not consider their colleagues to be
creative. But maybe this is due to their working conditions (i.e., isolate classrooms, various
breaktimes, etc.). Or, it is possible that teachers do recognize each other’s creativity but do not
feel comfortable applying the label ‘creative’ to their colleagues given the past stereotypes.
(Meaning, it is possible that teachers do not identify other teachers as creative because they are
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not sure if the label ‘creative teacher’ is reciprocally interpreted in a positive manner). Either
way, understanding why and how teachers recognize their own creativity in comparison to other
teachers’ creativity could provide valuable insights into furthering areas of teacher collaboration,
productivity, job satisfaction, self-care, education/training/ professional development, school
and/or classroom climate, and so forth. Such knowledge could also better inform policies,
research, evaluation, and more (more on this later).
In general, when discussing why teachers consider themselves to be creative… the act of
‘trying’ was often just as important, if not more important, than the completion of a task.
Throughout the discussion of small wins, both districts repeatedly used the word try- for students
and teachers, but it was most prominent during teachers’ comments on their own creativity. For
instance, teachers repeatedly noted their wiliness to try to think outside the box and to try to
integrate new ideas. One teacher stressed they “try everything possible to get students to learn.”
Many teachers commented that entertaining and exciting students takes creativity,
especially in today’s fast-paced digital era. According to current classroom teachers, they are
creative because they genuinely engage their students by individualizing and incorporating their
students’ interests (as well as sharing their own). Creative teachers make things memorable.
They challenge their students just enough while making space for failure and autonomy. They
encourage a growth mindset both for themselves and their students. Today’s creative teachers
have the ability to improvise and present real-world applications, which often include navigating
new technologies and digital trends.
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In today’s highly digital world, students have a regular alternative supply of unlimited
entertainment (i.e., the internet) … and thus dopamine44. The type of information and skills that
students need to be relevant workers in tomorrow’s economy is no longer simple obedience for
an industrialized economy, thus creativity is highly in demand. Overall, teachers work hard to
create safe and entertaining classrooms, but this challenge is intensified when policies,
administration, and evaluation procedures fail to recognize what daily successes (and failures)
really look like and why they occur. Amongst all the chaos, it is imperative to remember that
teachers want to help their students. They want to make a positive difference in their students’
lives and they know that to do this they must be able to engage students authentically and pique
their interests.
The process of learning is complex and unfortunately the current definition of student
achievement set forth by educational policies is too simple. On a systemic level, there is great
potential to better support teachers, students, and in general American schools. By respecting
teachers’ valuable insight and truly understanding what teachers do, we can turn down the highstakes pressure and acknowledge what is working. Accommodating a small wins perspective
within the education system allows teachers (and ideally all education personnel) to focus on not
just on the academics, but also the physical, social, emotional and such needs of their students.
Every day teachers set the stage in hopes to encourage a host of small wins in their classroom. In
fact, the job of teaching, or perhaps doing it well, ultimately entails the ability to recognize and
facilitate small wins.

44

For example, The Chive, a popular website, philanthropic community, and merchandise business that offers a
‘Daily Dopamine Dump’ of funny online photos at https://thechive.com/category/humor/dopamine-dump-funny/.
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Conclusion
While discussing the seven catalysts for creating progress and becoming a more effective
leader, the once chemistry major drop-out but current Professor and Director of Research at
Harvard Business School, Dr. Teresea Amabile bluntly stated, “that the micro level is where all
creativity starts (Bodnar, 2016).” Moments of creative insight are indeed small wins and we
know that small wins are mighty powerful. Whether it be business, sports, education, or so forth,
we already know that depending on the perspective (i.e., the individual versus the collective) that
one small step can also be interpreted as one large leap… (i.e., man versus mankind).
Since at least 1995 (recall Csikszentmihalyi & Sawyer’s1995 timescales interpretation of
the Four C’s Model of creativity) the creativity literature base has clearly theorized that little/
small/ everyday creativity is indeed a start to bigger/larger/ eminent creativity. That over time
(incubation) the skills and experiences gained throughout various small wins is what allows for
larger triumphs and more eminent products. Small wins ripple. Nurturing the small wins is
indeed setting the stage for bigger creative achievements. Sawyer (2018), while discussing
‘creativity as a process’ shows how the literature agrees “that creativity resides in the small ideas
that occur frequently through this process (e.g., Finke, Ward, & Smith, 1992; Gruber, 1988;
Mace & Ward, 2002; Mumford, Mobley, Uhlman, Rieter-Palmon, & Doares, 1991; see
additional citations in Lubart, 2001, p. 304; Sawyer, 2003, pp. 28–29)(Sawyer, 2018, 139).”
In regard to the 4 C Model, Sawyer et al., (2003) eloquently discusses the relationship as
such,
Csikzentmihalyi and Sawyer (1995) proposed that big C Creativity required a long time
span, and little c creativity could occur within a shorter time span. In their account, a
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more revolutionary insight required a longer period of preparation and incubation, both
because more elements of information had to be gathered during preparation, and because
more combinations would have to be attempted by the preconscious before the insight
would emerge. In contrast, the small insights of everyday creativity require fewer
internalized elements and a shorter period of trial and error before an appropriate
combination emerges. (Sawyer, 2003, pg 38-39.)”
Ultimately, creativity lives in these small wins and teachers already know this. They are
already motivated by and use small wins regularly in their classrooms (and beyond). Their
unique knowledge and understanding of their students—both individually and collectively, the
curriculum, state and federal mandates, and so forth (i.e., their intercultural proficiency) —is too
often undervalued. Teachers, despite all the odds, continually try to provide a regular dose of
success (i.e., small wins) for their students. They present problems specifically at the edge of
student’s understanding (i.e., their Zone of Proximal Development45) so that students can
experience the win on their own (or as much on their own as possible).
Small wins are powerful moments of concrete success. Teachers know that small wins
can encourage more small wins- in both ourselves and others. The momentum and accumulation
of small wins creates big wins. When mistakes and setbacks inevitably occur-- we know where
and how to restart because small wins have preserved our gains. Despite being seemingly
ephemeral, small wins can and do have lifelong effects on students, teachers, and in general,

45

For more on Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) see Vygotsky (1962/1978). Rohrkemper and Corno (1988)
state, “Thus the power of “Zone of Proximal Development,” that instruction zone defined as the difference
between student performance when alone and when assisted, is not merely the acquisition of increased skill, but
developmental progression (301).”
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society. Importantly, we need to once again trust and learn from our teachers… we need to
recognize what they already know… that small wins are mighty.
Limitations and Future Research
This study has many limitations. First, and foremost all participants were voluntary, and
it is thus difficult to determine if any specific ‘type’ of teacher would be more (or less) likely to
take the survey, and/or have the resources (e.g, time) to complete the survey. Additionally, the
overall sample size does not lend itself for greater generalizability. Caution must be heeded when
analyzing such data, hence little weight was given to comparisons made between districts. Future
research should aim to broaden sampling and to increase response rates, as well as offer neutral
response options for demographic questions.
Additionally, it was made apparent by classroom teachers that the terminology ‘small
wins’ was indeed understandable and effectively used, but overall many disclaimers were given.
Teachers made it clear that ‘small’ was not necessarily representative of the ripple effects that
may potentially occur and that ‘small’ was only in regard to fleeting nature of the moment. For
example, future studies could consider language discussing ‘daily victory’ or so forth.
Again, this study is the first of its nature thus the exploratory character of this research
could benefit from further validation (e.g., larger scale studies) that specifically investigate small
wins and the process of creativity over longer periods of time and from various points of views.
A grounded literature base of empirical research focusing on small wins, as perceived by both
the teacher and/or the student, could have major potential for the future of education. Different
research designs and methods could inquiry about small wins in much more detailed fashion.
Note, future research should aim to better measure emotions and actions that are discussed/
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described but not directly labeled. Teachers have not traditionally been given the language, time,
and/or space to discuss these nuances and thus putting these thoughts and emotions into words is
new46. For example, could ‘tolerance47’ prove to be a worthwhile factor despite teachers not
calling it such?
Designs and methods that more readily incorporate teachers’ voices, especially in terms
of understanding the daily ups and downs that occur in the classroom are important and are
becoming more popular. Take for instance how the research by Schmidt, Klusmann, Lüdtke,
Möller, and Kunter, 2017) has begun using daily diaries to collect data from teachers daily lives
–although this study does not specifically use the Progress Principle (and therefore Amabile &
Kramer’s language)-- but indeed it does look at the daily uplifts and hassles involved in the
working conditions of teachers and importantly looks to see how emotional exhaustion
predicted/avoided. As Brophy suggested in 1979, the results support the notion that a much
more detailed account of normative data can be collected from classrooms and that a better
understanding of short-term processes and outcomes could be extremely informative for the
field.
In fact, small wins research could even take one-step back and begin by examining if
professionals versus non-professionals differ in skill (e.g., in what they recognize as small
wins…Are some small wins more powerful than others?), For instance, consider how a teacher
and a non-teacher (a.k.a. professions other than teacher) would compare when asked they are
asked to tally and describe what small wins they observe (per se while watching a pre-recorded

46

For instance, consider the life work of Noam Chomsky. Specifically, for more discussion see, Chomsky, N. (2005).
Three factors in language design. Linguistic inquiry, 36(1), 1-22.
47
Given the policies and political events that have essentially rippled from the zero tolerance policies, I would be
specifically curious to see if tolerance is a worthwhile factor, and that tolerance if tolerance is relevant to small
wins.
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or streaming video of an ‘average’ classroom). Would teachers and non-teachers see small wins
occurring at similar or different rates?) How would their descriptions of a small win, and their
rationales, differ? As career choice research- especially pertaining to teachers and women- is
becoming more popular (Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 1994; Rosenbloom, Ash, Dupont, & Coder,
2008; Watt & Richardson, 2007), future small wins research should examine what experienced
versus non-experienced, award-winning versus non-awarding winning, classically trained versus
alternatively trained, those with high test versus those with low test scores, and so forth.
As future reform efforts attempt to develop effective coaching and professional
development program (Woulfin, 2018; Kraft & Blazar, 2018), it will be important for
administration (and policy makers, parents, and so forth) to be able to distinguish individual
teacher’s strengths and weaknesses (Papay, Taylor, Tyler, & Laski, 2016). And, to develop a
system that fairly determines the allocation of funds (Kraft, Blazar, & Hogan, 2018)-- for
instance, who receives immediate support? Small wins research could provide more authentic
data for making these decisions.
Future studies should consider that people often fail to reconstruct their own experiences
when asked after-the-fact (see Yarmey, 1979; recall discussion on hindsight bias), meaning
collecting data as soon as a small wins occurs or being able to document and possibly even
review (e.g., record) a small win could provide more accurate data. Considerations for
participants actual lived experiences are important (recall Csiksentmihaliy & Larson’s 2014)
Experience Sampling Method) thus attempts to combine the rigorous techniques of psychometric
measurement and the ecological validity of diary/ narrative research should be examined.
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The knowledge that can be obtained from 1) understanding what small wins contribute to
a satisfactory day for teachers and 2) a better understanding the regular progress that students
make in classrooms could help answer and systematically organize the future direction of reform
education. Good teaching could be measured by a system that includes both what students and
teachers see as important daily small wins. And maybe, when good student-teacher relationships
are developed, these perspectives are closely similar and this, in-and-of-itself, could possibly be
a measure of good teaching. Meaning small wins may even provide some measure of studentteacher relationships.
Future educational reforms do not necessarily need to abandon current or past measures
of student success (e.g. standardized tests) but indeed society needs to accept the limited scope of
what they measure and remember that teachers have been/are capable of recognizing uniquely
important moments of success in their classrooms during the day-to-day action. By adding a
measure of small wins, future education reform could move in a positive manner that balances
the information provided by the long-term big wins, as well as, the short-term small wins.
As society demands more creativity from students and teachers, it is increasing apparent
that research needs to more directly consider how to recognize and support creative teachers. A
deeper and more authentic research based is needed if we truly want to move our education
system from developing ‘compliant cognition’ to ‘creative cognition.’ For instance, one area of
future investigation needs to ask if it is common for teachers to personally identify as a creative
teacher yet fail to recognize other teachers who identify as such. Or do they simply avoid
labeling other teachers as creative because of past stereotypes?
Further, speaking technologically, small wins research could support the development of
software and/ or programs that could capture and provide more effective and immediate
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feedback this is useful for teachers in real time. Could we provide teachers with the relevant
‘stats’ they need on students to help ease the complexity of their classrooms… or simply reduce
the amount of decisions that they need to make... or maybe just give them more complete
information so they can make better decisions?
In sum, small wins data could be used to better understand and enhance the inner work
life of classroom teachers. Instead of solely focusing on annual progress, education, both as a
whole system and as it is lived daily in the classroom, can begin to look at progress in ways that
are congruent with how students actually learn-- and how teachers actually teach. Small wins are
important, especially in classrooms. Teacher and students are motivated by small wins and
through these moments they develop important relationships. Small wins represent concrete
moments of success and as teachers have taught us, these moments are worth celebrating.
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APPENDIX A: SMALL WINS STUDY MATERIAL
A. Small Wins Survey48
Directions: For the following survey you are asked to respond openly and honestly as all
responses are anonymous and confidential. This survey is estimated to take about 20-30 minutes
to complete, but there is no time limit.
I. Consent:
As a currently employed TUSD classroom teacher, I volunteer to take this one-time, anonymous,
online survey. [yes/no]
II. General Demographics:
1. What is your age (in years)?
2. Please specific your race/ethnicity:
[American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or
Other Pacific Islander, White or Caucasian, Hispanic/Latino]
3. Which gender do you most identify as:
[male, female, neither]
III. Teaching Experience:
4. What grade(s) do you currently teach?
5. How many years have you taught this grade/ these grades?
6. What is the average size of your class(es): [# of students]
7. On average, how many hours a week do you teach a given class?
8. In total (throughout your entire teaching career), how many years have you taught?
9. What degree(s) and/or certification(s) have you obtained?
B. Small Wins Description
WHAT SMALL WINS ARE HAPPENING IN YOUR CLASSROOM?
This section of the survey asks you to recall a recent ‘small win’ in your classroom. Overall,
there is no right or wrong answer because it is based on your knowledge of what progress looks
like in your classroom for your students.
Directions: Think about a small win (i.e. a moment of progress) that has recently occurred in
your classroom. For the following questions, please describe this small win using as much detail
as possible. Note, for added anonymity, please you use a pseudonym (i.e. nickname) for any
person(s) being described (e.g., student names). Other than personal names, it is assumed that
all other details are true and accurate representations of a real small win that has recently
occurred in your classroom.
10. Describe the classroom environment before the small win (e.g., “Was it loud or quiet?”
What period/ scheduled time was it?”).
48

Closed-response options are denoted in [brackets], all others were open-response.
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11. Did the small win occur during structured or unstructured time?
[structured/ semi-structured/ unstructured]
12. Was the whole class in the room? [yes/ no]
13. Describe the small win. Take your time to thoroughly elaborate what happened.
14. In your opinion, why was this a small win? Please thoroughly describe what made this event
a small win.
15. What role did you play in this small win?
16. Is there anything else relevant to this small win that you would like to share? If not, type no.
17. In general, how you would define a ‘small win’ in your classroom?
C. Teaching Beliefs
Directions: For the following questions, select yes or no to each statement and then fill in a
short-response as to why/ why not? Again, there are no right or wrong answers as these
questions simply ask about your teaching beliefs.
18. Do you believe you use creativity when you are teaching? [yes/no]
19. Do you believe all teachers are creative? [yes/ no]
20. Do you believe that part of your desire to teach is to use your creativity? [yes/no]
21. Do you believe you are a creative teacher? [yes/no]
a. In a few sentences, why do you believe that you are a creative teacher?
b. In a few sentences, why do you believe that you are not a creative teacher?
Thank you for your participation!
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APPENDIX B: RECRUITMENT EMAIL TO TEACHERS
Dear Teacher,
You are being asked to participate in a research study. Your participation in this research
study is voluntary and you do not have to participate. This email contains important information
about this study and what to do if you decide to participate.
I am interested in better understanding what small wins take place in your classroom!
As a teacher, you recognize important breakthroughs and moments of success that are regularly
occurring in your classroom. Unfortunately, for various reasons, many of these small wins fail to
get the recognition they deserve-- even though real progress is being made. My name is Natasha
Sterzinger and I am a PhD student at The University of Arizona in the College of Education. As
a researcher, I would like to document and learn from the small wins that you see occurring in
your classroom.
To do this, I am surveying currently certified teachers through an online survey. The information
that you give in the survey will be anonymous. Your name will not be collected or linked to your
answers. This one-time survey will take approximately 20 minutes to complete, is not timed, and
can be completed anytime throughout this week.
Overall this survey has been approved by the district, as well as, The University of ArizonaHuman Subjects Board of Approval. There are no expected risks or direct benefits to you as a
result of participating in this study. In addition, the information that you provide in the survey
will be handled confidentially and will only be used for educational research purposes.
However, there may be circumstances where this information must be released or shared
as required by law. The University of Arizona Institutional Review Board may review the
research records for monitoring purposes.
Overall, I believe it is important for research and policy to better incorporate the voice of
teachers who are currently working every day in the classroom, thus I hope you are willing to
complete my quick online survey. If you have any further questions, comments, or concerns my
email address is tashazinger@email.arizona.edu.
For questions about your rights as a participant in this study or to discuss other studyrelated concerns or complaints with someone (who is not part of the research team), you may
contact the Human Subjects Protection Program at 520-626-6721 or online at
http://rgw.arizona.edu/compliance/human-subjects-protection-program.
If you volunteer to take this survey, click here:* [insert school survey hyperlink]
(*If this link does not work, copy and paste it into your internet search bar.)

Thanks for your time and consideration,
Natasha Sterzinger, PhD Candidate at the University of Arizona
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APPENDIX C: SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

Grades teaching/ taught *(disclaimer about questions) :
District 1 Grades currently taught
Self-Designated Label
# of
Teachers:
K-3 (special education)
1
K-6 grades
2
rd
3 grade
1
4th grade
1
th
5 grade
3
5/6th grade (gifted)
2
th th th
6 /7 /8 grades
2
th
6 grade
1
7th
2
th th
7 /8 grades
3
8th grade
1
th
9 grade
1
th
th
th
th
9 /10 /11 /12 grades
6
7th-12th grades
1
n=27

District 2 Grades currently teaching:
Self-Designated Label
Number of Teachers
Elementary (multi-grades)
1
st
K/1 grades
1
1st grade
1
st nd
K/ 1 /2 grades
1
2nd grade
1
rd
3 grade
1
th
4 grade
3
5th grade
1
th
6 grade
1
6th/7th grades
1
th th
7 /8 grades
3
6th/ 7th/ 8th
1
th
8 grade
2
n=18
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APPENDIX D: DESCRIPTION OF SMALL WINS AND WHO WON
District 1 Participant responses to “Describe the small win.”

Description of
Who won?

1) The classroom was actually somewhat loud as students discussed
the project and the ideas they were having. They brainstormed for
at least one class period and have been moving quickly and
correctly through it ever since. I walk around the room every day
and have been hearing students talking but it has been about how
to solve an equation or if they are setting up their chart correctly
or if the budget they have been given is right.

Whole class

2) I felt a small win when I was able to work one to one with
students to answer math questions. After teaching a lesson for the
day about 15 minutes to my class of 38. I was able to move from
table to table to work with students one to one or small group.
The other students were engaged in the math working together.
Those who had finished early and had a solid knowledge on the
concept were also moving throughout the room volunteering to
help those who needed more help. I focused my attention on
those who tend to avoid or talk instead of work. I was able to do
the moving from table to table because of the new assistant I have
received who was able to monitor behaviors while I worked with
students.

One student

3) when students were working on given time and given task

Whole class

4) Sal was using math manipulatives and he was arranging and
rearranging the cubes. He kept looking at the written problem on
the white board "(7 X 8 = box)" and then he handled some
blocks. He would ask me to repeat the equation. I would speak
the equation to him, pointing at the numbers. I used multiple
expressions to convey the operation. Example: 7 times 8 equals.
7 rows of 8. seven eights. The value of eight sevens. These were
all expressions we had used for many weeks to talk about
multiplication. He sat for several minutes, figuring the blocks.
Finally he put them all away and just sat there. I thought he was
going to give up. I waited. He reached into the box, pulled out
about twice as many blocks as he needed. He then placed 7 rows
of eight in a sloppy array. He counted them, wrote his number on
the white board and counted them again. Yes!! He got 56 BOTH
TIMES!!!

One student

(small group)
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5) Subordinate clauses are difficult for middle school students, when Whole class
they finally understand them, they feel empowered in their
writing. Some years ago, a class of mine struggled with the
concept that subordinate conjunctions can be placed in three
different areas of a sentence. Once they finally understood how
identify and use them, they began using them freely in other class
subjects. Their core teachers complimented them in their writing
and the skillful way they used complex sentence is their class
assignments.
6) Students were working on classroom assignment that required
thinking and concentration

Whole class

7) Our class was working on a language goal with a lesson, practice
and online assessment and we celebrated with a high five and
cheer whenever someone passed the test. If they didn’t pass the
first time, they went back to the practice, I retaught individuals,
and then took the assessment again. All in all, we celebrated 25
out of 28 who took the test that day. Those who didn’t pass that
day went back later and we celebrated the next day.

Whole class

8) During the dissection of owl pellets the students took their time,
worked hard, communicated, were excited, drew the bones, glued
the bones down on paper, and were proud.

Whole class

9) We have wins often! Usually during various topic discussions in
science, social studies or reading, so the voice level is
conversation. They get excited about the topic, continue talking
about it, tell their parents and can answer questions when asked!
My favorite win was when we built solar ovens and the ovens
worked better than those of the U of A engineering students!

Whole class

10) The students were distracted by a student who had a "baby" from Whole class
the early childhood intervention. They realized that paying
attention to her was not helping them - and they asked her to take
the baby outside, they would take notes for her, and to not distract
them while learning.
11) Every student in the room was actively engaged in completing
their final review packet.

Whole class

12) I have a 5th grade girl that has a very unique personality. In the
past she has had very loud hysterical melt downs. This year she is
in a class with other students identified as gifted so we work on
managing anxiety and our responses when frustrated. Yesterday,
this girl was working with her partner and her partner was telling

One student
(small group)
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her too much information and not listening to her. She began to
melt down. It started with a loud whine and was beginning to
escalate to a body shake and yell. I was able to make eye contact
with her and use hand singnals telling her to breathe. She was
able to gain control of herself, and continue working. Her partner
listened to her view and they were able to complete the project.
13) A student had no money for a yearbook. I provided a yearbook.
They never forgot that act of kindness.

One student

14) The student has been on the same spelling list for 4 weeks. He
needs a 7/10 in order to pass to the next skill. Today he was
confident in taking the test and scored 10/10!

One student

15) It was a small light bulb going on in the head of a girl who had
been struggling with scientific notation. We were working on
examples and all of a sudden it clicked...

One Student

16) The student is non-verbal and has Autism. When she was put on
my caseload in October, she wouldn't talk, and didn't have the
vocabulary to explain what she wanted. She would only repeat
the last word of the sentence you were trying to tell her.
Throughout the weeks, her aide has been working with her on
repeating words back to her. She is learning to say hi, bye, and
learning the teacher's names. She requires approximately 20
seconds of staring at her and holding her hands for her to say, "Hi
R" (The students call me Ms. R). At the end of the day, she
walked into the classroom to get her backpack. I was getting
ready to walk over to her for her to say hi. She saw me, smiled,
and ran to hug me. She looked at me and said, "I love you R!"

One student

17) 80% of students appropriately participated in the lab experiment
without much direction, and with little redirection for behavior.

Whole class

18) This class has struggled to work during independent work time
and often needs many reminders to get back on task. The small
win is that a new project was met with excitement and all
students were quiet, productive, and on task.

Whole class

19) Students were on a unit of egg cookery. The students had been
learning about the various styles of eggs, and how they are made
in a commercial setting. I demonstrated that in a commercial a
setting eggs are not flipped with a spatula but instead with a
flipping motion with the pan. When students were given their
eggs to try cooking them, many did not have the courage to try
pan flipping but instead opted to use a spatula. Then I heard an

One student to
whole class
(small group)
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eruption of yells and applause coming from one of the groups, the
students in that group had challenged each other to try pan
flipping and the first one was successful. one by one they stepped
up to the stove and tried the skill, and each time they celebrated
and congratulated each other.
20) There is a student that does not typically participate with her
One student
peers. She is often in her own world and due to her disability does
(small group)
not have strong social skills. There were students in my class that
we partnered up with her and she was thrilled and participated in
the activity.
21) A student finally asked for help with his Math. For years he had
successfully hidden the fact that he could not do long division.
He was a Learning Disabled student.I worked with him for two
days and he eventually learned the strategies necessary to divide
and account for a remainder by creating a fraction.

One student

22) During the discussion of an interpretive question, I asked a
One student to
student who had not shared his thoughts, to do so. His response
whole class
was incredibly insightful, bringing a whole new perspective to the
story. Students were in awe of his response, eyes wide, and I
could see the light bulbs going off over their heads. As we
further discussed the story, students continued to build upon the
student's idea.
23) I have a student that I have struggled to motivate throughout the
semester. The other day we were working on a jigsaw activity
which previously this student did not participate in. A class aide
and I were able to convince him to participate and complete his
portion of the work to share with his group. Though the student
himself is not a Special Education student, my SpEd aide works
with him often

One student

24) We had been estimating square roots of non perfect squares and a
student was struggling to understand where other students were
getting the answers. I prompted him to use a foldable we had on
the table as a resource. He did and was able to do what the other
students were doing. He really understood using the tool.

One student

25) It was a fourth grade class and we had a lesson on how to use
google drawing to describe their favorite animals. They loved
doing it and adding images and text. I was so happy to see their
excitement in completing the lesson. They were absolutely
engaged

Whole class

(small group)
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26) Look at above number 10

One student

“Math- Students have been struggling with adding and subtracting
fractions with different denominators. I taught them a new strategy out of
frustration, the smiley method. The students loved and aha'd! One
student shouted out "now I get it, this is easy"!! On my end of week quiz
I always ask them to write about how the week went, what was difficult
and what was easy. 90 percent of my class wrote about how the smiley
method made adding and subtracting fractions much easier.”
27) A 9th grade student said that they realized they could pass their
classes and said it was actually pretty easy for them to complete
their assignments.
Whole Class: 14
One student: 14
One-to-whole: 2
Small group: 5

District 2 Participant responses to “Describe the small win.”
1) The students wrote very personal and touching journals entries
that were very deep and genuine and this opened us up as a class
where a few shared their "plane crashes" and that helped build a
trust within the class that transformed the classroom dynamic
incredibly.
2) My small win was looking up at my class as every single student
had their undivided attention on the book in front of them.
Everyone was engaged and loving the story.
3) The majority of students were not coordinated to jump with
rhythm or jump more than once. Many of the students despised
jumping because they couldn't do it. Little by little, the positive
feedback continued to bring a few students to take a chance.
Next, word spread that jumping was fun. More students began
to join in. And then, boys joined in. Now, we have most of the
students (18 out of 24) jumping every chance they can. Some of
the students are now learning to jump rope using individual
jump ropes.
4) I teach kindergarten and my class was doing science kits, and I
felt like the students did want to learn what a scientist does and
how they can be a scientist. I did have to keep students under
control to have them learn something and let me teach, but their

Who won?
Whole class

Whole class

One student to
whole of class

Whole class
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5)

6)

7)

8)

interest was there when I put on the scientist lab coat and
glasses. As I taught liquids, such as sort and describe liquids,
discuss oil and water, plant seeds, and do labeling and predicting
for colors in different types of liquids. I love this unit and my
kids were also loving it!
Students were given the needed equations and were still
struggling with which equation was needed to solve which word
problem. When explaining the difference between Volume and
Surface Area. I was explaining it to a small group with a visual
aide (rectangular prism). Then I drew a picture of what the word
problem looked like and they were able to solve mathematically.
However, the fact that the multiple choice answers were cm.
squared for Surface Area and in. cubed for Volume was sill
confused Sara. Katie pointed out the reasoning to her and the
first win was made but a minute later when the next table had the
same confusion I took the box over to them to explain it to them
and Sara and Katie asked if they could teach them. The second
win was that they understood it well enough to pass on the
recently acquired knowledge solidifying their understanding.
We were introducing a new topic and the class pretty much split
into two about the best way to solve an open-ended project.
They were debating and explaining their reasoning and really
getting into the process of thinking through a hard problem.
Group of 4 students are working in a reading group with the
teacher. Student A is reading aloud. She comes to the word
"found" and stop dead. She responds with, " I don't know this
word." Teacher: "I bet you do." " Is there anything in that word
that you know or recognize?" Student A responded rather
excitedly, "0U like Shout it Out!" She is making reference to a
sound card. Teacher: Can you try to put that word together
using that sound? Student A responds with, f-ou-n-d- FOUND!!
I got that big word! Teacher: Yes, you did. Can you go back to
the beginning of the sentence and read it through to the end.
Student A goes back to read the sentence in its entirety.
Teacher: Does it make sense? Student A: Yes! Teacher: High
5, Chick!
We have been practicing subtracting with and without
regrouping for the past two weeks. When we reviewed the
anchor chart and collectively completed a practice problem on
the Promethean board students it was evident that they were able
to complete the steps with much more ease. The students were
engaged, checking each other's work, helping one another, and
finally having some 'aha' moments while watching their

One student to
whole class

Whole class
(small groups)
One student
(small group)

One student to
whole class
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classmates come up to the board. When it was time for
independent practice I was able to pull two students to work with
me. The rest of the students were moving so quickly and
accurately through the Problem Set that they were wanting to
solve additional problems. The excitement started to build as
each student began to realize they were finally understanding
each step in the vertical and chip model process.
9) Deaf student correctly spelled from memory vocabulary words
we have been working on. For Deaf students who cannot access
phonics as well as hearing students, learning to read is far more
challenging. We had been working on a visual approach using
words with similar patters (-all words like fall, call, tall, etc.) for
two weeks. We use a combination of speech reading,
fingerspelling and writing to practice the words and help them
remember them.
10) After their initial design, we got to building... and as they began
to understand that they were trusted to use tools they dove right
in & I hear this kid practically yell "oooooo, I get to use a
hammer... I've never done that before."
11) Working hard to create a safe space for students to share their
thinking and HEAR other students thinking. Students are
working together on a task or independently but asking
questions, sharing strategies written or verbal. Finding patterns
and making predictions using that pattern even if they have to do
ALL 100 examples to make, when they discovered they were off
they immediately went back in to find the mistake.
12) My class usually struggles with walking quietly in the hallways.
During this small win, students were able to walk appropriately
in the line by being quiet, hands behind their backs and in a
straight line. When we walk to the lunchroom, students are
excited to get to lunch and usually talk to their neighbors in line
or peek into other classrooms which causes distractions to other
students in the classrooms.
13) Middle school students put up a wall and it is hard to break it
down in order to "get in" to really connect and get to know them
on a personal level. Although they push and push to see how far
they can get you, I believe it is just a test to see how much they
can trust you. On this day, my 5th period class was having a
tough week as far as disrespect, stress, and work load so I knew I
needed to give them a little breather. Instead of just giving them
a work day, I talked with them awhile first about everyday
things and then asked if they wanted music on. We struggled to
find a compromise, but were joking with each other while doing

One student

One student

Whole class

Whole class

Whole class
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so. They laughed at my "old school music" and at how I had no
idea who half of the artists were. I laughed at some of their
"music" choices. Overall, we got to connect, relax, and enjoy
each other's company while also getting our work done.
14) It was When I was taking the test and everyone was so
concentrated as if they are doing their bench mark test.
15) During my 5th period class (12:34- 1:26) students were working
on scale models of the solar system. We started by scaling a
class model where students stood in for planets. We scaled the
model to 1 astronomical unit (AU) = 1 foot. An astronomical
unit can be rounded to equal 93,000,000 miles. This group of
students are natural mathematicians and caught on quickly to the
scaling process. After completing the whole group model, they
wanted to build their own out of construction paper using a scale
of 1 AU = 10 cm. They paired up and began to work. They
talked, measured, discussed, drew, asked questions of
confirmation and drew some more. At times they were
completely silent. During others the volume of chatter in the
room rose to levels beyond optimal work level. When that
happened, someone would say, "Be quiet, I can't think." and they
would focus on their work. As they measured out their
distances, they realized they were going to need several pieces of
construction paper to complete their models. Once complete, we
hung them up on the walls of the room. Looking at them, they
wondered how big the model would be if they made the scale 1
meter. So they built one. On my classroom walls. It took them
two days, but they made a beautiful model that accurately
represents the scale they chose.
16) I work with a student whom I will call Hope. Hope is a 5th grade
Who until a couple of weeks ago had an IEP. More on that later.
Hope is a shy, but pleasant and generally happy little girl. In a
recent literary poetry unit, hope discovered the joy of writing
and a talent for writing poetry. This is significant because
although hope Recently entered a school talent show In stood on
stage seeing her heart out boldly in front of a very large
audience, she lacks confidence in academic matters. Hope is
quite good at math and things about numbers in a way very
unlike that of her peers. The way that she reasons through
mathematical computations, performing Mental math For large
numbers is Unusual and often beyond what many of her peers
can do. And if she isn't sure about how the teacher arrived at an
answer, she asks questions in wants to be sure she understands
before allowing herself to transition to the next subject. Yet, She

Whole class
Whole class
(small groups)

One student
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constantly seeks validation.Hope struggles with reading and
writing.Though she has strategies and knows how to use them,
her problem solving strategy is to default to an appeal for
help.She does not have confidence in her ability to problem
Solve and must always be prompted to use her strategies. In
short, It appears as though hope has performance anxiety,
especially in unfamiliar situations. Her teacher and I have been
working specifically with her to increase her independent
problem solving and self confidence. And therein lies the small
when I would like to discuss. This year hopes IEP was up for re
evaluation. She was reassessed by the school Psychologist, after
which we met with parents to discuss those results and the plans
going forward. Based on the results of the evaluation, the school
psychologist determined that hope has a low IQ and is therefore
functioning To the best of her Ability. In this case, it was
determined that hope Is no longer an eligible for special
education Services. The psychologist explained in that meeting,
in which Both parents and hope were in attendance, That she
Would likely always " Be about 2-3 grade levels below" in her
academic achievements. Hope was instantly crushed And began
to cry. Despite my suggestion that she may not have performed
as well as she could on those evaluations given her propensity to
anxiety and having an unfamiliar evaluator, the psychologist
believed the results of The evaluation were An accurate
reflection of her ability. Last week the results of a teacher
created progress monitoring Formative math assessment Given
to students At the beginning of the year and the end of each
quarter.The assessment, due to length is divided into 2
sections.Hopes scores revealed the greatest growth. On one
assessment she grew nearly 40% from her previous score (low
20s to low 60s). On the other she made appx. 30% gain (low 20s
to mid 50s). Her teacher suggested then I asked her how she did
on that test. The smile on her face when She told me about her
scores Remains in my mind today. She was positively beaming
and so proud Of Herself, even as she explained that "Dr.
[Psychologist] was wrong!! For me, shifting a student's self
defeating internal dialogue into one of pride, self-confidence,
and empowerment, helping them learn to believe in themselves
and their abilities, helping them discover the talents that lie
within, those "small wins" are the big! Those are the wins that
will carry a child forward to a successful educational experience,
open doors of opportunity, and lead to a fulfilling life.
Remember Hope's challenges in writing? And the fact that the
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psychologist said she would always be 2 to 3 grade levels
below? She has discovered within herself a talent for writing
poetry, so much so that it has her writing poetry during recess,
and pages and pages at home for fun. I'd say that's a win! In
regards to question 11, there isn't a good Choice. I would have to
say that this small when occurred over time. It was not one
event, but rather a combination of the efforts by the student and
multiple teachers drove the beginning of the school year that
culminated in the shift from deficit thinking to a growth mindset.
From defeatist beliefs to a resilient outlook.”
17) I was teaching and asking the class a comprehension question.
One student
Only a handful of students were engaged and listening. One
student, who tends to be disengaged, had made the choice to
participate. He was fully engaged with body language, eye
contact, and participation. He raised his hand and engaged in the
discussion with a correct response to the question.
Whole class
18) During my Reading class I have given my students to read
individually for 20 minutes and edit a research report. They were
(small group)
divided into a small group and they made a chart in a group of 4.
Whole Class: 13
One student: 8
One-to-whole: 3
Small group: 4
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APPENDIX E: “WHY WAS THIS A SMALL WIN?”

District 1 “In your opinion, why was this a small win?”

Catalysts and
Nourishers:

1) it was a small win because the students had not liked
working with that particular program for the last few weeks.
They believed it to be tedious, but when they got to this
project they were excited!

Setting clear goals, access
to resources, time,
encouragement

2) A few things made this a small win. One was that the
behavior problems decreased because those who would
normally struggle and give up, then avoid work and talk,
where able to focus on the work and understand the concept.
Which then kept the behavior in check and made them feel
more successful. One student in particular (female) was
trying to copy and just fill in the answers from another when
I was able to take my time and work with her she felt more
successful and was willing to work harder than before. A
second reason is the students felt more of a connection with
me and they were more willing to raise their hand and ask
for help from me or one of the "tutoring" students. Another
reason I felt this was a small win was the students are
grasping and understanding the problem sets better. I am
able to target misconceptions better and able to really pin
point whole class or individual problems students are having.
Which give me a better idea on what I need to reteach and
integrate into lessons and bellwork.

Time, respect, conducive
to flow, affiliation,
availability of genuine
help, setting clear goals,
access to resources, learn
from both success and
failures, emotional support

3) clear instructions and proper planning

Setting clear goals, time

4) He did the work! He employed the strategies we had used in
class over and over. I so wish he could have explained what
his thought process was, but he could not. It surprised him
when I responded, "Yes!" When I asked him to explain how
he knew he was correct, he couldn't tell me, but he beamed
with pride as his partner explained what he might be
thinking, and agreed that yes, that was what he was thinking!
I think he was especially proud of the fact that he had solved
one of my "tough multiplication facts." I tell the students I
have a hard time remembering this one!

Allowing for autonomy,
emotional support,
affiliation

5) The win was small for me because middle school students
tend to write well for the ELA teacher, yet in other classes
they forget grammar and structure rules because they did not

Allowing for autonomy,
affiliation,
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believe that core teachers knew grammar as well as the ELA
teacher. I did not have to stand over them to write correctly.
6) Because my class is very very chatting/talkative

Conducive to flow , respect

7) Students that don’t often get to celebrate their successes were
being cheered in front of all of their peers, giving them the
understanding that when they try their best, they really can
do well. I had students who would often not try to do their
best work taking their time and finding success.

Emotional support,
affiliation, encouragement,
learn from both success
and failure , time

8) Small win, but big experience. Many students have not had a
chance to hands on science and the this small win might lead
to bigger desires to do science and experience new learning.

Access to resources,
encouragement,

9) Actually it was a big win, but the students small win was
how proud they were of their work, yet humble as well.
10) This class tends to be more interested in being off-task,
rather than on-task - so this was a small win in that they
wanted to take notes!
11) Normally, students seem to not care about studying for the
final. However, every single student was engrossed in the
packet. I was proud that my students really cared about their
progress in the class.
12) This was a small win because my student is learning to self
manage her outbursts. In past school years she was seent out
of the room (in a room the teacher could monitor) and she
would miss out on instruction. The regular Ed. classroom
also frustrated my student because she didn’t have voice and
choice during assignments. Now, she is in a classroom that
understands gifted children, provides opportunities for her to
feel heard as a learner and that focuses on her social
emotional needs/reactions. This has allowed her to feel less
of a build up of tension so now she can work on managing
her response while it is manageable. She is very proud of
herself and understands that she can control her reactions. I
am also very proud of her.
13) This act provided a huge win for this student.

Encouragement, emotional
support, learn from both
success and failure,
Allowing for autonomy,
access to resources,
Allowing for autonomy,
access to resources, learn
from both success and
failures, respect, emotional
support
Allowing for autonomy,
emotional support,
encouragement, respect,
access to resources,

Availability of genuine
help, access to resources
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14) This student has a significant TBI and ODD behavior that
can make learning and achieving difficult for him but he was
able to preserver and ask for the accommodations and
learning help he needed in order to reach his and EXCEED
his goal!

availability of genuine
help, setting clear goals,
access to resources,

15) Small because it was a sudden understanding of a small
piece of a much larger unit.

Learn from success and
failures

16) This was a win because the student does not normally
produce sentences independently, and has not yet strung
words together without help.

Allowing for autonomy,
setting clear goals

17) It usually takes much redirection and even raising my voice
or blowing a whistle to gain their attention and keep them on
task. This is the first time they completed a lab with little
guided instruction and finished without much redirection or
misbehavior.

Setting clear goals,
allowing for autonomy,
access to resources,
conducive to flow

18) This was a small win because this behavior has never
happened as a whole class. This was the first day all year
ALL students were engaged ALL of the time.

Conducive to flow,
affiliation

19) This was a small win because the students were being graded
on proper cooking of the eggs not on showing the pan
flipping skill but yet they still tried it. This was also a small
win because of the community this built in within the group
as they celebrated success.

Affiliation, learn from both
success and failures, access
to resources, setting clear
goals,

20) This was a small win because she was actively engaged and
made a social connection in class.

Affiliation, encouragement

21) It was a small win because I had successfully won his trust.

Affiliation, emotional
support

22) I think this was a small win for the student who gave the
insightful response, because I don't think he even realized
how significant his response was and how he both
enlightened and inspired his classmates perceptions of the
story.

Learn from both success
and failure, emotional
support, encouragement,

23) This felt like a small win because this student began to
engage in class when typically he does not or it is more of a
fight.

Conducive to flow,
affiliation
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24) He is a student that gives up very quickly and I found a way
for him to keep working using the tool.

Encouragement, access to
resource, availability of
genuine help

25) I love when my students have fun learning. I am learning
too! If I know they learned and had fun doing it, it is always
a win. If they seem unhappy and not engaged, I have to
rethink what happened that made it not as exciting. I take the
blame unless it is Halloween or Christmas distraction.

Encouragement, emotional
support,

26) This was a small win because fractions are tough in the 5th
grade, we will be moving to mixed fractions and adding and
subtracting with whole numbers in which the smiley method
won't be able to work in this case.

Setting clear goals,
emotional support

27) This student has been pretty difficult all semester as far as
behavior and motivation and to see this student finally taking
some initiative and responsibility was definitely a victory.
Unfortunately, not much is given to support 9th graders
making the transition into high school, and lately it seems
that our administrators would rather enable instead of
empower the students for success. This was a moment
where the student showed some self-reflection and maturity
compared to the beginning of the year.

Emotional support,
encouragement, respect,
allow for autonomy

Access Resources =11
Emotional support = 11
Encouragement =10
Affiliation = 9
Set clear goals= 8
Autonomy = 8
Success/ Failure= 7
Conducive to flow =5
Respect =5
Genuine help = 4
Time = 4

District 2 : “In your opinion, why was this a small win?”
1) This was a small win because it affected the classroom climate in
a way that no lesson could. My students opened up to one another
and shared with one another personal experiences and from that
point on our class room was noticeably different.

Catalysts and
Nourishers
Respect, emotional
support, affiliation,
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2) Getting students to read is usually a challenge but getting them to
read and enjoy it, even more challenging. I was so happy and so
proud in that moment.

Encouragement,

3) It's a small win since jump roping has occurred outside during our Time, allowing for
quick water/restroom break of 10 minutes. This is not a
autonomy, emotional
curriculum need because jumping is not really an academic
support
necessity. I know what progress my students have had and no
one will ever see what I know. Administration will never ask
about this small win. My students and I know it is something fun
and positive.
4) This was a small win because my students had motivation to
learn and interest in learning was positive and students wanted to
learn and be a scientist! I loved seeing the kids predicting, excited
to participate, willing to participate, and their interest was very
high to become a scientist. It was neat to see the children excited
to learn and participate. When all the students are interested and
happy in our class, it is truly a win!

Encouragement,
emotional support,
affiliation

5) On second look it may have been bigger than a small win. They
cared enough to ask rather than just picking from the multiple
choice answers. They showed a desire to learn and questioned
their answer when the units didn't make sense. Then wanted to
share the knowledge with other.

Allowing for
autonomy, availability
of genuine help,
respect,
encouragement,
affiliation, conducive
to flow

6) It happened spontaneously without any planning or prompting on
my part.The event was a small win because the students found
intrinsic pleasure in the work.

Encouragement,
allowing for
autonomy, conducive
to flow

7) Students in this group are first grade readers in a third grade
classroom. This was one of the few times that student A
remembers the sounds introduced by the sound cards and uses
this reading strategy effectively. Student A is now beginning to
use this strategy independently. It is fun to see students succeed.
She is becoming a more confident reader and continues to
progress.

Setting clear goals,
access to resource,
learn from both
success and failure,
emotional support

8) This felt like a HUGE win. I wasn't sure if there would ever be a
moment that I felt the majority of my students understood this
well enough to move forward but we put in the time and effort
and it definitely is paying off!

Time, setting clear
goals, respect
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9) Deaf students do not always have a great visual memory, even
Setting clear goals,
though they rely on a visual language (ASL). This particular
learn from both
student had been struggling to remember the words and what they success and failures
meant in previous practice, so to see it happen was gratifying.
10) beyond all of the gains in physics learning from this unit (over
my previous methods), it is moments like this (and there were/are
many like it, this is just one of my favs) that are the unexpected
small wins that may be even more important.

Allowing for
autonomy, conducive
to flow

11) I guess it is actually a BIG win for me, however the structures
that I must teach in make it feel like a small win that doesn't get
recognized (i.e. its not a standardized test question). It's BIG
because they have internalized the math and they perceive math
as a process or journey that they are a part of with others and not
just something they are bad at.

Encouragement,
emotional support,
affiliation, access to
resource, availability
of genuine help

12) My students struggle with walking appropriately using my
hallways expectations. When my students are able to walk
correctly in the hallways, it's a huge win for my kiddos and other
students' classes!

Setting clear goals,
respect

13) This was a small win because my students could tell I cared about
them personally and was able to relax with them. I could also feel
like they were opening up to me and cared enough to share a little
bit of their personal lives. It was fun yet productive and made us
all grow a little closer.

Affiliation, emotional
support, respect

14) Yes, Indeed it was a small win because my students used to be
very loud but that day they just did it.

Respect, conducive to
flow

15) I suppose my win turned into a pretty large win encompassing
several days but it was the first thought that came into my mind
when I read the question. The way these kids worked was
amazing. I did not have to manage them at all. I could have left
the room and they would not have noticed. That was the win.
They did not need me anymore. They were fully independent on
the task. As a result, this group of kids has become so interested
in space, one sent me a question via Classcraft, a gaming style
learning platform I use in my classroom. She asked, "i get that the
speed of light is 299,792 kilometers per second, but did you know
that the speed of shadows is 299,338 kilometers per second. how
is it that there is many things that are close to the speed of light
but nothing is faster. i believe that there is something faster then
the speed of light. i would like to hear about your thoughts about
this.” Realize, we are a Title 1 school. The majority of our

Allowing for
autonomy,
encouragement,
conducive to flow,
access to resources,
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students are economically disadvantaged. That they are starting to
think about analyzing samples from Bennu to gain a deeper
understanding of the origins of our universe (when they go to U
of A to get their doctorates) or looking for solutions to the
problems we face here on Earth by contemplating how to explore
deep space is incredible.
16) See Q10

Emotional support,
setting clear goal, learn
“I work with a student whom I will call Hope. Hope is a 5th grade Who
from both success and
until a couple of weeks ago had an IEP. More on that later. Hope is a
failures,
shy, but pleasant and generally happy little girl. In a recent literary poetry
encouragement,
unit, hope discovered the joy of writing and a talent for writing poetry.
availability of genuine
This is significant because although hope Recently entered a school
help,
talent show In stood on stage seeing her heart out boldly in front of a
very large audience, she lacks confidence in academic matters. Hope is
quite good at math and things about numbers in a way very unlike that of
her peers. The way that she reasons through mathematical computations,
performing Mental math For large numbers is Unusual and often beyond
what many of her peers can do. And if she isn't sure about how the
teacher arrived at an answer, she asks questions in wants to be sure she
understands before allowing herself to transition to the next subject. Yet,
She constantly seeks validation.Hope struggles with reading and
writing.Though she has strategies and knows how to use them, her
problem solving strategy is to default to an appeal for help.She does not
have confidence in her ability to problem Solve and must always be
prompted to use her strategies. In short, It appears as though hope has
performance anxiety, especially in unfamiliar situations. Her teacher and
I have been working specifically with her to increase her independent
problem solving and self confidence. And therein lies the small when I
would like to discuss. This year hopes IEP was up for re evaluation. She
was reassessed by the school Psychologist, after which we met with
parents to discuss those results and the plans going forward. Based on the
results of the evaluation, the school psychologist determined that hope
has a low IQ and is therefore functioning To the best of her Ability. In
this case, it was determined that hope Is no longer an eligible for special
education Services. The psychologist explained in that meeting, in which
Both parents and hope were in attendance, That she Would likely always
" Be about 2-3 grade levels below" in her academic achievements. Hope
was instantly crushed And began to cry. Despite my suggestion that she
may not have performed as well as she could on those evaluations given
her propensity to anxiety and having an unfamiliar evaluator, the
psychologist believed the results of The evaluation were An accurate
reflection of her ability. Last week the results of a teacher created
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progress monitoring Formative math assessment Given to students At the
beginning of the year and the end of each quarter.The assessment, due to
length is divided into 2 sections.Hopes scores revealed the greatest
growth. On one assessment she grew nearly 40% from her previous score
(low 20s to low 60s). On the other she made appx. 30% gain (low 20s to
mid 50s). Her teacher suggested then I asked her how she did on that test.
The smile on her face when She told me about her scores Remains in my
mind today. She was positively beaming and so proud Of Herself, even
as she explained that "Dr. [Psychologist] was wrong!! For me, shifting a
student's self defeating internal dialogue into one of pride, selfconfidence, and empowerment, helping them learn to believe in
themselves and their abilities, helping them discover the talents that lie
within, those "small wins" are the big! Those are the wins that will carry
a child forward to a successful educational experience, open doors of
opportunity, and lead to a fulfilling life. Remember Hope's challenges in
writing? And the fact that the psychologist said she would always be 2 to
3 grade levels below? She has discovered within herself a talent for
writing poetry, so much so that it has her writing poetry during recess,
and pages and pages at home for fun. I'd say that's a win! In regards to
question 11, there isn't a good Choice. I would have to say that this small
when occurred over time. It was not one event, but rather a combination
of the efforts by the student and multiple teachers drove the beginning of
the school year that culminated in the shift from deficit thinking to a
growth mindset. From defeatist beliefs to a resilient outlook.”
17) It was a win because this student engages 50% of the time. And
on this particular day he responded with a well thought out,
insightful, response to the question.

Encouragement,
conducive to flow

18) During this activity My students achieved the objectives .They
learnt editing and actively participate in activity by doing group
work and making chart.

Set clear goals

Encouragement = 8
Emotional support = 7
Affiliation =6
Set clear goals= 6
Conducive to flow = 6
Respect =6
Autonomy = 5
Success/ Failure= 3
Genuine help = 3
Access Resources = 3
Time =2
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APPENDIX F: DEFINITION OF A SMALL WIN RESPONSES
District 1 participant responses, “In general, how would you define a 'small win' in your
classroom?”
1) A 'small win' would be just what I described in my other answer; students who
generally have no interest in a program or project until they get into the meat of it and I
see the 'aha moment' and they finally understand the real world applications of what I
am trying to teach them.
2) To me a small win is when I feel successful as a teacher or when I see students feeling
successful. To me a small win is what keeps me motivated to teach.
3) The class with proper planning in which there will clear instructions
4) A small win is when the light goes on for a student. A small win is when a student
didn't understand, like, or complete a problem, and then s/he did! Any time I see a
student focus or concentrate or not give up I count it as a win, but by far, the most
rewarding wins are when a student expresses pleasure or pride in having accomplished
something. S/He might just look up at me and smile, or be reading the screen, cock
her/his head, frown, and nod. Maybe in the middle of reading, change his/her body
position to alert, and look up! Rarely, if ever, have I heard a student say, "Win!
Eureka!" I have to take those winning moments in much more subtle ways of
communication.
5) Small wins for me is when students transfers instruction and strategies to other classes.
6) Any time students in my class are quiet
7) Any time a student tries their best on something, it’s a win to be celebrated. When
students demonstrate a growth mindset, it’s a win to be celebrated. When students take
a chance to answer questions whether right or wrong, it’s a win to be celebrated. We
celebrate quietly (and often noisily) when students take chances and try something new
in our classroom.
8) the moment when a child has a chance to feel confident, excited, and has made
progress in the process of learning.
9) Anything that makes for a memorable learning experience.
10) Any time they students show initiative for themselves and their learning.
11) When a student realizes that they have the ability and confidence to tackle math.
12) A small win is any time a student has a moment that is an A-ha moment or when they
feel proud of themselves. .
13) Something that gets a smile from a kid.
14) I find "small win"s everyday. Otherwise, I'd burn out! Any time I fell teacher warm
and fuzzies.
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15) Small wins are when small things that sometimes don't happen regularly happen.
16) Anything that means progress!
17) In previous years, something that meets expectation with little guidance from me, or
something that exceeds expectations. Currently, my standards have been set lower with
my current students, so any time they meet my expectations without guidance from me
is a large win, actually.
18) I teach middle schoolers, so for me a small win is when all students are engaged in a
project. Another small win for me would be when a student struggling a concept finally
understands it. The "lightbulb effect"
19) Small things to be celebrated in your day, while doing a job that can be filled with
stress and conflict.
20) It is a win that only effects a small percentage of the class.
21) Each time my personal relationship results in a student advancing their understanding
of the subject matter.
22) In my room, a small win would be when a student is recognized, or more so,
recognizes for themselves that their contribution was unique, meaningful, or had an
impact.
23) Anytime that a student learns something new, becomes proficient in a skill, makes a
connection, strengthens a positive relationship, sees the big picture, or- for some- just
come to school.
24) When a student can do something independently that he or she could not do previously.
25) It is cliche to say 'when the light bulb goes off' but that is sort of true. For me it is when
they are excited and having fun learning.
26) Small win are the simple light bulb, I got it moments.
27) When a student (or class) has an "a ha" moment.
District 2 Participant Responses to, “In general, how would you define a 'small win' in
your classroom?
1) A small win is anything that allows your students to build confidence in themselves
and opens their minds and hearts to you as their teacher.
2) A small win my classroom is seeing kids love their subject and knowledge.
3) Small wins are steps in the right direction that keep students feeling positive as they
continue to improve in any area.
4) I would define a small win, when students are engaged, participating, excited to learn,
curious, and motivated to learn. I think learning is always a win, but having fun too
makes it even better.
5) learning that takes place that I didn't plan for.
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6) I don't suppose I can just say, "I know it when I see it." Small wins are usually
unplanned and ephemeral. Not only are they unplanned but they run contrary to
expectations - like expecting students to be frustrated by a problem but instead
embracing it. Finally, they tend to compensate for something - the one one problem
they got excited about compensated for the problems we didn't get to.
7) A small win is anything that furthers the students understanding. It can be when the
student is a full participant in their own learning, but sometimes it happens as more
passive learners. They could be observing other students explain their thinking and if
they walk away with a new strategy to use on their own, that also is a small win.
8) A 'small win' is a moment when everything is falling into place and student's faces our
lighting up with the knowledge they are discovering they are capable of achieving.
9) When students make connections to content or when they manage their
emotions/behavior in productive ways.
10) a sparkle in their eye, a knowing grin... any moment that rises above the daily grind
and shows me their are connecting to ideas, to life, to others etc
11) Again, I realized through taking this survey that a small win is all about perception. I
perceived your idea of a small win as a clear 'learning moment' that happens for one
student. But in reality those are the BIG wins. However my winningness as a teacher
is based on the grade of the students, which is 70% test results, and their District
Benchmark scores and their AZMerit scores. It's a messed up BROKEN system that
sucks all the joy out of teaching by making BIG wins seem small, or not up to par, if
they can't connect that moment to passing a multiple choice test.
12) An accomplishment that my students hit without being asked and can do on their own
with minimal guidance.
13) A small win can be between one student or the whole class. It can involve academics
or personal relationships. Overall, I believe it to be something that makes a positive
shift in the students' or teacher's progress, again, either academic or relational.
14) It is doing something unusual in usual way.
15) The definition is gradient. Depending on the needs of the class, a small win occurs
when a class says, "We've got this."
16) For me, the biggest small wins have ALWAYS been about helping the students
believe they CAN learn, that they are smart, and top believe in themselves. But a small
win can be something as simple as getting a student to do their homework, or as
complex as finding a way to encourage cohesiveness among a group of students in
constant conflict.
17) Being thankful for good things that take place in the class, despite the overwhelming
opposition that is there every day.
18) Stay focused, go after your dreams and keep moving toward your goals slowly and get
small wins.
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APPENDIX G: RESULTS: NATURALLY DERIVED THEMES IN SMALL WINS
DEFINITIONS
District 1
A moment (n=6), any time (n=8), sometimes (n=1), don’t happen
regularly happen (n=1),
lightbulb (n=4), when light goes on (n=1), ‘aha moment’ (n=2), make a
connection (n=1), finally understand (n=1), Meaning (n=1), memorable
learning experience (n=1), sees the big picture (n=1)

Theme Label:
Ephemeral

Progress (n=2), could not do previously(n=1), meets or exceeds
expectations (n=1), complete (n=1), (n=1), didn’t understand… then did
(n=1), finally understand (n=1), could not do previously things that
sometimes don’t happen regularly happen (n=1), improve (n=1)

Accomplishment

Independent (n=1), with little guidance (n=1), proficient in a skill (n=1),
transfer (n=1), real world application (n=1) Try/learn something new
(n=2), take a chance (n=1), transfers (n=1),

Autonomy

Interest (n=1), motivated (n=1), engaged (n=1), focus (n=1), concentrate
(n=1), tries their best (n=1), not give up (n=1) shows initiative (n=1)

Interest

Confidence (n=2), pride (n=2), realize they have the ability (n=1)
growth mindset (n=1)

Resiliency

Celebrate (n=3), smile (n=2), fun (n=1)

Celebrate

Strengthens positive relationship (n=1), personal relationship (n=1)

relationships

Responses from District 2:
Engage, participate, focus, love their subject and knowledge, Open
minds and hearts, excite, curious, motivated to learn, go after your
dreams, faces lightning up with knowledge, a sparkle in their eye, a
knowing grin,

Theme Label:
Interest

A step in the right direction, continue to improve, furthers
understanding, progress, keep moving towards your goals, Walk away
with a new strategy,

Accomplishment

To use on their own, minimal guidance, discover they are capable of
achieving, without being asked, manage their own emotions/ behavior

Autonomy

Build confidence, we got this, compensate for something, despite the
overwhelming opposition,

Resiliency

Meaning
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That I didn’t plan for (n=1), unplanned(n=1), depends on the needs of
the class (n=1), embracing it (n=1),

Spontaneous/
Improvise

ephemeral, a moment where everything is falling into place, any
moment that rises above the daily grind, sometimes

Ephemeral

Connection to content (n=1), a clear learning moment, making
connections to ideas and life
feel positive, have fun, positive shift,
Make connections to others, encourage cohesiveness

Meaning
Celebrate
Relationships

,
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APPENDIX H: RESULTS: TEACHERS SELF-REPORTED ROLE IN SMALL WINS

District 1 Participants’ responses to, “What role did you play in the small win?”
1) Facilitating discussion between students and introducing the project to them.
2) I played an active role of listening to students needs, provide curricular support, and
observing, which help me plan for the future lessons.
3) role model sometimes
4) The most important role I played was waiting until he succeeded. The concept of wait
time is a tricky one for me. Sometimes I wait too long and then the student can be
frustrated and give up. It takes familiarity with the student and his cues, in order to
wait long enough, but not too long. Another thing that made this a win for my student
is that he owned it. I didn't get too excited or express much in the way of approval. I let
this be his win. (even though I was thrilled that it finally sunk in). He actually repeated
it again the next day, much more quickly. I do not want students to get problems
"right" for me or because of me. I want them to take pride in their own work and
express their own satisfaction in themselves and their effort and / or work. I also try to
get them to verbalize and explain what they did that worked. Even if they get the
problem wrong, I find that they often learn a lot (sometimes more) by the process.
5) I differentiated instruction in order to meet the needs of students who continued to
struggle.
6) I was walking around monitoring the students work
7) Cheerleader and coach. I gave specific instruction to the whole class and one on one
instruction as needed during practice. I believed in my students out loud.
8) I led the dissection time out at the camp.
9) I pointed them in the right directions, had them do the research, made them perform
trial and error, then allowed them to cook several lunches.
10) Not much. The students did this on their own.
11) Facilitator/tutor, roaming the room to help/tutor as needed.
12) My role in this incident was to remind her how to gain control of her emotions. I was
able to step in with verbally saying her name so I could get eye contact and then I used
a visual cue to remind her to breathe.
13) I saw a young student despondent. I did what I thought was necessary.
14) Due to the nature of his disability he is placed in a small class room to work on the
"soft school skills" and get access to the modified curriculum he needs. I am the lead
teacher and modify and level all his adapted work and assessments with a trauma based
approach in behavior strategies.
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15) I helped my student work through her misconceptions and misunderstandings of
scientific notation
16) I was the receiver!
17) Setting up an engaging lab, detailed procedure, and a semester's worth of expectationsetting.
18) I created the project and delivered the instructions and procedures.
19) Demonstration of the skill, and creating an environment were it was okay to try and
okay to fail.
20) Partnering with the right group of students and creating a collaborative environment
where all students feel safe to participate.
21) I had encouraged him for weeks to ask questions. I praised him each time he sought
my help. At last he independently sought mty assistance.
22) I could see that the student was engaged and thinking, but had to be invited into the
discussion. (by me).
23) I told the student how much I appreciated his work as he engaged with his group.
24) I guided him to the tool.
25) Instructor
26) I was the facilitator
27) Encourager

District 2 Participants’ responses to, “What role did you play in this small win?”
1) I didn't play much of a role at all other than making the observation that the plane crash
was a metaphor for what was really hurting the main character.
2) I was reading with them.
3) I kept teaching students to jump, I turned the rope, I praised the students, I showed
them where to stand, to take turns, etc...
4) I added a scientist lab coat and glasses, and discussed safety first. I also read "What
does a Scientist Do?" which gained interest in becoming a scientist and doing reading,
writing, measuring, graphing, drawing, asking questions, and predicting, just like real
scientists do. I felt like the students were really curious.
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5) I saw a teachable moment and since it wasn't a formal assessment I took the chance to
differentiated the problem to take words and translate them into a 2D picture of a 3D
idea and then demonstrate it on the 3D model transform that understanding into the
equation and after they solved the math on their own let them work out the why and
teach it to others. This is a very non traditional way to assess but by allowing them to
ask questions I further learned what they did and didn't understand while also teaching
them when they wanted the information.
6) Well, I gave them the problem, which I don't even remember, and when the debate
started, I let it roll instead of worrying about the rest of the daily plan.
7) I used guiding questions to get her there, but now she is beginning to get there on her
own.
8) I would say about 70%. I currently have a student teacher who has taught 2 complete
math lessons on subtracting with and without regrouping as follow-up lessons to the
work I began with them.
9) Selecting the words, prompting the practice in different modalities, quizzing students
on the words we had learned, establishing the expectation that they would learn it.
10) designed & ran the unit. trusted in them.
11) I created the opportunity with creative tasks that are simple but engaging, I provided
the roles and procedures within the classroom to create to the best of my ability a safe
place to learn.
12) I consistently ask students to provide the expectations and ask students why it is
important to walk correctly in the hallway. I also show them how to quietly walk in the
hallway by being a role model, only smiling at students and teachers when they say
hello in the hallway, etc.
13) I feel like my ability to let my guard down a little bit, bend the rules a tiny, and worry
about our relationships rather than their letter grade made this possible. Being able to
take a time out is something I feel like teachers are scared to do and feel like time is
too scarce to do so, but it really does make a difference.
14) Facilitator Observor
15) My role in this win started out as their guide and ended as their co-collaborator asking
questions, having discussions and learning answers at their side, not at the helm. But,
as I previously stated, this position for me is the exception, not the rule.
16) A supporting role alongside her parents, her general education teacher and (since Jan.)
a student teacher. It's that whole, "it takes a village" concept because it really did!
17) I publicly acknowledged his contribution with positive praise and was sure to thank
him for his contribution.
18) I guided them in making chart and editing the research report.
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APPENDIX I: RESPONSES TO “ANYTHING ELSE RELEVANT TO THIS SMALL
WIN?”
District 1 Participant responses to, “Is there anything else relevant to this small win that
you would like to share? If not, type no.”
1) No.
2) Making the connection really helped I was able to grasp the students attention better
the next day in lessons. The students feel successful and while the energy is still alive
and kicking the mischievous behaviors have lessened and some of the avoidance issues
have decreased. Some of those avoidance students are more willing to try and attempt
the math.
3) no
4) Thank you for asking, I had a smile on my face (and a tear in my eye) remembering
this and writing about it. Too often, I forget the small successes that happen day to day.
That student probably never learned multiplication facts with automaticity. He
probably never scored anything but minimally proficient on a math benchmark. But
when he worked with me, he loved math, at least that day.
5) No
6) no
7) No
8) I heard that they shared their stories with their friends, and families, and even were
excited to share this with the principal who then posted pictures to our website. It was
as good day.
9) I wish we would have been recognized for our efforts. I've been doing this for over 15
years and never was recognized.
10) No.
11) no
12) I believe this type of a classroom (multi-age gifted) has helped her to be with like
minded students that understand her frustrations. We are also able to work on social
emotional needs of gifted students in this class. Classroom wins don’t always have to
academic.
13) Although this was many years ago, they just recently told me how much that action
meant to them.
14) No, thank you.
15) No
16) The aide has helped the student progress so much in the short time she has been here!
17) no
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18) The project allows kids to build on Minecraft, so I think Minecraft is what got the
students engaged.
19) By sharing the first win with my other classes it gave others courage to try.
20) Often it is not about the lessons that we create, but the environment that we create.
21) Relationships are vital to student learning. I have yet to hear of a student developing a
relationship with their I-pad.
22) Students brought up this small win in our post discussion session. They were very
impressed, and stated that it had really expanded their thinking.
23) no.
24) Everyone can learn but not all learn at the same speed.
25) I love incorporating technology into lessons.
26) No
27) In my opinion, this small win could happen more often if character development was
emphasized more in grades 6-9.

District 2 Participants’ responses to, “Is there anything else relevant to this small win
that you would like to share? If not, type no.”
1) no
2) The book we were reading was at grade level. I have several students who are not at
grade level for reading, writing, or math. To see everyone engaged, following along,
and invested in the story was amazing.
3) no
4) I love when students are curious, interested, and notice things about our world that they
want to learn about in order to gain motivation to learn!
5) For the reason mentioned above I allow for corrections and retakes for full credit
because it doesn't matter to me when they learn the information just that they do.
6) No
7) No
8) There were some noticeable absences on this day that really helped our class focus and
work great together. Students who typically do not participate as often were more
active participants and I was able to meet with struggling students who have been
overlooked due to more needy students.
9) no
10) if I don't get a chance at another small win, I wanted to mention that as the years have
gone by I notice more and more... I run into a former student the next year or many
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years later and so regularly they are just doing great, however much they struggled as a
middle schooler... maybe that's a big win, but those little small win moments I see with
a kid usually are what should be focused on rather than the typical struggles and
disinterests of adolescents
11) No
12) No
13) no
14) No
15) No, but thanks for letting me share/vent.
16) No
17) No
18) No.
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APPENDIX J: WHY THEY ARE CREATIVE TEACHERS
District 1 Participant Responses to, “In a few sentences, why do you believe you are a creative
teacher?”
1) I believe I am a creative teacher because I try to bring in every aspect of adult life into
the classroom and make digital projects revolving around that.
2) I try to solve misconceptions with "real life" scenarios. Or use drawings, graphs,
pneumonic, etc. to help students understand. I try to "think outside the box" when the
textbook or my lesson is just not hitting the mark. So I guess I use drawing, drama, and
creative thinking to create concepts in my students' minds.
3) I like to engage my students teach them concept and other creative work. I always try
yo bring creativity in my lesson plan
4) Students like my teaching style and they respond to me. Almost all students respond
positively to my lessons. I teach students, not subjects. Other teachers think my kids
are a little too loud, wild sometimes. I would hate to come to school and do a
worksheet!
5) I look for non-traditional ways to provide instruction. Given easy access to the internet
and youtube, ideas for creativity require minimum effort.
6) Because you have to creative to keep students interrested
7) Every year I make changes to my teaching with the end goal to be engaging all
students into successful learning. Engaging students these days takes creativity.
Students these days want everything handed to them without any effort on their part. I
consider my job to be to defeat that mindset and have a class that wants to learn and
grow. That takes creativity in presentation, lesson design, individualization for those
that require support or further challenges, and of course, management of the classroom
as learning is happening.
8) I look at the content that needs to be taught and realize that there are 100's of ways that
a student can be led through the process ....all students learn different.
9) Beside the fact that everyone says so, I always strive to include something creative
within each lesson, be it art, STEM, music or acting.
10) I see math in the real-world very easily, and so I try to come up with as many silly but
cool ways that they can use & see the math they are learning.
11) I strive to make math engaging and interesting to all students.
12) I believe that I try to give students choice in how they show their learning. I like to find
various ways students can showcase their learning...like videos, PROBES, skits,
PBL,s......and by allowing students to demonstrate their as they like.
13) Always looking for a better way.
14) I teach 7th grade. You have to be creative to keep their attention. :) An example: We
are currently finishing up our unit on astronomy. This unit was designed to be a self
paced, semi-self guided unit. SO for the last month and a half my students have been
working at their own pace through the unit. The creativity from me comes in these
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ways: 1. I had to design and create 22 individual assignments to cover all the standards
in such a way that the students could complete them with minimal assistance from me.
2. I had to come up with an efficient way to manage multiple simultaneous
assignments in each of my 5 classes.
15) I meet the students where they are at and find out what their interests are in order to
motivate them to learn. I come up with memorable activities and games that include
learning and social opportunities.
16) I utilize new ideas and information when creating lessons or lab experiments for
students.
17) I think I am a creative teacher because I think of ways to incorporate things that the
students are interested in into my curriculum. Minecraft is very popular, and so I
integrate that into many lessons. I also feel I am creative because I am willing to take a
risk. I have had so many lessons and projects not work and just crumble. But when
they do work, its a great win.
18) I am a creative teacher because I develop fun and engaging lessons that get students
out of their seats and are hands on. I use my creativity to think of ways to teach boring
concepts in a way that will really stick in the students minds for all the right reasons.
19) I believe that I am a creative teacher because I like to be innovative and create learning
experiences for my students that is based on their interests.
20) I have a vast tool kit of motivational strategies that I employ to assist students to
become independent learners.
21) I look for open ended assignments, activities, etc I also involve students to be involved
in the process and product.
22) I like to think of myself as a creative teacher because I try to think of ways to pique the
interest of my students and create lessons that are rigorous but also interesting. Instead
of notes on Napoleon, I challenge them to look at primary sources that describe
Napoleon and his rise and fall from power. They solve "cases" that lead them to the
reasons for his rise to power and fall from power.
23) I do not do the same thing year after year. I change things based on the needs of the
students.
24) My undergraduate degree was the arts. I have always loved art and expressions of
creativity in dance, drama, painting, and so much more.
25) I believe that I am creative teacher because I am always trying to integrate new ideas
and blend concepts. I want my students to be engaged 100 percent of the time so being
creative is key to any lesson I implement.
26) I am able to use my knowledge of students to create lessons and resources that are
adapted to my students needs and interests.
27) I like to take ideas and incorporate them into the training we use in class. I like to
create new workouts and help kids reach their goals using them.
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District 2 Participant’s response to, “In a few sentences, why do you believe you are a creative
teacher?
1) I turn an event in the classroom into a learning adventure. Students never know what
kind of goofy, funny thing we might be doing.
2) I believe I am creative because I am always looking for ways to make my students
think for themselves about things they would never have thought of.
3) I had a hard time learning when I was in school. Now I try everything possible to get
students to learn. I believe in movement, tactile, repetition, positive feedback, that
each person is very important, and I try to make every lesson enjoyable through student
participation.
4) I like to come up with art, books, or discussions that the students are using to add more
interest and I love when I can add my own personality to the lesson.
5) I find different ways to teach diferent learners in the same classroom. I learn what is
meaningful to each student and tap in to that, to better teach them. I use my artistic
drawing and movement sense to explain math.
6) I use my imagination a lot in trying to find or create lessons or projects that will
interest kids.
7) I use a variety of strategies to keep students engaged. Active engagement is essential. I
have continued my education throughout my long career. This continues to spark my
creative spirit. I use some lessons every year, however, it is important to evaluate each
group of students and their needs and use your creativity as a teacher to meet their
needs.
8) I am able to think outside of the box, approach problems from a different point of view,
and display lessons in multitude of forms, allowing students to make connections to the
creative outlets and resources presented.
9) I have had to design sign language materals for my students from scratch. I have had
to create visual representations of content taught. I have had to use the drama and
expressiveness of ASL to encourage student learning. I have had to design creative
projects for students. I am also a stained glass and mosaic artist.
10) i do things my way! i learn from others but leave space for trying new thigns and
failing etc
11) Everyday tests my creative abilities, to be flexible, to be engaging, to create questions,
activities, resources, visuals all to help students understand abstract concepts. Nothing
easy about it.
12) I try to come up with projects or assignments to relate to my students. I also try to
make my classroom reach my students as well.
13) I always use many different ways to make teaching more effective and interesting.
14) I work ridiculously hard to create interesting, engaging, inspiring lessons to grab
students' attention. I use available technology to bring science concepts to life. I want
them to be inspired to read more, rather than dreading yet another dry lesson based on
1990s imagery with facts that are outdated. And, sometimes, I'm just plain silly.
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15) I approach teaching very much like science. If one strategy does not work, I entertain
other ideas until i find something that does. Sometimes that takes many attempts.
Also, i get some of my best and most creative ideas for lessons on the fly. Like the
children's book, "If you give a moose a muffin," one thing I'm teaching or reading may
give me an idea for another.
16) I love to create visuals for the class. I always have to think of new ways to engage
students and give the information which is a creative process
17) I have been teaching from last 13 years and teaching is not only my profession but its
my passion .So, I try my best to do practicals with my students and achieve success.
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APPENDIX K: IN HONOR OF CHRISTA MCAULIFFE

Christa McAuliffe’s Teacher in Space Interview
An Idaho Public Television Special

Retrieved from https://video.whyy.org/video/idaho-public-television-specials-christa-mcauliffesteacher-space-interview/

Interviewer: “…please describe the project you outlined in your application?”
Christa McAuliffe: “Having been a history teacher for quite a few years, I have been very aware
of the fact that social history- or history for the majority- is often unknown or forgotten.
Because it is very easy to chronicle military, political, and economic history… and social history
is a little more difficult. The ‘common man’ is often pushed aside. Because I feel that this is
important- the ordinary people’s perspective of history- I try to include that in my classes
through letters, and diaries, and journals. And, I also give the students an opportunity to do an
oral history-- where they go out into the community and interview community members and
family members and are able to bring their experience back into the classroom. Often, we share
in a lot of excitement as we talk about a World War II’s Veteran’s perspective of what was
happening in the Philippines or their grandparent’s view of what was taking place during the
Depression or Vietnam. Since this is an important part of my classroom, I want the students to
also feel that they too are important. That they too are participating in history.
When I was thinking about doing a project for the space shuttle, I felt that doing a diary or a
journal keeping these notes would help personalize the space program. It would help other
people connect with the space age—the students and the teachers and others who I would speak
to would have somebody else’s viewpoint, other than an astronaut, to look through.
Some of the projects that I could bring back with me, some of the ideas, we might talk in a
classroom about “What it would be like in a on a space station 15 years from now?” What it
would be like to have business law or space law in space?” And the students would then be able
to really feel like they were part of the space program. The shuttle project and shuttle flight is
certainly going to be a dream and a thrilling experience for me. But it will be even more
wonderful to share with the people back home.”
…
Interviewer: “It is clear that, this is a major time commitment. If you are selected, what impact
do you see this have on your life beyond the classroom?”
Christa McAuliffe: “Well certainly it will change my life. I have been a classroom teacher for
these years. But I have also been an adventurer…I have always wanted to try something new.
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And, certainly as a historian to have the opportunity to embark on such an adventure-- I certainly
wouldn’t be able to say no to. Um… It will change my life. I think it will be great to be able to
travel around and share the experience and see people. But I also think it would give me an
opportunity to go back into teaching with renewed enthusiasm… Really being able to see history
in the making, which is so important when you are trying to bring these things types of things
across to the students. My family is excited about it. The students at school are certainly excited
about it. Part of the wonder of being chosen to go to the moon right now is the excitement people
have been seeing through me and kind of sharing with me. So its been a real asset right now me
and my family and the classroom. I think it will also give me an opportunity to meet a lot of
people and to share with the space age program – which right now is kind of removed. We only
see little clips of it in the paper and we really don’t understand the whole ramifications of what’s
going to be happening in the next 20 years.”
Interviewer: “…Describe your philosophy of living?”
Christa McAuliffe: “Well, I think my philosophy of living is to get as much out of life as
possible. I have always been the type of person who is flexible and has tried new things. You
also feel that you need a little bit of organization. But I also think it’s important to connect with
people. I have always been involved in community affairs. I think the reason I went into teaching
was because I wanted to make an impact on other people and have that impact on myself. I learn
as much from the students as they learn from me. Being in an educational field, it’s also been the
type of thing where I can go out and see people later on in the community, and see them in their
20’s and having their families and growing up—and that has given me a good feeling. The
philosophy of living, I suppose is to enjoy life and certainly to involve other people in that
enjoyment. But also because the country we live in to be a participant. And to enjoy all of the
things we have in this country.”
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